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THE ETUDE
November 1915

Founded 1883

Edward Mac Dowell

PRICE 15 CENTS
Pressers Musical Magazine
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ETUDE

The Young Folks find that
1

A MONTHLY JOURNAL FOR THE MUSICIAN, THE
MUSIC STUDENT, AND ALL MUSIC LOVERS.
Edited by James Francis Cooke

THE EMERSON
Automatic Player Piano

,premiu^t^rre*,,owedfor

CONTENTS
NOVEMBER, 1915

furnishes good fun for impromptu entertainment or it
may be used equally as well for formal dances.

Music

in the special tempo and with the “dancing accent’’ —

m
W&MSajggi

the kind that must be played right—is rendered perfectly
by the Emerson Automatic.
A popular feature of the Emerson Automatic: it
will re-roll and play over again automatically when
you wish.
A large and comprehensive library has been pre¬
pared especially for the Emerson Automatic.

Each

number is made from the actual playing of a great
pianist.

4

The Emerson Automatic Player faithfully re¬

produces this playing with every accent and delicate
shading of expression.
Dealers in Principal Cities and Towns.

“I’M

READY,

Painted by Edward V. Brewer for Cream of Wheat Co.

RAST

Send for Catalog.
Copyright 1915 by Cream of Wheat Co.

ESTABLISHED 1849

EMERSON PIANO CO.,

I

Boston, Mass.
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THEODORE PRESSER CO., 1712-1714 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Penna.

CHRISTMAS MUSIC-1915

The Quickest Mail Order Music Supply House for
Teachers, Schools and Conservatories of Music

ANY OF THIS CHRISTMAS MUSIC WILL BE SENT FOR EXAMINATION

The

best selected and one of the largest stocks of music.
in our

The

most

liberal “ON

plan.

stock or published by us sent freely on inspection at our
Professional Rates.
The best discounts and terms.

g

60 >1
10672
6226
26

And There Were Shepherds.Chase 16
Arise, Shine.Roberts .13
Behold, I Bring You ........ Her ridge .15
Behold, I Bring Ycu.Crament .15

10088
10617
10196
10470
—

FACTS ABOUT MUMb

By M. G EVANS
Price, 50 Cents
This little work is more than a primer; it is
a compact musical encyclopaedia, the subject
matter being presented not alphabetically^ but

■SaSSffg

Compiled by W. S. B. MATHEWS
10 Grades
a
l

10 Volumes
, , .
j.

$1.00 Each Volume
-eiec.e(j for everv nurpose The

MASTERING THE
SCALES AND ARPEGGIOS

L book for the veriest beginner planned.along^modarp
folTin mLe1-o%L^t stLntP All theLSteri^8is fresh anl

By D. BATCHELLOR and C. LANDON
A concise, practical manual, a logical exposition of the art of teaching music to the young
in a pleasing and attractive manner.

TOUCH AND TECHNIC

O Little Babe of Bethlehem

S

::

10211
6016
10207
10218
10524
6064

No.^13331

Star^of Bethlehem

By GEO. E. WHITING

To-day the Prince of Peace is B
Unto You a Saviour . ....
wS'-'al
We Have Seen His Star . . .
What Sounds are There .
When Christ Was Born .
Shepherd. . . .
While Shcph-rd..Goodrich
.1

■::o£ i

isg s Sts w‘“‘d

. .......

^. _..... L.^Plogsted

Med.

LI.
do

. II. R. Shelley HighJH
do
M?d. .63
A-ILBehrend^ll
do
Low .40
. . A. Ceibel Med. .50
do
Low .50

."jisSl

4148 Before the Shepherds (Violin and ’Cello)

PRICE, $1.00

1°

treated in a clear and exhaustive

£

*8046 H«a GHom, Mam (Vioiin Obbiigt.o)

is

ROOT’S TECHNIC
AND ART OF SINGING

FJcIBmJ,feracketti?igh-5#

-

-

^sssJ!s^LSssi
^‘&'w5SC'i»^"r!SSIfe
bourn. in maroon doth, gilt .tamped.

Any

CATALOGS

JOY OF CHRISTMAS

GLAD TIDINGS

,.Te>dmi Aij„

Med. .60
Low .60

CHRISTMAS PR

Price of Eith,
Sir.de Copy, Sc.

IMPORTANT TO CHORAL CONDUCTORS

THE VOCAL INSTRUCTOR
By E. J. MYER
Price, $1.00
Designed to be the most direct and helpful
work of its type and scope.
Mr. E. J. Myer
has embodied in his new work the experience of

S

THEO. PRESSER CO.,

do
do

.nr ass

mmsSsS -*ssssas====--

ancf VocalSt^ies^WOTk^oii'^Thoary5M^l^stea^Literat^e^ancf C^-

Accounts Are Solicited

do
dq

COMPLETE CHRISTMAS SERVICES FOR SUNDAY-SCHOOLS

WITH JOYFUL SONG

tyKr* -,h=

STANDARD HISTORY ofMUSIC

S317
5358

,.."CSs

Price. $

Til toSVXs'S go?“ii‘ISI“plS in“taS5

sr*

Low-*0

Violin Obbligato) A. Geibel Low .50
'j£.3L oong oi Dcinic nem.Minetti High .60

Obbligato)

THE MODERN PIANIST
By MARIE PRENTNER

silts

“““I

4 Hail to^he Ki

FOR THE PIANOFORTE

“tisr j

Price,

Glor, la£d.A. Rotoli High JS

COMPLETE SCH00L1TECHNIC

'H.W! Staton is
. MacDougall" .15
.Stults .15

SOLOS IN SHEET FORM

igi a&StSa?
BEGINNERS’
PIPE ORGAN BOOK

There Were Shepherds . . .

NEW CHRISTMAS SOLO

PART 111—Arp^ggios^Wvy *Hmi«2ally Treated (Passage School).
PART IV—School of Octave and Bravura Playing.

SELECTED “CZERNY” STUDIES

.05
.15
.15
.20

•°%6-ataKwiii...

mt ajssts-.-.-.-'

Price of Each, $1.00

5249 Away in a Manger, Op. 7, No. 2 . E. N. AndedSon

A SYSTEM
OF TEACHING HARMONY

Sing, 0 Heavens ...... Handel-Eastham
Sing, 0 Heavens.Grant
Sing, 0 Heavens
. . ..Solly
Star of Bethlehem, The.». Adams

•MS®::-: :::-S 1
't\ BStSJff!.-,-.-.:il

5979

By DR. WM. MASON
In Four Books

10304
10146
6208
6002

10353

H o€a^

GREATEST TECHNICAL WORK of MODERN TIMES

LATEST AND BEST INSTRUCTION BOOK

.10
.15
.15
.10

£

By JAMES FRANCIS COOKE
Price, $1.23
This work con tains all the necessary practire material“ written V coolly

.12
.05

MessagVoHhe Bells* * ' ' ’ ‘ ’’

^’‘MILLION

BEGINNER'S BOOK

Hark! the Angels.Tourjee
Hark What Mean Those Holy Voices Neidlinger
He Shall Be Great.Lansing
Holy Night.E. A. Mueller
Holy Night

hr.,

k®ndergarTenTthod

= wfenis: jssfssst

SCHOOL OF THE PIANOFORTE

10748 Of the Father’s Love . .... Norwood Dale
110720 Silent Night (Men’s Voices) . . . .J. S. Camp

10364 StMs°AH brightHe .' .'
10182 There Were in the Same Count.

FOUND IN THE STUDIOS OF EVERY PROGRESSIVE TEACHER

STANDARD GRADED COURSE OF 1
STUDIES F0R THE PIANOFORTE

New-Born King, The.R. S. Morrison .15

ANTHEMS IN OCTAVO FORM

Anything

. THE MOST MODERN TEACHING PUBLICATIONS IN MUSIC

P4 prSt0Fmiis.c

> - •

NEW CHRISTMAS ANTHEMS
10746 Christians Awake.R. M. Stults .15 10747
10756 Glory to God.R. M. Stults .15 |

A Christmas

for O™.*

By John Spencer

Headquarters for Everything mcSom^'i'ori’cr 'sI^

PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.

THEO. PRESSER CO.

pubushers ;;

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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Conservatories—Schools

Teachers

newyo-

development.
The

National Conservatory
of Music of America
Incorporated in i885 and Chartered in 1891
by Special Act of Congress
JEANNETTE M. THURBE.T. Founder and President

ARTISTIC FACULTY:
Romualdo Sapio, Adele Margulies, Leo¬
pold Lichtenberg, Leo Schulz, Richard
Arnold, Henry J1. Finck, etc.
FEES MODERATE
Address Secretary,
126-128 W. 79th Street - New York City

VIRGIL PIANO CONSERVATORY

LECTURE AND
NORMAL COURSE ENGAGEMENTS
ON THE PACIFIC COAST
with headquarters and temporary address
Portland, Oregon, 715 Everett Street
Permanent address. Teachers Collect
Columbia University, New York. '

FOR INFORMATION WRITE
11 West 68th Street, NEW YORK
Formerly 42 West 76th St.

MRS. A. M. VIRGIL, Director

“real

thing”

for piano practice.
Of the greatest advantage

GRANBERRY PIANO SCHOOL

to players and comfort

Teachers’ Training Courses

the household.
Appreciated by teachers,

Crane Normal Institute of Music
Training School for Supervisors ol Music
BOTH SEXES

of

FAELTEN SYSTEM. Booklet
CARNEGIE HALL - - NEW YORK

pupils and artists.
Saves wear of the piano.
19 reasons why it excels

The Advertisement of Your School
in this Department in
THE DECEMBER ETUDE
will be read by nearly
a quarter of a million music lovers

the piano for practice.

COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF MUSIC

The Advertisement of Your School
in this Department in
THE DECEMBER ETUDE
will be read by nearly
quarter of a million music lovers

11 West 68th Street, NEW YORK

StUjatnAnyATtmeted

Centralizing School of Acting
Edward Dvorak, Director
Departments: Piano, Theory. Voice Violin,
Violoncello, Expression. Send for Booklet.

Box 73^509 sVwA^ASH Av4/cHICAGO, ILL.

AMERICAN
CONSERVATORY

/MUSIC

Chicago College of Music

(METROPOLITAN COLLEGE OF MUSIC)
212 West 59th Street
New York City
, Organ, Piano, Stringed Instrument!, Public
School Music, Thao
30th Season—September 28, 1915.
JOHN B. CALVERT, D.D., Pres.
KATE S. CHITTENDEN, Dean

560 WEST END AVENUE (Corner 87th Street)

ALL BRANCHES TAUGHT BY EMINENT PROCESSORS
Boarding Accommodations for Students in Building
VICTOR KUZDO
..
__
..
BESSIE CLAY
WRITE FOR CATALOG
Principal

NEW YORK SCHOOL

«

0F MUSIC AND ARTS <ffis
Central Park West, cor. 95th St., New York City

RALFE LEECH STERNER, Director

DUNNING SYSTEM "KS"’
FOR BEGINNERS
A HEART TO HEART TALK WITH TEACHERS

a, hundred! of teacben

have taken8the' DunnSi

i hod of instruction w]

^

homelike school devoted to Music and the Arts
whidTis the^nest location ^'ifew'York^ity
All Branches of Music and Arts Taught from the Beginning to the Highest Artistic Finish by a
Faculty Composed of
Many European Celebrities and Eminent American Teachers
Dormitories in School Buildings and Proper Chaperonage
Open the Entire Year. Pupils May Enter Any Day. Two Public Concerts Every Week.
Terms, including Tuition, Board. Practicing, etc., on application
::
Send for Booklet and Book of Vieum

Legitimately, to get thi

Progress the Demand of the Hour

New York, December 14th. 1915. and

VOCAL INSTRUCTION
Studio, 70-80 CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK—CLIFFCREST (A Home for Students)
for particulars APPLY
THE MEHAN STUDIOS, Inc, tel. circle 1472

THE NEW VIRGIL
PRACTICE CLAVIER
Par superior in its latest construction to any
other instrument for teaching and practice.

VIRGIL SCHOOL OF MUSIC
WINTER SESSION IN ST. PETERSBURG, FLA.
y
K.

V IRGIL

For Particulars address Secretary
Executive Office, 567 Third Ave., New York City
OR A. K. VIRGIL, ST. PETERSBURG, FLA.

AN ENDOWED
-ED SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Fall Semester begins October 4
“Ann Arbor—An ideal city for summer study”
Send for announcement
CHARLES A. SINK, Secretary
1203 Maynard Siroet

MARY WOOD CHASE, DIRECTOR—Author of “Natural Laws in Pjano Technic.”
NINTH SEASON OPENS SEPTEMBER 13, 1915
Complete Courses in all branches of music and dramatic art. Coaching students for
concert stage. Special Normal Course for Teachers.
For Year Book address the Secretary.
630 FINE ARTS BUILDING
...
...
_
CHICAGO

MUSICIANS DOUBLE INCOME
Learn Piano Tuning at the Criginal School
A paying profession, not overcrowded and an ideal
profession for the musician or teacher. Diplomas
recognized throughout the United States.’ Write
today for catalogue.
POLK’S PIANO TRADE SCHOOL, Valparaiso, Ind.

Kindergarten and Primary—Correspondence or Personal Instruction
Happy Pupils—Satisfied Parents—Prosperous Teachers Classes are doubled by use of this method
■I—
" •' "
KATHARINE BURROWES
D. 502 CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK CITY, or
Dapt. D. 246 HIGHLAND AVE., HIGHLAND PARK,
DETROIT, MICH.

BURRO WES COURSE OF MUSIC STUDY

GUY BEVIER WILLIAMS

THE FLETCHER MUSIC METHOD
San Francisco?

Pre^ted by^lectures °n the Panama Exposition Programme in

People if they would have Freedom and Democracy in

K LUrr
_BROOKLINE, MASS.
STUDY HARMONY
and COMPOSITION
by MAIL with Dr. Wooler.

“The Foremost Musical Institution of America”

NEW YORK CITY

SEND FOR
ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET

enn4Lmpie- S,°9cise and Practical
ALFRED WOOLER, Mu». Doe.
322 W. Ulic, St., Buffalo. N. Y.

Addrei

talog

SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Accredited
VALPARAISO, - INDIANA.
ersity School of Music offers courses in Piano,Voice,Violin, Organ, Theory and Public School Music.
Students may attend the Music School and also take the regular work at the University.
THE EXPENSES ARE THE LOWEST
ion, ?35.50 per quarter of twelve weeks. Board ” ' ' ’ " -m, 226 to 828 per quart
: will be mailed free. *" --er P. Kinsey, Vice-Prei
43RD YEAR—STUDENTS ACCEPTED AT ANY TIME.

THE EXCEPTIONAL FACILITIES, COMPLETE ORGANIZATION and COMPREHENSIVE COURSES MAKE THE
Minneapolis School of Music, Oratory and Dramatic Art

Detroit, Michigan,
67-69 Davenport St., Box 22

PIANO TUNING
D. O. BETZ, Dire.

To make the most direct appeal to prospective studer.ts place your
advertisement in THE ETUDE
and tell our quarter million readers of the service you can render them

VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY

Shenandoah
Collegiate Institute
and School of Music
[., Box 110, Dayton, Va
MR. and MRS. CROSBY ADAMS
Annual Summer Classes for Teachers of Piano
for the Study of Teaching Material
MONTREAT, N. C. : CHICAGO, ILL.
Write for booklet containing outline and strong
letters from Teacnera who have taken the Course.
MONTREAT, NORTH CAROLINA

MICHIGAN STATE NORMAL COLLEGE
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC

One of the oldest and best Music Schools in

CINCINNATI CONSERVATORY of MUSIC.

EVELYN FLETCHER-COPP

31 YORK TERRACE
-

Offers courses in Piano, Voice, Violin,
Organ, Public School Music, Diction,
Dramatic Art, Languages, etc. Diplomas
and Degrees. Located in finest residen¬
tial district. Excellent dormitory.

NORTHWESTERN OHIO SCHOOL

^ AmCriCan

tion regarding these°Normal Oasse”’
for circulars and full informaEvery Mother Shouldroad thl tooi?“Wh« .,hc,ma"V imitations of this System.
protection for the Musical life of her ddld ^
Letcher Music M«hod’ as a
Method hut its price, 3.2.00 may savVh^rs ol

THE von ENDE SCHOOL of MUSIC
A HOMF. FOP vm IMr- t A mrc

^

OF MUSICAL ART

vantage. For particulars write to
Pres. E. H. SCOTT
Mailers Bldg., Chicago

THE MARY WOOD CHASE SCHOOL OF MUSICAL ARTS

69 DAVENPORT ST

,/iSu?a™stDure^todos^tUte 3r? inteJnded on,y for ^derus of natural ability
and fall information address SECRETARY^

Private Teachers

The Secretary ,3029 WestGrand Boulevard, Detroit, Mich.

MusIcISderTfac?ltVrof°frdst teachers.™"1*05 °f
“A GATHERING PLACE FOR
ADVANCED STUDENTS”

M
.,'.c 14th, '1916.
ipolis,L March

INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART

Ur
National Conservatory of Music
EFFA ELLIS PERFIELD, Direi
rsuite 950 McClurg Bldg., 218 S. Wabash, Chi

gaining, ^lanua/ Training’, ^ Industrial ^ Arts,’ Pemnan-

ALBERT A. STANLEY, A.M., Director

DETROIT INSTITUTE

“ JOHN DENNIS MEHAN

Assisted by eminent faculty of 50 ar¬
tists. Offers to prospective students
courses of study based upon the best mod¬
ern educational principles. Diplomas and
degrees conferred. Many free advantages.
Students may enter at any time

J Di'plomaauUiorized by the State of lfiinois

Be a Teacher of Music Nomal Conservator?

UNIVERSITY SCHOOL
OF MUSIC

3914 Third St.. San Di«g

OF THE CITY OF
” NEW YORK
nk Damrosch, Director

MRS. W. S. BRACKEN, President

is Perfiel/SskrSdioot hi™, and tl
tional Conservatory of Music, Inc
ause their standard is so'high and r
Manl and pupils hold Ke^boardHarmony^certifi-

School, Box 44 y

Social. Especially is this true in the study
d in “The Dunning System for Beginners”
nal course, as taught by the originator of
Mrs/carnTL lise Dunning N. Y. City, Sept. 20th; Shear,
Km.
ftS*-.??-!»« •"

Cosmopolitan School °< Music
and Dramatic Art

Auditorium Bldg., CHICAGO, ILL.

Ann Arbor, Michigan

The American Institute of Applied Music

NEW YORK INSTITUTE OF MUSIC

Effa Ellis Perfield

CLARE OSBORNE REED, DIr.

PIANO, VOICE, VIOLIN, THEORY and PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC,
iding to graduation and degree.
Special Training Courses for Teachers in all Departments.

lorm. music-history, choius-conduciinj’ mSS,'
practice-teaching. Graduates hold important peti¬
tions in colleges, city and normal schools.
POTSDAM, NEW YORK

EXPLANATORY CATALOG ON REQUEST

SOUTHERN

Conservatories—Schools —Teachers

Centralizing
School of
Music

CALVIN B. CADY
LECTURER IK MUSIC, TEACHERS COngm
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, HEW YORSL '

Fall Term begins Sept. 27th, 1915

Address MRS. A. M. VIRGIL

— DTSRAeJ}

MUSIC-EDUCATION

Famous for Instruction in Technic, Pedalling, Interpre
tation, Theory and Harmony Playing.
Special Courses for Teachers.

THE “TEK” is The

western [

ETUDE

3

CLARA BAUR, Foundress
Faculty of International Reputation
All Departments Open Throughout the Summer
Elocution— MU SIC—Languages
Also Special Summer Course in

PUBLIC

SCHOOL MUSIC

For Catalogue and Circular Address
MISS BERTHA BAUR, Directress, Highland Avenue and Oak St., Cincinnati, 0.

i and theory. 1 Courses for tr
) a life certificate valid in most
eck. Tuition and fees except
>f Music, Box 9, Ypsilant

MICHIGAN
ind teachers and
. U Total living

Detroit Conservatory oft Music
L,
. .
Finest Conservatory in the West-42nd Year
Francis L. York, M. A.. Pres.
Students may enter at any ti
Offers courses in Piano, Voice, Violin, Organ, Theory, Public
School Music, etc. Academic Department. Send for Catalog.
I JAMES H. BELL. SECRETARY, Box 7. 1013 Woodward Ave., Detroit, Micl

THE
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Conservatories—Schools—Teachers
Training School for Piat
and Public Perforn
Shepard School of Music, Orange, N. J.
Piano Teachers’ Course also by Mail —prepared by
Frank H. Shepard, Author of “Harmony Simplified”,
“Key”, ‘‘Graded Lessons in H...”
T'--

GENEVIEVE BISBEE
LESCHETIZKY METHOD

Learn Harmony and Composition
iftj? HV'ioe STe»l.n.'
"wilcox School of Composition
Box E. 225 Fifth Ave., New York City, N. Y.

Atlanta Conservatory of Music
Faculty of Artist-Recitalistr.. AU depa,
complete. School Orchestra and Chorus.
School Music. Oratory, languages.
FALL SESSION BEGINS September 6th, 1915
Atlanta Conservatory of Muti<
Peachtree and Broad Streets,
Atlanta,

THESE THREE HIGH
CLASS MAGAZINES
FOR THE PRICE OF ONE

A. AGNES SHEPARD,**

Hahn Music School

z

Faust School of Tuning

COURTRIGHT SYSTEM OF MUSICAL KINDERGARTEN
MRS. LILLIAN COURTRIGHT CARD
::
116 EDNA AVE., BRIDGEPORT, C
A THOROUGHLY PRACTICAL COURSE BY CORRESPONDENCE

The standard school of America.
Piano, Player-Piano, Pipe and Reed
Organ Courses. Year book free.
OLIVER C. FAUST, Principal.
27-29 Gainaboro St.,
Boaton, Man.

Teaching, Sight Reading, Rhythm, Ear Training and Transposing
_ ____ .iron r- roD 1Q1<
WRITE FOR PARTICULARS OF THE NEW WORK FOR 1915

ESTABLISHED 1857
FPIfPHILADELPHIA MUSICAL ACADEMY
V1Y
1617 SPRUCE STREET
RICHARD ZECKWER ,
’ I 446 S. S2d Stre
CAMILLE W. ZECKWER I Directors
47th SEASON : ALL BRANCHES OF MUSIC : THEORY OF MUSIC
Among our eminent faculty are Messrs. Bawden, Clarke, Fithian, Golz, Kirkland,
Knauss, Leps, Meyer, Stanaebach and lady teachers.
JEAN SKROBISCH, DRAMATIC TENOR, pupil of DeReszke. Prospectus

W LIV O

THE DAILY LESSON SCHOOL

DANA’S MUSICAL INSTITUTE

::

WARREN, OHIO

Forty-seventh year. Daily instruction in all branches of music. Chorus, Orchestra
and Military Band. Dormitories for ladies and gentlemen. Weekly Concerts.
Send jot Catalogue and Blue Booh
WINTER TERM OPENS NOVEMBER 22d

THE COLLEGE OF MUSIC OF CINCINNATI
Is NOT Conducted for Profit. AlUts Earnings Are Returned To the Students in the Form of Increased
Write For Our Catalog and Booklets

THE COLLEGE OF MUSIC OF CINCINNATI
Elm St., opp. Washington Park

Cincinnati, Ohio

PEABODY

CONSERVATORY

BALTIMORE, MD.
HAROLD RANDOLPH, Director

lh endowment enables it to offer exceptional adoanlages in music culture in all grades and branches

Combs Broad Street Conservatory

less than $2.40, the publisher’s club price. We are, through
a special arrangement, able to offer you The New Woman’s
Trio at $1.50, the regular subscription price to Mother’s
Magazine.

CLUB NO. 1

Our
Price

HfZfa Sectional
Music-Room Furniture
Incorporates
Correct Filing
Principles in
High Class
Cabinets.

F

ILE your Sheet Music on
its longest edge, classi¬
fied between guide cards for
quickest finding. As easily
referred to as the leaves of
a book.
Sheet Music Section
shown has capacity for about
3000 sheets. Two sets of
Alphabetical Guide Cards
segregate Vocal and Instrumentalselections under alpha¬
betical division.
Disk Record Section
files forty 10 in., and forty
12 in. Records in individual
pockets, separately indexed,
so any record may be played
and returned without hand¬
ling other records.
Player Roll Section ac¬
commodates about forty
Standard Player Rolls.
Get Catalog “K”—shows these
sections with top and bases. Quar^
tered Oak or Genuine Mahogany. All
sections look alike when doors are
See yc

The
New York Office,

- 75 John St.

GILBERT RAYNOLDS COMBS, Director, 1335 S. Broad St., Phila.

The Most Remarkable and Best Offer of the Season
Single Subscription^

Mother’s Magazine, 1 Year - $1.80
1.20
Ladies’ World
1 Year .60
McCall’s Magazine, 1 Year
.15
One McCall Pattern (Free)
Publisher’s Price - $3775
WQTr .
1 1-1 *

EMBROIDERY PATTERNS
l-PAGE BOOK OF EMBROIDERY STITCHES
THE HOUSEWIFE ONE YEAR

100
T

65c

HIS Portfolio was creat;

$1.50
1.00
.50
.15
$3.15

a ^dainty shirtwaist design, ah

Canadian Postage 75c extra. Foreign Postage $1.50 Extra.
Subscribers may choose from the first copy of McCall’s any one
15 cent McCall Dress Pattern, Free. Send free pattern request,
giving number and size, with 2 cent stamp for mailing, direct to
the McCall Co., New York. ’

also a complete specially” d
signed alphabet. Each desif
may be transferred sever

100-PAGE
Illustrated Book of

WILLIAM MAXWELL MUSIC CO.

ANOTHER SPLENDID OFFER

Comprising 600 Valuable Numbers
The Maxwell business was the personal property of the late Julian Edwards whose fame as a composer was
international. It was due to the keen discernment and excellent judgment of Mr. Edwards that the manuscripts
were accepted and developed. Mr. Edwards was born in England in 1855. He was a pupil of Sir George
Alexander MacFarren and attained wide renown in England before coming to America in 1888. While here he
wrote some of the most musicianly of the lighter operas of the past quarter of a century.
Through the Maxwell purchase the Presser song and church music catalogue is enriched by the represents
tive works of such well-known composers as Harry Rowe Shelley, Harry Burleigh, W. H Neidlinger Julia
Edwards and others. We sueeest that our natrons, who mav not, for instance, be familiar with the following very

CLUB NO. 2
Mother’s Magazine, 1 Year, $1.50 )
THE ETUDE
1 Year, 1.50
Publisher’s Price $3.0 01

ROCKIN’ IN DE WIN’

Embroidery Stitches

$000

-COUPON-

A FEW WORDS ABOUT
THE HOUSEWIFE
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It is very gratifying to note the number of men who are mak¬
ing an avocation of music.
By starting to learn the art in their
youth and giving just a little time to it every day or so they contrive
to have music all the way through their lives.
The late Charles
Heber Clark (Max Adeler), whose beautiful soul illuminated all
who came near him, once told us that one of the great joys of his
long life was that he had had music all the way.
that means,—“music all the way.”
out it.

Just think what

Think what it means to be with¬

At best, it must be music made in one’s own brain—music

that is expressed through the body, in the throat, with the fingers,
or with the bow-arm of the violin. It is lovely to hear music but
far lovelier still is the joy of making music. Mr. Clark had been an
organist in his youth and he kept up his interest in the art through
his busy life which brought happiness and consolation to so many
others. If you would “keep sweet,” Mr. Business Man, right in the
midst of life’s bitterness learn a little music and give yourself a half
hour nightly at the keyboard. The parent who denies music to the
boy is handicaping him in his life work. Start him young and let
him have “Music all the Way.”

Twenty years ago Americans were praying that America might
become the music centre of the world. Two years ago we were pro¬
testing that it already was that, but to-day we are overwhelmed with
riches. The war has exiled most of the great keyboard artists of
Europe, many of the foremost singers and some of the noted com¬
posers. For years a certain class of Americans paid annual visits
to the European shrines of these men.
Now let us be sensible.
America is glad to be able to give haven to these teachers. Let us
welcome tliem warmly and make them want to feel as did Joseffy,
Emil Liebling, Thorn*
“ *~
“
' ~ '
others who put their names *
This is surely the land of be
ourselves of these men of genius in the great *
our country. In the meantime we are brought to realize that <
own native-born teachers and artists deserve equal rank, eq
patronage, equal support w ith the best that Europe can send us.
the American Dollar has become the standard of the f
let, us have American integrity, t
become the standards of the artistic world.

Beginning December 28th and continuing for three days the
Music Teachers’ National Association will hold its thirty-seventh
annual convention in Buffalo, New York. This Association, started
by the founder of The Etude with the aid of a group of zealous
pioneers way back when Ulysses S. Grant was President of the United
States, has passed through many vicissitudes and changing phases of
activity. At first it was very directly concerned with the more prac¬
tical problems of teaching. Then the festival idea took hold and
many of the meetings were accompanied by huge concerts.
Vast
numbers attended the conventions and the Association was voted a
most prosperous one.
Our country is large. The convention might be held in Pitts¬
burgh and the members in Los Angeles might be very anxious to
attend. But between them would stand ovei* one hundred dollars in
railroad fares, a w'eek’s travel and the additional expenses. Conse¬
quently the need for local or State associations rose. These were to
be the larger numerically as a matter of course. Thus the Philadel¬
phia Music Teachers’ Association is much larger numerically than the
National Association. There are now probably a score or more of
strong state or local associations with a membership of upwards of
five thousand teachers.
The National Association has in recent years become more
directly representative of men engaged in institutional work,—col¬
leges, seminaries, etc. It is the ambition of these men to make the
National Association a kind of assembly or congress which shall be
expressive of the American voice in musical education and in its way
bring together the opinion of the music workers who may belong to
the local associations. Accordingly at the coming Convention which
will be presided over by J. Lawrence Erb, of the University of Illinois,
there will be Round Tables upon Community Music, Standardization,
Public School Music and other topics in addition to those frequently
This i

l should not be i
become merely a
the same purpose as the NaAssociation does in relation to the public schools.
of teachers from all parts of the
s and there is no concert or festival
put out as a bait. The meetings are animated, broad in their scope,
and popular with the members. Why would it not be possible for
teachers in all parts of the country to belong to the National Associa¬
tion even though they could attend only one convention in four—say
the convention held nearest their homes ? Those who desire to j oin the
Association may obtain information through the secretary, Mr.
m
N. Boyd, 4259 Fifth Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. Any person
interested in music may become an annua’
r upon payof $3.00 yearly.
little

sir,

Mac Dowell
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The Boy Who Would Not Practice
Ey Ruth Alden
A lecturer once said that when he found his audi¬
ence disregarding his efforts, and actually talking to
one another for their diversion, he knew that he was
utterly failing to hold their interest. But he said: ‘‘I
am not content merely to know this fact. I have ex¬
perimented time and again to find how to shape and
direct my own efforts so as to rise to a point of enter¬
tainment that is beyflnd an audience’s ability to cntci-tain one another.”
Is not this exactly the ease of the earnest teacher
and the child who will not practice? And doesn’t the
teacher find himself in a position just like that of the
lecturer? Now let us study relative methods. The
lecturer does not get mad with the men and women of
his audience and dismiss them. He goes deeper into
himself and strives more to make himself win their
attention. We must not condemn the pupil and dismiss
him as hopeless. A sane view of the case shows that
he is looking for entertainment and for interesting
experiences and that we are not delivering them to
him. So like the lecturer, we must go deeper into our
resources and discover yet further means for making
the child who will not practice our enthusiastic team
worker.
Can it be done?
Tom Sawyer once succeeded in transforming the
rather distasteful duty of whitewashing a fence on a
Saturday morning into a highly developed community
activity by convincing his companions that few boys
were ever entrusted with such an unusual responsibility.
If I remember correctly, he sold the privilege of doing
the work to the unfortunate ones Who had no fence.
I have introduced this incident to show that anything
cr.n be done, the moment the person who sees values
takes the matter in hand.
The Privilege of Studying
A very sane and interesting teacher once said: “I
have often wondered what would happen if I should
regard my lesson giving as a privilege; if, for example,
I should tolerate no pupil who did not appreciate the
opportunity I give him in permitting him to study
with me. I know,” she continued, “how that sounds
to the teacher who is anxious and hungry to get more
pupils in order to eke out expenses. It sounds just
like race suicide.
'
“But I wasn’t afraid to try it with a few of mine.”
she went on, “and I had none too many pupils at the
time. I have always felt a worthy dignity in my little
knowledge, because I am sincerely trying to increase it.
And I do not propose to see it sold or bought unappreciatively. And then again I have the social instinct.
I like to he among people, aiid when I had only three
pupils I used to have gatherings, which we called club
meetings. In this way we got to know one another.
We played and talked about music and made our
friendship more intimate.
“One of that small number was a boy named Paul.
I did not quite get hold of him for some time. He
held me cheaply, not with any bad intent, but inno¬
cently because his exuberant spirit needed more to
occupy it and direct it than piano playing.
“So I made up my mind to take the piano away from
him. It was easy to arrange that with his mother.
Paul used to run to the piano five minutes now and
five minutes then, strumming and picking out tunes, for
he was distinctly musical. After that he would prac¬
tice a little if he felt like it.
“Paul liked to come to our little class meetings.
He. too, had the social instinct. One day after a par¬
ticularly had lesson hour I said to him, 'Paul, either
you do not like to practice or you think what we are
doing together is of very little importance, so I am
going to ask you not to come to me 'any more. We
shall miss you at the class meetings, particularly next
Saturday, when we are going into town to attend a
concert and then to do a little shopping.
“While I was saying this I was gently leading Paul
toward the door, which I closed on him, not rudely
hut unmistakably in farewell.
"I don’t know now, and I never asked, what he said
to his mother about it. But when he next went for his
five-minute dash at the piano it was locked (Paid’s
mother played the game with me as squarely as could
he).
“In a few days Paul began to introduce the piano
into , his casual conversation, and in less than a week
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f oil a friend capable of straightening out and
he begged for the privilege of playing a little while.
I think his mother devised a plan permitting 'n\
use the piano to play what he liked on agreement that
B An'.bTa"’ Stein, SaOA
foaafe „f
he would do an equal amount of practice. Further, she
laree branch of German piano making. He invented
afterwards told me, that when his practice amounted
the shift of the keyboard still used in the soft pedals
to three hours she agreed with him that he might call
of our grand pianos, and made other important imon me, it being understood that I would then hear • provements of the action Nanette was born a year
what he had accomplished.
before Beethoven. She played before Mozart at eight
“It happened (by agreement) that I was .too busy to
rears of age. Her father instructed her at an early
see him the first time he called, but subsequently he
a<re in the details of piano making, and on his death
played for me and played very well better in tact
in 1792 she “carried on his business, in conjunction
than if he had gone on in the old helter-skelter way
with her' brother, with a decision and energy almost
of former days.
masculine.”
In 1793 she married Johann Andreas
“By adopting the attitude that a good opportunity
Streicher, a friend and schoolmate of Schiller, and
must not be held in disregard, we again proved 1 om
moved the piano factory to Vienna.
Sawyer’s principle:
Beethoven had used the Stein piano in Bonn, and
“It is not every hoy who is privileged either to white¬
doubtless the Streicher became his favorite, for it
wash a fence on a Saturday morning or to take piano
had more than the friendship of Nanette to recommend
lessons with a teacher who has a pride in being
it. We do not know when this friendship began, but
it was in 1813 that Frau Streicher seems to have taken
an active interest in his domestic affairs. She fol¬
lowed him to Baden, whence he had gone for his health
A Beethoven Piano in America
in 1813, and took charge of his lodgings, managed his
servants and kept his clothes in order. She also was
By James Frederick Rogers
his source of sympathy and advice over his tangled
household affairs after his return to Vienna, and added
Though most of the instruments of the large Steingreatly to the comfort of the composer for a numher
ert collection, now to he seen in the Memorial Hall
of years.
of Yale University, are older and quainter, without and
This piano of the Yale museum is said to have been
within, the lover of music lingers longest over the
used by Beethoven at Baden, though certainly not on
his first visit there. It is likely that Madame Streicher
piano which is said to have belonged to and was doubt¬
kept
it at his disposal wherever and whenever lie felt
less used by Beethoven.
like using it, and it is probable that many of his later
Except for its lightness, this grand piano looks not
compositions were played upon it for the first time.
unlike our modern instruments, and indeed, save for
We know that Beethoven used other pianos, for in
volume of tone, it is not so very far removed from
December 1817, Mr. Broadwood presented him with one,
the pianos of our own time. It has a keyboard of six
and Graf, of Vienna, also made for him in his last
and a half octaves with three strings for each note,
years, one having four strings to the note, in the l-opc
except in the lowest octave where there are two. There
that his damaged organs of hearing might be aide to
is no sign of a music rack, but there is a goodly supply
of pedals, for there are five—three “soft” pedals, one
appreciate the larger volume of tofie thus produced.
of which shifts the keyboard so that the hammers
s'trike two strings, another that shifts the keyboard
until one string alone was struck, and one that drew
The Four Essentials of Daily Practice
a piece of felt between the hammers and the wires.
There is the usual damper-lifting loud pedal, and a
By Guy Maier
pedal which draws a folded piece of paper down upon
the strings of the lower octaves of the instrument. This
"bassoon” pedal produced an effect similar to the man¬
The musician who is deficient in one or more
dolin pedal of our modern instruments and doubtless
branches on the practical side of his art. is to lie found
was little used by the great composer.
everywhere. We meet on ail sides teacher* and con¬
The instrument hoars on its. front the name
cert-givers who possess a startling technic, but who
“Streicher” and on the sounding hoard the name of
leave their hearers unmoved. Others find it easy to
“Nanette Streicher nee Stein, Wien, 1816.” The instru¬
transmit their emotions to the audience, but fail be¬
ment is a connecting link between that remarkable
cause of an insecure memory; still another class inter¬
woman and the composer. It is a memento of their
pret their pieces well, learn them easily, but the ragged
friendship, and a most suggestive indicator of the pos¬
edges of an insufficient technic work their downfall;
sible efficiency of a woman along many lines of work,
others (and their name is legion) can readily fling off
for Madame Streicher was a successful piano maker,
scales and arpeggios, can memorize and interpret sat¬
a brilliant musician, “a person of great general culti¬
isfactorily, but have had no training in the all-impor¬
vation, a model wife and mother,”, and, most remarktant branch of playing at sight. It is partly true that
in becoming a public performer it is unessential to he
able to read well at sight, but for the ordinary pur¬
poses of a teacher, especially of advanced pupils, where
constant illustration is a necessity, sight playing is
indispensable. To teach without personal examples on
the instrument to show the pupil “how it should sound"
is a doubtful method ; for music is an aural art and
if the student has no conception of how a phrase
sounds when played well, he cannot formulate an in¬
telligible idea of it from the mere directions of the
teacher concerning the dynamic gradations and
aesthetic principles involved. To hear the passage
played authoritatively carries a conviction with it that
can be produced in no other way.
So it is evident that if the student desires to mature
properly in the practical side of his art, he must devote
nniself daily to each of the four branches—the memora wc, tne interpretative, the technical and the sightp.aving. A single week-dav passed without some conscientious endeavor put forth in all of these divisions
is lost indeed.
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N speaking of the power of sugges¬
tion in music I wish at the outset to
make certain reservations. In the
first place I speak for myself, and
what I have to present is merely an ex¬
pression of my personal opinion; if in
any way these should incite to further
investigation or discussion, my object will
in part have been attained.
In the second place, in speaking of this
art, one is seriously hampered by a cer¬
tain difficulty in making oneself under¬
stood. To hear and to enjoy music seems
sufficient to many persons, and an inves¬
tigation as to the causes of this enjoy¬
ment seems to them superfluous. And
yet, unless the public comes into closer
touch with the tone poet than that ob¬
jective state which accepts with the ears
what • is intended for the spirit, which
hears the sounds and is deaf to their
import, unless the public can separate the
physical pleasure of music from its ideal
significance, our art, in my opinion, can¬
not stand on a sound basis.
The first step toward an appreciation
of music should be taken in our prepara¬
tory schools. Were young people taught
to distinguish between tones as between
colors, to recognize rhythmic values, and
Modeled from Life by Helen F. Mears. See page 787)
were they taught so to use their voices as
to temper the nasal tones of speech, in
RELIEF PORTRAIT OF MAC DOWELL.
after life they would be better able to
appreciate and cherish an art of which
mere pleasure-giving sounds are but a
very small part.
Much of the lack of independence of
opinion about music arises from want of
AN ESSAY
familiarity with its material. Thus, after
dinner, our forefathers were accustomed
By EDWARD MacDOWELL
to sing catches which were entirely desti¬
tute ot anything approaching music.
Music contains certain elements which
affect the nerves of the mind and body,
out form, or sound without music. For it to become
and thus possesses the power of direct appeal to the
public—a power to a great extent denied to the other arts. music, it must possess some quality which will remove
it from the purely sensuous. To my mind, it is in
This sensuous influence over the hearer is often mistaken
for the aim and end of all music. With this in mind, the power of suggestion that the vital spark of music
one may forgive the rather puzzling remarks' so often lies.
Before speaking of this, however, I wish to touch
met with; for instance, those of a certain English
bishop that “Music did not affect him either intel¬ upon two things: first, on what is called the science
of music; and secondly, on one of the sensuous ele¬
lectually or emotionally, only pleasurably,” adding,
ments
of music which enters into and encroaches upon
“Every art should keep within its own realm; and
all suggestion.
that of music was concerned with pleasing combina¬
If one were called upon to define what is called the
tions of sound.” In declaring that the sensation of
intellectual side of music, he would-probably speak of
hearing music was pleasant to him, and that to produce
“form,” contrapuntal design, and the like. Let us take
that sensation was the entire mission of music, the
up the matter of form. If by the. word “form” our
Bishop placed our art on a level with good things
to eat and drink. Many colleges and universities of ' theorists meant the most poignant expression of poetic
thought in music, if they meant by this word the art
this land consider music as a kind of boutonniere.
of arranging musical sounds into the most telling
This estimate of, music is, I believe, unfortunately
a very general one, and yet, low as it is, there is a presentation of a musical idea, I should have nothing
to say: for if this were admitted instead of the recog¬
possibility of building on such a foundation. Could
nized forms of modern theorists for the proper utter¬
such persons be made to recognize the existence of
decidedly unpleasant music, it would be the first step ance, we should possess a study of the power of musi¬
toward a proper appreciation of the art and its vari¬ cal sounds which might tculy justify the title of musi¬
cal intellectuality. As it is, the word “form” stands
ous phases.
Mere beauty of sound is, in itself, purely sensuous.
for what have been called “stoutly built periods,” “sub¬
It is the Chinese conception of music that the texture
sidiary themes,” and the like, a happy combination of
of a sound is to be valued; the long, trembling tonewhich in certain prescribed keys was supposed to con¬
tint of a bronze gong, or the high, tlnn- streams of
stitute good form. Such a device, originally based
sound from the pipes are enjoyed for their ear-filling upon the necessities and fashions of the dance, and
qualities. In the Analects of Confucius and the writ¬
ings of Mencius there is much mention of music, and
Editor's Note.—Tire excellent essay upon this paijc is
“harmony of sound that shall fill the ears” is insisted
11 the volume known as “Critical and Historical Essays,’'
upon. The Master said, “When the music maker Che
lished i>y Arthur P. Schmidt. These discussions of
' ’ ’ is of musical education, history, science., ami
first entered on his office, the finish with the Kwan
inker .
thetics
1
Ts’eu was magnificent. How it filled the ears!” Pere
11 portant lectures delivered ky Mr. MacDowell when he
Amiot says, “Music’must fill the ears to penetrate the
as professor at Columbia Vnirrrsity. Aflcr his death
is literary work in this connection was collected and
soul.” Referring to the playing of some pieces by
tiled ky Mr. IF. J. Iialtecll. Those who desire to become
Couperin on a spinet, he says that Chinese hearers
imiliar with 3lr. MacDowcll's intellectual krepdth. jap
omprehensive scholarship will find these cupoi/s -eery’
thought these pieces barbarous; the movement was
nliilhtcninfi indeed. “EuqqesUon in Music" is reproduced
too rapid, and did not allow sufficient time for them
ere Hirounli the courtesy of the publisher.]
to enjoy each tone by itself. Now this is color with-

changing from time to time, is surely not
worthy of the strange worship it has
.received.
A form of so doubtful an
’identity that the first movement of a cer¬
tain Beethoven, sonata can be dubbed, by
1 one authority “sonata-form,” and by an¬
other “free fantasia,” certainly cannot
lay claim to serious intellectual value.
Form should be a synonym for coher¬
ence. No idea, whether great or small,
can find utterance without form, but that
form will be inherent to the idea, and
there will be as many forms as there are
adequately expressed ideas. In the musi¬
cal idea, per se analysis will reveal form.
The term “contrapuntal development” is
to most tone poets of the present day a
synonym for the device of giving expres¬
sion to a musically poetic idea. Per se,
counterpoint is a puerile juggling with
themes, which may be likened to highschool mathematics. Certainly the entire
web and woof of this “science,” as it is
called, never sprang from the necessities
of poetic musical utterance. The entire
pre-Palestrina literature of music is a
conclusive testimony as to the non-poetic
and even uneuphonious character of the
In my opinion, Johann Sebastian Bach,
one of the world’s mightiest tone potets,
accomplished his mission, not by means
of the contrapuntal fashion of his age, but
in spite of it. The laws of canon and
' fugue are based upon as prosaic a founda¬
tion as those of the rondo and sona'a
form; I find it impossible to imagine their
ever having been a spur on an incentive
to poetic musical speech. Neither pure
tonal beauty, so-called “form,” nor what
is termed the intellectual side, of music
(the art of counterpoint, canon and
fugue), constitutes a really vital factor
in music.
This narrows our analysis
down to two things, namely, the physical effect of musi
cal sound and suggestion.
The simplest manifestations of the purely sensuous
effect of sound are to be found in the savage’s delight
in noise, In the more civilized state, this becomes the
sensation of mere pleasure in hearing pleasing sounds.
It enters into folk song in the form of the “Scotch
snap,” which is first cousin to the Swiss jodcl, and is
undoubtedly the origin of the skips of the augmented
and (to a lesser degree) diminished intervals to be
found in the music of many nations. It consists of the
trick of alternating chest tones with falsetto. It is
a kind of quirk in the voice which pleases children and
primitive folk alike, a simple thing which has puzzled
folklorists the world over.
The other sensuous influence of sound is one of the
most powerful elements of music, and all musical utter¬
ance is involved with and inseparable from it. It
consists of repetition, recurrence, periodicity.
Now this repetition may be one of rhythm, tone
tint, texture, or color, a repetition of figure or of
pitch. We know that savages, in their incantation
ceremonies keep up a continuous drum beating or
chant which, gradually increasing in violence, drives
the hearers into such a state of frenzy that physical
pain seems no longer to
for them,
The value of the recurr ng rhythms and phrases
}f the march is well recogn zed in the army. A body
will instinctively move in cadence with such
music. The ever recurring lilt of a waltz rhythm will
set the feet moving unconsciously, and as the energy
of the repetition increases and decreases, so will the
involuntary accompanying physical sympathy increase
or decrease.
Berlioz jokingly tells a story of a ballet dancer who
objected to the high pitch in which the orchestra
1 played, and insisted that' the music be transposed to
a lower key. Cradle songs are fashioned on the same
principle.
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This sensuous sympathy with recurring sounds,
rhythm, and pitch has something in common with
hypnotism, and leads up to what I have called sug¬
gestion in music.
This same element in a modified form is made use
of in poetry, for instance, in Poe's “Raven,
Quoth the’raven, nevermore,
and the repetition of color in the same author’s “Scar¬
let Death.” It is the mainspring (I will not call it the
vital spark) of many so-called popular songs, the
recipe for which is exceedingly simple. A strohgly
marked rhythmic figure is selected, and incessantly re¬
peated until the hearer’s body beats time to it. The
well-known tunes “There’ll Be a Hot Time,” etc., and
"Ta-ra-ra, Boom-de-ay” are good examples of this kind
of music.
There are two kinds of suggestion in music: one has
been called tone-painting, the other almost evades
analysis.
The term tone-painting is somewhat unsatisfactory,
and reminds one of the French critic who spoke of a
poem as “beautiful painted music.” I believe that
music can suggest forcibly certain things and ideas as
well as vague emotions encased in the so-called “form”
and “science" of music.
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Let us take the opening of the "1m Wolde
symphony by Raff as an example; deep shadow 8
mistakably suggested. Herbert Spencers theory.of *
influence of emotion on pitch is well known and need
no confirmation. This properly comes under the stffi
j ect of musical speech, a matter not to be
here. Suffice it to say that the upward tendency o^a
musical phrase can1 suggest exaltation,
exauauw, and _ a■
ward trend may suggest depression, the intensity of
which will depend upon the intervals used. As^an m-*-4
stance we may quote the “Faust” overture
of Warner.
Wagner,
in which the pitch is used emotionally as well as oescriptively. If the meaning 1 have found in this phrase
seems to you far-fetched, we have but to give a higher
pitch to the motive to render the idea absolutely

triad or a return to the first. With
the*development of our modern system of tonality we
'L come to think tonally; and a chord lying outside
nf the key in which a musical thought is conceived will
carry6with it a sense of confusion or mystery that our
modern art of harmony and tone color has made its
n Thus while any simple low chords accompanying
°
n ’tes of Raff’s “Im Waide” symphony, given
Violins, wouid
,
. horns and vionns,
wuum suggest g^ompi^
‘
by
g of light> the remoteness of the chords to
oy
«
c major gives a suggestion of mystery;
tne 1y
_*u„ triad the mvsterv
hut as the harmony approaches the triad the mystery
dissolves letting in the gleam of sunlight suggested by
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thGddmark’s overture to “Sakuntala” owes its subtle
suggestion to much the same cause. Weber made use
f it in his “Freischiitz,” Wagner in his Tarnhelm’
impossible.
.
, .
The suggestion offered by movement is very obvious,
motive Mendelssohn in his “Midsummer Nights
for music admittedly may be stately, deliberate, hasty,
Dream’” Tchaikovsky in the opening of one of his
or furious, it may march or dance, it may be grave o
symphonies.
flippant.
Modern Exaggeration
Last of all I wish to speak of the suggestion con¬
In becoming common property, so to speak, this imveyed by means of tone-tint, the blending of timbre ana,
nortant element of musical utterance has been dragged
pitch. It is essentially a modern element in music, and
through the mud; and modern composers, in their
in our delight in this marvellous and potent aid to ex¬
efforts to raise it above the commonplace, have gone to
pression we have carried it to a point of development
at which it threatens to dethrone what has hitherto
the very edge of what is physically bearable in the use
been our musical speech, melody, in favor of what cor¬
of tone color and combination. While this is but
Imitation of Nature
responds to the shadow languages of speech, namely,
natural, owing to the appropriation of some of the most
If we wish to begin with the most primitive form of
gesture and facial expression. Just as these shadow
poetic and suggestive tone colors for ignoble dance
suggestion in music, we shall find it in the direct imi¬
languages of speech may distort or even absolutely re¬
tunes and doggerel, it is to my mind a pity, for it is
tation of sounds in nature. We remember that Helm¬
verse the meaning of the spoken word, so can lone
elevating what should be a means of adding power
holtz, Hanslick, and their followers denied to music
color and harmony change the meaning of a musical
and intensity to musical speech to the importance of
the power to suggest things in nature; but it was
phrase. This is at once the glory and the danger of
musical speech itself. Possibly Strauss’s “Thus Spake
somewhat grudgingly admitted that music might ex¬
our modern music. Overwhelmed by the new-found
Zarathustra” may be considered the apotheosis of this
press the emotions caused by them. In the face of tin?.
powers of suggestion in tonal tint and the riot of
power of suggestion in tonal color, and. in it 1 believe
to quote a well-known instance, we have the “Pastoral’
hitherto undreamed of orchestral combinations, we are
we can see the tendency I allude to. This work stuns"
symphony of Beethoven, with the thrush, cuckoo, and
forgetting that permanence in music depends upon
by its glorious magnificence of tonal texture; the sug¬
thunderstorm. The birds and the storm are very
melodic speech.
gestion, in the opening measures, of the rising sun is
plainly indicated; but it is not possible for the music
In my opinion, it is the line, not the color, that will
a mighty example of the overwhelming power of tone
to be an expression of the emotions caused by them,
last. That harmony is a potent factor in suggestion
color. The upward sweep of the music to the highest
for the very simple reason that no emotions are caused
may be seen from the fact that Cornelius was able to
regions of light has much of splendor about it; and
by the cuckoo and thrush, and those caused by thunder¬
write an entire song pitched upon one tone, the ac
yet I remember once hearing in London, sung in the
storms range all the way from depression and fear to^ companiment being so varied in its harmonies that the
street at night, a song that seemed to me to contain a
exhilaration, according to the personality of individuals.
listener is deceived into attributing to that one tone
truer germ of music.
That music may imitate any rhythmic sounds or
many shades of emotion.
For want of a better word I will call it ideal sugges¬
melodic figure occurring in nature, hardly needs affirma¬
In all modern music this element is one of the most
tion. It has to do with actual musical speech, and is
tion. Such devices may be accepted almost as quota¬
important. If we refer again to the “Faust” overture
difficult to define. The possession of it makes a man
tions, and not be further considered here. The songs
of Wagner, we will perceive that although the melodic
a poet. If we look for analogy, I may quote from
of birds, the sound made by galloping horses’ feet, the
trend and the pitch of the phrase carry their suggestion,
Browning and Shakespeare.
moaning of the wind, etc., are all things which are
the roll of the drum which accompanies it throws a
part and parcel of the musical vocabulary, intelligible
sinister veil over the phrase, making it impressive in
Dearest, three months ago
alike to people of every nationality. I need hardly say
the extreme.
When the mesmerizer. Snow,
that increasing intensity of sound will suggest vehe¬
With his band’s first sweep
The Seed of Modern Harmony
mence, approach, and its visual synonym, growth,_ as
Put the earth to sleep.
The seed from which our modern wealth of harmony
well as that decreasing intensity will suggest' with¬
—Browning, A Lovers’ Quarrel.
and
tone
color
sprang
was
the
perfect
major
triad.
drawal, dwindling, and placidity.
The raison d’etre and development of this combination
The suggestion brought about: by pattern is very
Daffodils.
of tones belong to the history of music. Suffice it to
familiar. It was one of the first signs of the breaking
That come before the swallow dares, and takes
say, that for some psychological reason this chord (with
away from the conventional trammels of the contra¬
The winds of March with beauty; Violets dim.
puntal style of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
also its minoi form) has still the same significance that
But sweeter than the lids of Juno’s eyes.
The first madrigal of Thomas Weelkes (1590) begins
it had for the monks of the Middle Ages. It is perfect.
—Shakespeare, Winter's Tale.
with the words, “Sit down,” and the musical pattern
Every complete phrase must end with it. The attempts
falls a fifth. The suggestion was crude, but it was
For me this defies analysis, and so it is with some
made to emancipate music from the tyranny of this
caused bv the same impulse as that which supplied the
things in music, the charm of which cannot be
combination of sounds have been in vain, showing
material " for Wagner’s "Waldweben," Mendelssohn s
ascribed to physical or mental suggestion, and certainly
that the suggestion of finality and repose contained in
"Lovely Melusina,” and a host of other works.
not to any device of counterpoint or form, in the
it is irrefutable.
The fact that the pattern of a musical phrase can
musical acceptance of the word.—(Copyright 1912, by
Nwv if we depart from this chord a sensation of un¬
suggest kinds of motion may seem strange; but could
rest is occasioned which can only subside by a progresArthur P. Schmidt.)
we, for example, imagine a spinning song with broken
arpeggios? Should we see a spear thrown or an arrow
shot on the stage and hear the orchestra playing a
phrase of an undulating pattern, we should at once
The First Performance of Handel’s “ Messiah ”
realize the contradiction.
Mendelssohn. Schumann,
Handel’s Messiah was composed in less than a
Wagner, Liszt, and practically everyone who has
spired to transport and charm the ravished Heart and
month. It was, in fact, begun on August 22, 1741, and
written a spinning song, has used the same pattern to
Ear. It is but Justice to Mr. Handel that the World
suggest the turning of a wheel. That such widely
completed September 14. It was not performed, how¬
should know he generously gave the Money arising
different men as Wagner and Mendelssohn should both
ever, until the spring of the following year, when
from this Grand Performance, to be equally shared
have adopted the same pattern to suggest undulating
Handel went to Ireland. The first performance was by the Society for relieving Prisoners, the Charitable
waves is not a mere chance, but clearly shows the
for charitable purposes, and was given in Dublin, April
Infirmary, and Mercer’s Hospital, for which tlvy will
potency of the suggestion.
13, 1742. A contemporary newspaper report is here
ever gratefully remember his Name; and that the
The suggest® conveyed by means of pitch is one of
presented—from Faulkner’s Journal—of that most
Gentlemen of the two Choirs. Mr. Dubourg. Mrs.
the strongest in music. Vibrations increasing beyond
interesting occasion:
Avolio and Mrs. Cribber, who all performed their
two hundred and fifty trillions a second become
‘On Tuesday last Mr. Handel’s Sacred Grand
Parts to Admiration, acted also on the same dis¬
luminous. It is a curious coincidence that our highest
performed in the New
interested Principle, satisfied with the deserved
vibrating musical sounds bring with them a well-defined
Hall in Fishamble Street; the best Judges
Applause of the Publick, and the conscious Pleasure of
suggestion of light, and that as the pitch is lowered we
allow it to be the most finished piece of Musick.
promoting such useful and extensive Charity. There
get the impression of ever increasing obscurity. To
Words are wanting to express the exquisite Delight it
were above 700 People in the Room, and the Sum
illustrate this, I have but to refer you to the Prelude
afforded to the admiring crowded Audience.
The
to “Lohengrin.” Had we no inkling as to its meaning,
collected for the Noble and Pious Charity amounted to
Sublime, the Grand and the Tendei, adapted to the
we should still receive the suggestion of glittering
about £400, out of which £127 goes to each of the three
most
elevated,
majestick
and
moving
words
con¬
shapes in the blue ether.
great and pious Charities.”
•

By the Well Known Liszt Pupil

Carl V. Lachmund
The last word in piano playing was—and still w^Although the standard in this art has grown and is
continually growing better, the highest excellence of
several decades ago has not been maintained, nor is it
equalled by any of the present day piano virtuosos.
Leaving Liszt, the marvelous sorcerer of the keyboard,
entirely out of consideration, who now living could
replace or approach either of that master’s disciples—
the Titan Rubinstein, the elegant wizard Tausig, or the
profound Von Biilow, in their respective spheres? Or
that other contemporary, but unfortunately retiring and
reticent Henselt, whose magnificence Clara Schumann
found discouraging, and whose touch Liszt once said
was “inimitable”?
To reach the ne plus ultra in piano playing three
great H’s—Head, Heart and Hand—are absolute requi¬
sites. This tri-unity was well represented in Von
Biilow, the intellectual (head) ; Tausig, the marvel tech¬
nician (hand); and Rubinstein, the emotional Titan
(heart). And, mind you, it was Von Biilow—the intel¬
lectual—who said that the three taken together would
not make a Liszt—and what a touching glimpse of
Rubinstein’s modesty is gleaned from his words:
“There is only one pianist—Liszt.”
The one who might have approached Lizst was
Tausig. With a technic marvelously smooth and per¬
fect, his nature was broadening emotionally, and his
superb transcriptions gave greater hopes for. his
creative genius, when, at the youthful age of thirtyone, his career came to an end—a calamity to art.
And “who is there now ?” we ask. Godowsky, Hof¬
mann, both astonishingly elegant. There is Rosenthal,
who, musically speaking, rides an Arabian stallion with
stunning audacity;,Or Paderewski, who seems more dependent on hard practice than do the others, and whose
latter day evolution, emulative of Rubinstein, may
hardly he regarded as a step onward from the impres¬
sion he had made as a distinctively poetic interpreter.
D’Albert, by far the greatest piano genius, is the
only one who could—bad he willed—have stepped into
the shoes of Rubinstein.' Vividly I recall the ruddycheeked lad of eighteen years, as he appeared at the
lessons in Weimar. Liszt, notwithstanding his small
stature, delighted to address him as “D’Alberlus Mag¬
nus’’ ( the great). More than once after the lad had
plaved, the master exclaimed enthusiastically: “Kleiner
Loewe—ganz wie Tausig!"
(Little lion—quite like
Tausig!)
,
Of all his pupils Tausig was dearest to the master s
heart; had he not raised the boy, aside from his artis¬
tic development, having stood for all his expenses as
for an own child?
Young D’Albert certainly did astonish us at several
times with impromptu feats that could not have been
prepared, and that caused amazement among us fellowstudents, among whom were Rosenthal, Reisenauer,
Sauer, Siloti—all his senior by several years—while
the dear, grizzled master chuckled in glee and burst
into his favorite “Pch!” an exclamation which, to those
initiated in his vocabulary, meant more than words
could convey. And let it be added that neither Rosen¬
thal, Godowsky, Hofmann, Paderewski, Busoni, nor
any other of the present day virtuosos even now at
their mature age could repeat what the audacious
D’Albert did then and there at the age of nineteen.
“Zu ochsen" (conservatory slang for digging in, or
hard horse practice) was not in his impulsive nature,
and so he leaned more and more to composition. The
following incident will explain why he did not fulfill
the promise of his youth. One morning I was prac¬
ticing repeatedly with the right hand alone a difficult

passage from the Rubinstein G major concerto, when,
following a knock at the door, D'Albert entered.
Hardly waiting for a “Good morning,” he burst out m
his squawky falsetto-like voice;
“I cannot practice that way!”
“How do you practice?” I challenged.
w
“I do not practice at all—I just play—/ just play,
was tile ready response. To which I could only say.
"Well, that may do for you, but not for ordinary
mortals.”
D’Albert’s Ease
Aside from young D’Albert’s ease and readiness in
the most stunning technical difficulties, his playing bris¬
tled with fire, energy, spirit, self-conviction and, above
all, courage—qualifications that brought back to Liszt
his own youth, and were after his own heart. No
wonder he exclaimed;
“Kleiner Loewe—gam wie Tausig!"
The following recollections are taken at random
from notes carefully made at each lesson during three
years’ study witli Liszt at Weimar.
First among the Mcistcr’s axioms was; “Courage—
above all, courage.” Indeed, how can one imagine an
Hungarian rhapsody, one of the great etudes, or his
E flat concerto played well without this word as a
foregone conviction?
Another characteristic maxim, and one which he
often urged: “Do not conceive expression narrowly
within one measure, but covering phrases of two or
more measures, and it will be on broader lines”—an
admonition which no doubt had much to do in making
D’Albert the greatest Beethoven interpreter now living.
What charmed, if not astounded, me most of all in
Liszt’s playing was his lucid phrasing; he seemed to
present to you emotional content as if on a server,
entirely oblivious as to the technical means. Nothing
could eradicate from my memory the inimitable man¬
ner in which he (lid this one afternoon at our own home,
when he played Chopin’s arpeggio etude in A flat, and
the harp-like etude in E flat. What a revelation in
phrasing it was! The like of which I have never again
heard from any pianist.
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When a student rushed from one section to another
without the desired break (sometimes called Kusstpause), the Master remarked: “No, do not rush head¬
long here; hesitate a bit, as if to glance back over the
road you have come, and to determine in which direc¬
tion you will go.” Having elbowed the pupil from the
chair, the Master played the piece—and lo, what a new
foreefulness there was in its meaning!
When the player hesitated at some difficult group, he
cried: "That is too much like a visitor stopping to look
at the house-number before entering.”
To a young lady whose left hand seemed much at
odds with her right, he patiently said: “You seem to
be a Christian pianist—you do not let your left hand
know what the right doeth."
He abhorred the amateur arpeggio-preludes some¬
times affected by shallow but over-confident players.
Such efforts were quickly cut short by a sarcastic re¬
mark about “piano tuner’s preludes.”
Ever devout when it came to a Beethoven sonata,
his anger was quickly aroused when anyone disre¬
garded the simple signs of expression. At a repetition
of such an offense the book was peremptorily closed,
while the Master, with eyebrows contracted in anger,
shouted: “To observe the dead letter is the least one
can do in playing Beethoven.”
Liszt’s Heroic Nature
There was much of the heroic in Liszt’s nature. In
fact, in almost every one of his compositions you find
a climactic outburst at which one might exclaim: “See,
the conquering hero comes!” Once, when a young man
was interpreting a typical melody of this sort in a
rather maidenish manner, the Master cried: “Why,
that is one of tjjose melodies, each—note—of—whicli
should be fairly rammed into tbe ears of the listener.”
And with this he illustrated the idea with his extended
thumb against the young man’s ear. Turning to us, he
added, solto voce: “And really one ought to give the
listener a kick with each note to make sure he will
feel its significance;” then, with a shrug, and as if
parenthetically to himself, “but one cannot do that.”
As to a person’s position at the piano, he was always
particular. “Sit upright. Look up and away from the
ivory, and you will play with greater inspiration.”
“Sit as if you were to be shaved—with the head
well up,” he admonished a young man.
To a young lady: “A pianist should sit like a wellbred society dame, with a quiet air of superioritythen she can phrase better.”
To a young lady who persistently eyed the keys he
said: “Sit as if you were having your photograph
taken,” and when this went unheeded he gave her sev¬
eral gentle but determined raps on the forehead, add¬
ing with feigned severity: "This is no or-tho-pe-dic
institute!”
Finally, she held her head back and, having gained
his point, he muttered a satisfied “So!” and resumed
his promenade about the room.
“Preserve rhythmic clearness,” was another of his
precepts.
To a young lady who blurred the rhythm in his
Gnomenreigen he said: “There! You are mixing salad
again.” To another, who had played similar passages
devoid of rhythm or phrasing: "That is too much as
if you were beating an omelet.”
An exhibition of sentimentality invariably invoked
his sarcasm.. A young Swiss lady, who had been very
successful with Chopin’s Spinato-Polonaise at a former
lesson, came to grief with Beethoven’s Theme and
Variations in C minor. She started the sturdy theme
- - sentimental manner, and as she proceeded this
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grew from had to worse. I expected an outburst ot
anger, but the Master was in a philosophical mood,
and took it merely as a joke. Audibly he soliloquized:
‘‘Aha! A sentimental lover’s proposal.” Then a mo¬
ment later: “Now we have a funeral." At the next
exhibition of’dolefulncss: “Here we see the hearse.”
Finally, in distress he left the piano, exclaiming:
“Gracious! Now the sexton himself is being buried.”
After some moments of silence, during which he had
been gazing out of the open window with a far-off
look over the ducal park, he turned to a small group,
of which I happened to be one, and with more earnest¬
ness added:
“Girls do not play seriously until they have had
seven love affairs—but unhappy ones,” he amended,
arching his shaggy eyebrows.

Fingering the Minor Scales
By Wilbur Follett Unger
It sometimes happens that for. the want of being
shown how, a pupil will struggle along aimlessly and
almost hopelessly discouraged in the attempt to master
some key-board difficulty.
I have found by teaching pupils to follow a certain
system in the mastering of these difficulties, that the
pupils with a little practice are enabled to cause their
troubles to disappear as if by enchantment. Such a
system applied to the fingering of the minor scales may
help many struggling pupils.
This system is to classify the scales according to their
various natural fingerings, and applies to the “Har¬
monic” minor (in which the 3d and 6th tones of the
major scale are flatted both ascending and descending),
and it is, of course, taken for granted that the pupil
is perfectly familiar with all the major scales.
The three classes are:
(1) Fingered same as C-major scale; (2) Same as
the major way; and (3) specially fingered.
Following are the groupings for the right hand:
Eb, Ab, Bb, E.
finger.)
Following are for the left hand:
3 M.1J
Db and Ab.

Gb (fourth).
Eb (second).
Bb (second).
It will be found on trying them that E flat and B
flat (minor) for the left hand are the most awkward
•of all the scales to play, on.account of the position of
the black keys.
I have seen pupils who took all of ten minutes to
play through all of the minor scales with one hand
(two octaves ascending and descending) improve so
much in two weeks’ practice by this method that they
could play them all in one minute or less!
C. D, E

At What

Age Should the Pupil Start
By Bessie M. Walker

He cannot start too soon. As soon as he can repeat
his alphabet he should begin. I know some parents
have conceived the idea that children should be able
to reach an octave before they begin. However, this
is a wrong idea. Beethoven began to study the piano
under his father, at the age of four years, by whom
he was often thrashed when his lessons were not per¬
fect. Under more loving care, Mozart, also at the
age of three years showed signs of a remarkable talent
for music and at four years could play all sorts of
little pieces on the piano. Do you think they could
reach an octave at such a tender age? If so, their
hands must have been out of all proportion to other
. children’s of their age. No, good parents, you are
mistaken in your theory. But you do not hesitate to
let them go to your' piano and amuse themselves by
making hideous noises and training their fingefs into
all sorts of bad habits. Yet you think their fingers are
too weak to learn to play. This you allow them to do
by the hour. But the mischief is done, and when you
do think of letting them have lessons it is going to
take many months of patient work on the part of the
teacher and very hard work on the part of the little
pupil to undo. You will make no mistake to begin your
boys and girls early, as there is much to. be learned
and accomplished before beginning octave work, though
the octave work has its place in music. Let some good
teacher have the pleasure of .training the little fingers.

By Arthur Bird
It takes much t

* discover ~the~~waters of
: to learn 'to sail on them.—Bekuozt.

The dream, of almost every student of music is,
most certainly should be, not only to be able o
'
and understand any orchestral score but likewise
orchestrate, if not his own, other peoples ideas, nav
ing successfully overcome all the obstacles nec . y
to accomplish this, the road thereto may be pave wi .
rood intentions, but it is certainly rough and steep,
he is not only become a musician worthy of the name,
of
but his mastery of the intrica
orchestra
enjoy.
orchestral score permits him
a thousand times n(^ than
- he
--- who would if he could
but can’t. Hector Berlioz, the father of modern
strumentation, on being asked if he considered it
absolute necessity for a student to study it, is said to .
have declared that an M. D. (Dr. Mus.), or evt‘n a
less titled one; in fact, anyone who considers himsett
a cultivated musician, to whom instrumentation is a
world unknown, is as consummate a quack as an M. U.
(Dr. Med.), to whom anatomy is a riddle. If this
is perhaps a trifle exaggerated, it came nevertheless
himself a genuine musician, modern symfrom a man, himse
laster of musical effects, and from one
phonist, a master
t of what stuff and how
who knew perfectly well
musicians should he made.
Berlioz and modern instrumentation are insepar¬
ables; for Berlioz as a composer is scarcely conceiv¬
able without modern instrumentation, and the same
can be said of modern instrumentation without Berlioz.
It is necessary right here, so far a
and spacg
permit, to describe his kind and art. His principal
works are: Requiem, Romeo et Juliette, Symphonic
Fantastique, Damnation de Faust, Carnival Rornain.
Berlioz was A most brilliant writer, not a composer
by the grace of God, and that he was a daring and
fearless one nobody can deny; also that his orchestra
overthrew all tradition and firmly established a new
school is equally undeniable; but that he was a great
creative musical genius few maintain to-day. Had he
been able to clothe his highly poetical ideas in corre¬
sponding and equally spiritual notes, he would have
been the genius of our late century. Positive it is
that through his bold and characteristic treatment
of the-orchestra, he is one of the most brilliant, re¬
markable, original and epoch-making musicians of all
.. These scores of his are priceless gems of reference for both ripe musicians and students of music,
showing them the richness, and likewise the emptiness,
of modern orchestral coloring. His treatise on archestration is a standard work, and even to-day one of the
very best. He was an inventor of orchestral cotnbinalions, not of musical ideas; hence, figuratively speaking, lie often clothed a lean, dirty beggar in silks and
satins,
Berlioz’s Huge Requiem
Take away the cunning, sometimes spontaneous,
sometimes tentative orchestral coloring from the ma¬
jority of his compositions and the ground idea dwindles
to a haggard spectre, eveh to triviality itself. This is
especially true of his pet score—Requiem—which i
likewise the best specimen of Berlioz’s art, with it
immense chorus and five orchestras.
Berlioz says
while composing it he was so deeply interested, so
enthusiastic, that his ideas came faster than he could
possibly write themi down; so that he often surprised
himself writing in < e movement with his thoughts in
the next. This perhaps accounts for the many superficial themes which were enthusiastically, but alas, too
hurriedly written down.
After having heard numberless private rehearsals
and public performances, of this work, I am prepared to
say that with all its originality, its pomposity of effects,
its homhastical orchestration, its immense climaxes,
how many a theme stripped of its cloak ,s wretchedly
naked; how theatrically the whole structure steams
forth odors of paint, powder and gaudy stage dresses,
instead of incense and solemn reflection. The Tuba
minim is the most original movement; m fact, one
of the most interesting and remarkable m the whole
up their themes and blow to the four v ___
truly
if the day of judgment had dawned. The effect is
'"'f
fearful, appalling, and never fails to nearly annihilate
the patient audience, ■ which, after recovering suffi¬
ciently, fervently praises God that it was only a false
alarm, a public rehearsal, as it were, of Gabriel’s last
blast, Berlioz’s name will ever live among the most
extraordinary lights of the nineteenth century, and
will be handed down to posterity as one who con-

wn ways and means; as
scientiously believed i
“*ho notwithstanding the most unscrupulous oppoand vilest intrigues, trod his chosen path with
unshaken conviction. Hans Sachs would have said of
Des Ritters Lied und Weise,
Sie fund ich neu, dock mcht vermrri;
Verliess er uns’re G'leisc,
Schritt er dock jest und unbeirrt.
To the general concert-goer Berlioz, taken as a
, , i. - will be, more or less a
whoIe> ;s and probably
musical bore; as but few amateurs have the interest,
patience, or what is far more necessary, the musical
intelligence to grasp his kind and method of expres¬
sion his ideal intention, to understand his complicated
scores
Thus teachers put Berlioz into the hands of
pupils with mixed feelings—on the one side, his treatise
on instrumentation, which is highly instructive to all
and harmless to the most sensitive; on the other, his
scores which, if imitated, misunderstood. — —".f.def-icjently digested, are rank poison and beget
oroies. Berlioz compositions, 1taken as a whole, ai
ous orgies.
like a hollow mountain covered with a thin crust, from
which, if you can climb to the top without a mishap,
you may have a good view, but probably not. Instru¬
mentation is one of the arts which is strictly individual,
or better, personal; for nobody ever did or can master
it by hearsay or by reading. Thus, to understand and
apply the theoretical part successfully, it is indispens... hear a full orchestra as much and as often as
possible; the better the orchestra, the more the benefit.
The appropriate and characteristic use of the flighty
flute, the nasal hautboy, the soothing clarinet, or the
playfully suggestive bassoon, to say nothing of the
brass, demands not only mature judgment, but refined ,
taste, and he who has of this last the most is the bora
orchestral writer.
Berlioz and Beethoven
He who has talent for inventing new. quaint, strik¬
ing, non-previous combinations can revel in good things
and find opportunities innumerable to make use of
them as soon as the theoretical and technical part is
mastered.
This can only be acquired by making a
special study of every instrument, which does not
necessarily mean to learn to play each one, but it
most certainly demands a positive knowledge of each
one’s special nature, compass, tone, effects of. low.
middle, high positions, natural and unnatural possibilities, and few but certain impossibilities. A certain
class of ultra modern composers misuse instrumentation to cover their musical nakedness, and if they ai
but passing curiosities, their scores are most dangerous
for those who have not acquired a well-founded opini of their own; for those to whom musical genius
and musical fireworks are synonymous.
Every one of Beethoven’s symphonies has ever been
and ever will be a priceless jewel; a standard model
for those studying instrumentation, and should be a
constant companion in the shape of a pocket edition.
.It is highly improbable that a Beethoven, whose un¬
rivaled scores have gloriously withstood all the brutal
attacks of the so-called moderners, would have the
patience to hear ten measures of their expectorations;
..
.
..
for Beethoven was
not only a master
of instrumentation,
but a genius ©f’invention,''and’hecomposed because he
possessed priceless musical ideas, which lie clothed in
raiment equally costly. Whereas most of the modern
men. whether Germans, French or others with the
snobbish pretensions of an inflated peacock, strut about
the “sphere 6f the blessed” in gaudy garments of silk
and ermine to hide their musical impotence. The clever
tailor can cover many a bodily defect erase all crooked
lines, hut stripped of his artifices, the corpus delicti
turns out to he a shakv scaffold of bones with scarcely
a grain of marrow. Tschaikowsky once said to me:
Tt is a great mistake to believe celebrated orchestral
composers ought to be splendid teachers. They are
ones; lor ,h„ l,„e no pn.ience
teach the theoretical part, and the practical part is
their
4 Jf“ own secret and cannot be taught.” Berlioz says
the preface of liis instrumentation: “This book h—
been written for the sole purpose of explaining the
nature, etc., of all the instruments in a modern orches¬
tra. The further use of them and their combinations
th^'disc'over^oTUC^-t?,° fal\a"d 1,ntf° un’Known
genius a^onef”
mUSt be ,efl t0 the

Some Intimate Scenes in the Life of Edward MacDowell
In The Outlook for December 22, 1906, Henry T.
Finck, writing on “Edward MacDowell, Musician and
Composer,” also had something to say on Edward
MacDowell the man. At all events, he recounts some
sayings and incidents which are treasure-trove to those
who love the most noted American composer. “To his
friends,” writes Mr. Finck, “his droll and truly Ameri¬
can gift of humor has always seemed one of his most
charming traits. In a letter to me he once referred to
his student days at the Paris Conservatoire. Life in
Paris seemed to him ‘a huge but rather ghastly joke.’
His fellow-students ‘never seemed to miss the absence
of the word “home” in their language. Most of them
looked as if they had been up ever since they were
born. They seemed to live on cigarettes, odd carafons
of wine, and an occasional shave.’
“The ‘occasional shave’ is delightfully characteristic
of MacDowell’s wit. In his conversation he always
kept the listener amused with such unexpected turns—
as he does in his music. Scherzo is Italian for joke,
and it is in his scherzo movements that we often hear
him at his best. His famous teacher, the Venezuelan
pianist, Teresa Carrciio, hardly ever plays his second
pianoforte concerto without being compelled to repeat
the presto giocoso.
Another of his traits was revealed during his Con¬
servatoire days. Though but fifteen years old, he soon
discovered that it was not the right place for him.
There was too much striving for effect for its own
sake, and not sufficient reverence for the masters, to
suit this American lad. Famous professors like Marmontel, Mathias and Ambroise Thomas did not hesi¬
tate to mutilate a composition or to insert measures, of
their own to make it what they deemed more effective.
He packed his trunk and went to Stuttgart. Here
there was no lack of reverence for genius, but there
was what throughout his life he hated quite as much
—pedantry; so, after six weeks, he moved on again, a
real American, in quest of the’ best wherever it may
be found, and bound to find it.
“He found it at last in Frankfort, where there was
a pianist, Carl Heymann, who ‘dared play the classics
as if they had actually been written by men with blood
in their veins.’ Under his fingers ‘a sonata was a poem:’
The eminent composer, Raff, was director of the Frank¬
fort conservatory. By him MacDowell was confirmed
in his tendency toward writing music with a pictorial
or poetic background. The death of Raff revealed the
emotional nature of the American youth. His first
pupil, Miss Marian Ncvins, who became his wife two
years later, says regarding this tragic event:
“ ‘He came to me at the hour for my lesson, looking
sor white and ill that I was frightened. His voice broke
as he said only the words, ‘Raff is dead.’ There was a
sweet hero-worship of a shy hoy for an almost equally
•shy man, and for months after Raff’s death he was in
a morbid condition. He gave me eighteen marks—all
he had at the time—and said, ‘as I knew more about
flowers than he did, would I get him some roses to
send?’ So I bought a mass of roses and, what was
unusual in Germany, had them sent not even bound
together, and these were put about Raff, nearer than
the grand, beautiful floral things sent by the dozen.’
“Like all students of the pianoforte, MacDowell
always adored the personality and the works of Liszt,
to whom his first concerto is • dedicated. Following
the advice of Raff, he had visited Weimar, where he
was greatly encouraged by the cordial praise Liszt be¬

stowed both on his playing and his compositions, and
by the invitation to play his first piano suite at the
next convention of the Allgemeine Musik-Verein, over
which Liszt presided. There was, to be sure, more
honor than profit in this. A man cannot live on com¬
pliments and applause, and MacDowell, like most other
musicians, found it extremely hard to make a living in
Germany unless he used up all his vitality in teaching,
leaving none for creative work. Luckily, his wife had
a little money, so they took the daring risk of dropping

MACDOWELL WHEN PROFESSOR AT COLUMBIA. UNIVERSITY
everything but composition and settling down to a quiet
life in and near Wiesbaden. It was here that
MacDowell wrote the compositions from opus 23 to
opus 35.
“Those were idyllic days. ‘The one dark spot,’ Mrs.
MacDowell writes, ‘was a long and severe illness of
mine brought on by over-anxiety and trying to do
work which I was not weli* used to; hut in spite of it
all, we were very happy. The six Idylls, op. 28, of
which I am very fond, I associate with our little flat
in the Jahnstrasse. I had been ill a long time, and felt
Edward was neglecting his work in his care of me. So
I made him promise he would write a daily sketch for
a week and these six were the result of this promise.
I in bed and he writing music in the next room! Of
course, he changed and “fixed” them later on, hut the
actual music was written in those six days.’
“After nearly four years of Wiesbaden it became
imperative to replenish the exchequer, and. an attempt
was made to secure a position as local examiner for
the London Royal Academy of Music. MacDowell had
been specially recommended for this position, and the
matter finally rested in the hands of Lady Macfarren.
She was a nice old lady, and things seemed certain
until she suddenly said: ‘I hope you have no leaning

toward the school of that wild man, Liszt.’ The Ameri¬
can had to confess sorrowfully that he had, and when
he got home he found a note saving that the place was
not suited for him 1 It was not the first time, and far
from the last, that devotion to an ideal cost him a
worldly advantage.”
MacDowell During His Last Illness
Mary Mcars in “The Craftsman,’’ July igog.
It was on a beautiful morning in May, 1906, that I
first saw MacDowell. I had accompanied my sister,
who was making a bas-relief portrait of him at the
time, to his home. The room which we entered was
flooded with sunlight. The tops of some trees in a
nearby street, all covered with tender green leaves,
could be seen through the windows. They danced con¬
stantly, seeming to tell of a happiness without end. And
their message had entered that room! Never have I
seen an apartment so essentially radiant 1 The musi¬
cian sat there in his invalid chair, in Ills clothes of soft
white flannel, childlike, wondering, very beautiful, with
the naive simplicity which had ever characterized him;
while coming and going in and out of the apartment
as her duties summoned her, was the musician’s de¬
voted and heroic wife. She approached, and he turned
toward her with a movement of which it is a profana¬
tion to speak, save that which is most beautiful is most
ever open. He lifted to her eyes in which there was
a steadfast, luminous trust such as I have never seen
in any other human countenance.
Mrs. MacDowell directed our attention to a sketch
of Liszt, which was hanging on- the wall, and
MacDowell seemed to recall making the drawing. He
began to speak, a little hesitatingly, but not in the least
incoherently. He told of the finding of water with a
willow wand on his farm in Petcrboro', New Hampshire
—a favorite story; he told of a rattlesnake, which,
when a burglar entered the house of its sleeping master,
rattled for the police. A humorous gleam deepened the
boyish blue of his eyes. But once in a while he looked
in a puzzled way at the artist.
That the sitting might not fatigue him, a game of
dominoes was begun, and the infinite sensitiveness with
which he lifted and laid down the hits of ivory re¬
vealed the musician. One seeing him for the first time
and unaware of his history, could not have doubted
what he was.
As he sat there I fell to studying him. Surely long
years of musical creativeness had added something to
the modeling of the face, so that now, when the poor
mind was bewildered and deranged, the suggestion of
creative distinction did not vanish. It was the fact of
the rare beauty and meaning of the face remaining
intact, while into the eyes flashed at moments a fleeting
perception that something had befallen him which he
could not understand, it was this union of the outward
form which retained its dignity, with the confusion of
the inward forces, that made MacDowell, at this time,
a most tragically symbolic figure. The whole problem
of the soul and its struggle for attainment was there.”

T. P. Currier in “The Musical Quarterly.”
The wear and tear of MacDowell’s high-strung
organization was constantly going on. He could not
hear music of any kind without listening with extreme
intensity. One evening I inveigled him into going witli
me to a social gathering given in their rooms by a club
of artists. Some one among others played a violir
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solo—not very well at that. A lady remarked to me
afterwards, “Did you see MacDowell? The poor fel¬
low couldn’t keep his head still during all that dreadful
playing!”
It was largely due to this pull upon his nerves that
he kept away from concerts as much as possible. At
the Symphony concerts his had become a familiar fig¬
ure in the second balcony of the old Music Hall. Curi¬
ous people soon began to notice that frequently during
the performances of “classics” he would disappear, to
return when some modern number was to be played.
“What is the matter with MacDowell?” they said,
“he can’t seem to stand a Beethoven symphony.” And,
“Why doesn’t MacDowell go to concerts like the other
fellows (referring to his brother composers) ? The
truth was that MacDowell knew the classics from
A to Z and did not care to waste his strength on them.
New and other modern works were more interesting
and their scoring more important to him. To take in
more than one such work of large dimensions was all
he could possibly do without exhaustion. Therefore,
he was actually compelled to save himself whenever
possible.
MacDowell and the Classics
[Editor’s Note.—The following is nn extract from an
article appearing in the London Musio Student from the pen
of MaeDowell's friend, Templeton Strong, an American com¬
poser of European renown.]
“Of the classics MacDowell seldom spoke and, while
imbued with all due respect and admiration for them,
I imagine he felt, their possible restrictive influences
upon his modes of expression. He had a sincere admi¬
ration for Liszt’s compositions, especially the E flat
piano concerto and three or four of his symphonic
poems. Great, too, was his admiration for Chopin,
although I do not think that the psychology of Chopin
appealed to him as much as did that of Grieg. The
‘open-airness’ of Grieg’s work appealed to him very
particularly, perhaps more than that of any other liv¬
ing composer, yet I believe he felt Grieg’s limitations.
He was also partial to some of Tchaikovsky’s work,
appreciating his melodic beauty and tenderness of ex¬
pression. Of courie, his admiration for his master,
Joachim Raff, was very great, however he regretted
the excessive output of (in a great measure) very
mediocre piano music. Of Richard Wagner he knew
very little (critics of MaeDowell’s compositions of that
period notwithstanding) and lie often said that he was
reserving the study of Wagner for a later day.
“Edward was at that time in the midst of the ‘Sturm
und Drang’ period of his existence and it seems to me
of interest to make known so far as I may the condi¬
tions of his musical mentality at this largely formative
period, as having a certain bearing upon his ulterior
development, for it was at this time I believe that the
seed of his future work was being sown.
“All music that was sincere (preferably based upon
a picturesque and poetic concept) and that sounded
well at once aroused his interest. On the other hand,
the purely academic dry as dust order of composition
did not appeal to him at all—he failing to see its raison
d’etre, howsoever scientific it might be. A simple beau¬
tifully harmonized melody appealed to him infinitely
more than a ‘passably sounding’ and very erudite quad¬
ruple canon. Of the latter he would often have echoed
the saying of Dr. Johnson (I think it was), who upon
being told that the composition just performed by a
young lady was extremely difficult, replied, ‘Madam, I
would that it were impossible.’ ”
Mrs. Edward MacDowell on Edward MaeDowell’s
Teaching Methods
“Though I did no teaching myself until within the
last eight years, J was in close touch with Mr. MacDowell’s own work. I saw many of his theories come
into existence, some of them to last, others to be dis¬
carded ; and, perhaps, my most vivid impression of the
result of his experience with hundreds of students was
his firm belief that no cut-and-dried method could be
adopted in teaching the piano. That certain general
rules and laws always remain more or less the same,
hut the fact that every individual possessed a hand
curiously different from the rest of the world, seemed
to demand a different so-called method for each
person.
“However, almost as a contradiction to what I have
said, Mr. MacDowell maintained that the stiff techni¬
cal training he had had, first under Carreno, who was
a fine teacher, though a young girl when she taught
him; then the cruelly hard discipline at the Paris Con¬
servatory, followed by two years’ work with Carl Heymann, whose short career was one of dazzling virtuos¬
ity, had been of inestimable value; but one must not
forget that this was the training of a virtuoso, where
practically unlimited time was given for the acquire-
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ment of pianistic technique. But different conditions
confront the ordinary man or woman who has pe^
haps, but two years in which to he helped in ev J
rection musically, after perhaps years of plodding
through endless studies.
Toward
“But/ after all, the things that made Edward
MacDowell a great teacher was not metll°?*.
teachers. It was the infinite patience, the undivided
interest and the untiring enthusiasm that he bro g
each student. The one of, comparatively ,sPeakl«S>
small talent was for the time being just a? 1™portant
as the most brilliant. This sometimes did harm—a
student, not realizing that he was rto exception to
e
general rule in this infinite care, assumed he must, be
of unusual talent, which led to disappointment. More
often, however, there was a keen appreciation oi tne
great opportunity presented.
“One may sum up this estimate of Edward Mac¬
Dowell as a teacher : He was free from pedantic rules,
yet thoroughly practical in working out individuality
the problems confronted with each pupil. He gave
of himself unsparingly, and there were few who studied
with him who did not feel that music was only a part
of what had been learned in their lessons with Edward
MacDowell.”—From an article by Mrs. MacDowell tn
The F.TiinE November. 1014.
MaeDowell’s Harmonic Methods
Lawrence Gilman in his biography"Edward MacDowell.”
“His method of harmonic manipulation is ingenious
and pliable. An over-insistence upon certain formulas
—eloquent and vital in themselves—has been charged
against it, and the accusation is not entirely without
foundation. MacDowell is exceedingly fond of the
seventh and ninth chords, and of suspensions of the
chord of the diminished seventh. There is scarcely a
page throughout his latter work in which one does not
encounter these effects in but slightly varied form.
There is no doubt, however, that it is in his adroit and
copious use of such combinations that one must ascribe
the continual richness of his harmonic texture. I can
think of no other composer save Wagner -whose chord
progressions are so opulently colored. His tonal web
is always densely woven. He avoids thinness as he
avoids the banal phrase and futile decoration. In addi¬
tion to the pageantry of his chord combinations as such,
his evident polyphonic tendency is responsible for much
of the solidity of his tonal fabric. His pages, particu¬
larly in the more recent works, are studied with ex¬
amples of felicitous and dextrous counterpoint—
poetically significant and of the most elastic and
untrammeled contrivance.
“Always he is the essential poet, the clairvoyant im¬
pressionist, sealing with life in its large and profound
as well as its intimate aspects, limning tenderly, .yet
with a controlling and serene philosophy, such phases
of the visible and human worlds as touch and quicken
his imagination. His chief claim to perpetuity is, I
think it will he found, that he has awakened in music
• that sense of the invisible, the hidden wonder and
enchantment behind the manifest presence of the world,
which it is the signal privilege of the Celtic imagina¬
tion to discover and enforce. He has evoked the incal¬
culable spell, has opened a door into a new and shining
world. That, I believe, is what is essential and indi¬
vidual in his art—the disclosure of an immemorial
magic in familiar things.”
Unspoken Words
Unspoken words at parting.
Find their voice in song.
Ah! Sing them soft and tenderly.
The song will ne’er last long.
"And hand grasps hand at parting.
Heart finds heart in song.
Unspoken lov? sing tenderly,
‘T will last as life is long.”
—From the copyrighted verses of Edward Mac¬
Dowell.
MacDowell on Language and Music
From an interview secured by William Armstrong for
The Etude (July, 1902).
“Language and music have nothing in common. In
one way that which is melodious in music becomes
doggerel in verse, and meter is hardly of value. Son¬
nets in music become abominable. I have made many
experiments for finding the affinity of language and
music. The two things are diametrically opposed,
unless music is free to distort syllables. A poem may
be only four words and yet those words may contain
enough suggestion for four pages of music; but to
found a'song on those four words would be impos¬
sible. For this reason the paramount value of the

tv,at of its suggestion in the field of instruP°eTl tmisic where a single line may be elaborated
upTn 1 The value of poetry is what it makes you think.
A short poem would take a lifetime to express; to do
in as many measures is impossible. The words clash
with the music, they fail to carry the full suggest.on of
tie poem. If the music stuck to the meter of the poem
t would often be vulgar music. Verses that rhyme at
thr end of every phrase make poor settings to music.
Tl!e main point is to hold closely to the ideal of the
song-to sustain the balance of art. English presents
great difficulties in the matter of accents, but the French
none. In the choice of words for song settings Heins
proves the most singable.”
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The Artistic Musical Temperament
And What a Few Kings Did in the Tonal Art
By Louis C. Elson
Etude Readers will find the noted Boston critic in his happiest mood in this very readable and instructive article

MaeDowell’s Varied Compositions
Following is a list
issued.

"Works With Opus Numbers. .
.^s^oTS-suSW Pianoforte.

(1883.)

On. 14—Second modern suite for pianoforte. (1S83.)
Qp* 15_First concerto, in A minor, for pianoforte and
°rOn.S^l&— So^rcnata for pianoforte. (1S83.>
Op’ 17_Two fantastic pieces for concert use, for pianof°Op. IS—Barcarolle in F and humoreske in A, for pianof°Op. in—Wald-Idylien, for pianoforte. (1884.)
Op 20—Three poems for pianoforte, four hands. (1885.)
Op. 21—Moon pictures, after 11. C. Anderson, for piano¬
forte,’ four hands. (1SS5.)
.
Op. 22—Hamlet and O/ihclia, two poems for orchestra.
(18S.j.)^—gocoll<j concerto In D minor, for pianoforte ami
orchestra. (1890.)
Op. 24—Four compositions for pianoforte. (1887.)
Op. 25—Lancelot and Elaine, symphonic poem for orches¬
tra. (1888.)
Op. 20—From an Old Garden, six songs. (1887.)
Op. 27—Three songs for mole chorus. (1890.)
Op. 2S—Six idyls, after Goethe, for pianoforte.
Op. 20—Lamia, third symphonic poem for orchestra.
^Oic 50—Tlie Saracens and Lorely Alda, two fragments
from the Song of Jtoland, for orchestra- (1890.)
Op. 51—Six poems, after Heine, for the pianoforte.
(1SS7.)
Op. 52—Four little poems, for pianoforte. (1888.)
Op. 35—Three songs. (1804.)
Op. 54—Two songs. (1880.)
Op. 35—Iioumnce, for violoncello, with orchestral accomp Op. 30—Etude do concert, for pianoforte. (1889.)
Op. 37—Lcs Oricntales, three pieces, for pianoforte.
(1SS0.)
Op. 38—Marionettes, six little pieces, for the pianoforte.
(1S8S.)
Op. 39—Twelve studies for the pianoforte. (1889.)
Op. 40—-Six love songs. (1889.)
Op. 41—Two songs for male chorus. (1889.)
Op. 42—Suite No. 1, for orchestra. (1891.)
chorus. (1891.)
Op. 44—Barcarolle, song, for mixed c
. (1892.)
for pianoforte.
Op. 45—Sonata traylea (November
(1893.)
40—Twelve virtuoso studies, for the
(1894.)
Op. 47—Eight songs. (1893.)
Op. 48—Second (Indian) suite, for orchestra. (1S97.)
Op. 49—Air aud Iligaudon. (1S94.)
Op. 50—Second sonata, Eroica, for pianoforte. (1895.)
Op. 51—Woodland Sketches, tor pianoforte. (1896.)
Op. 52—Three choruses, for male voices. (1897.)
Op. 53—Two choruses, for male voices. (1898.)
Op. 54—Two choruses, for male voices. (1898.)
Op. 55—Sea Pieces, for pianoforte. (1898.)
Op. 56—Four songs. (1898.)
Op. 57—Third sonata, Aorse, for pianoforte. (1900.)
Op. 58—Three songs. (1S98.)
Op. 59—Fourth sonata, Keltic, for pianoforte. (1901.)
Op. 61—Fireside Tales, for pianoforte. (1902.)
Op. 62—Xeio England Idyls, for pianoforte. (1902.)
Works Without Opus Numbers.
Two songs from the Thirteenth Century, tor male chorus.
Technical exercises_ the
. pianoforte (two books).
College songs.
Many
.....
The following sets of pieces of MncDowi
under the assumed name of Kdgnr Thorn :
In
Lilting
(two pieces).
b'nr/uri
1 ,•*> Rhythm
r.nf,.y T(jlc8

(f()Ur p|eces)>

Some years ago I read a book on The Ethics of
Music, in which it was stated that as music was the
most inspiring and ennobling of ah the arts it was
self-evident that musicians were better and nobler
than the average of mankind. I had a little doubt
about this conclusion, and that doubt grew larger when
I found, in the study of musical history, flaws more or
less great in the characters of nearly all the great tonal
masters.
Only ffach and Palestrina went safely
through the fiery ordeal of microscopic examination.
It is a pity, therefore, that these two could not be
added to the list of musical saints. St. Johann Sebas¬
tian and St. Giovanni Pierluigi would be more ad¬
vanced musicians than St. Carlo Barromeo and St.
Philip Neri, who are about the only professional ones
in the calendar., jf we except the rather vague St,
Cecilia, who apparently played on a very dimiputive
organ, if we may trust the paintings of her.
In entering upon an examination of: the attributes
and tendencies of the'artistic temperament I can begin
with prehistoric man, Ages and sons ago there were
two dissimilar races upon the earth; one race was
short, with a very low and slanting forehead, wide
saucer eyes, very long arms, and was covered with
hair like a dog or a monkey. The other race was tall,
well-formed, had a finely formed head and had artistic
instincts. The members of this race drew skillful pic¬
tures on shoulder blades of reindeer and on other pieces
of bone, and on the walls of eaves (especially in Spain,
and France) and also left a primitive flute or two, with
finger and blow-holes drilled into the bone. It is a pity
that we cannot clearly trace this race. It perished
altogether in some mysterious cataclysm, and @s that
race possessed a larger brain than even the modern
musician, or any other human being of the present does,
it is a personal loss to us all. We descended (or rather
ascended) from the less gifted race described above.
But when in the course of history We come to the
seeond uprising of the artistic temperament we are
not altogether satisfied with the exhibit. The songs of
the Greeks usually were a military intoxicant, exciting
to war and bloodshed. In Rome we find a gentleman,
with a strongly artistic temperament, named Nero. He
did not “fiddle while Rome was burning,” as the
proverb says, for the effective reason that the fiddle
was not then in existence, but he sang a properly
savage song, The Destruction of Troy, which answered
the purpose quite as well.
Nero’s Fat Fee

Edvard Grieg and His Own Compositions
Probably every composer at times feels dissatisfac¬
tion at his own works. Only he knows the goal for
which he strove. Only he can tell how far short of
that goal his written works are. Something of this
is reflected in the following pathetic little passage
which Grieg wrote the year he died: “What I have
accomplished in large and small workg signifies for me
personally „ a continual development, and yet, un¬
fortunately, I am conscious that I have never reached
what I have striven for. So to-day I cannot name a
single work as truly a first composition. What remains
to me is to contemplate the wandering through art and
life as the prelude to that true first-work, of which, on
earth, I am only able to dream.”

When Nero began a song it was hard to stop him.
Some of his songs lasted five or six hours, and if an
auditor yawned his mouth was generally closed for¬
ever—by one of Nero’s soldiers. Yet Nero received
the highest salary known in vocal history. His sen¬
ators knew of no better way of bribing him than by
hiring him to sing at their houses, and one of these
once paid Nero $37,500 for a single appearance at
such a soiree musicale.
Ptolemy Auletes, of Egypt, was very fqpd of the
flute (“Auletes” may be translated “flute-lover”);
whether the behavior of his daughter, Cleopatra, was
an inheritance of the artistic instinct I cannot say.
Ip the Middle Ages the artistic temperament broke
out violently with the Troubadours, Trouveres and
Minnesingers, A few of these again prove that this
temperament does not always lead to good balance and

proper conduct. The first composer, in our modern
sense of the word, may be considered Adam de la
Hale, a trouvere-. His chief work, Robin et Marion,
was the earliest comic opera.
But he also wrote
another work called Le Jeu d’Adam, in which he held
his wife up to ridicule. The conceit which led modern
composers to throw bouquets at themselves (and mis¬
siles at their enemies) in laudatory musical auto¬
biographies, as Wagner in Die Meistersingcr and Rich¬
ard Strauss in Feuersnot, Heldenleben and Shifonia
Doniestica. had its beginning in Le Jeu d’Adam in the
thirteenth century, but at least, the later composers did
not abuse or satirise their conjugal partners in their
works. The Troubadour’s Conceit
But the troubadours were never lacking in selfconceit, which is certainly an ingredient in many an
artistic temperament. Many a troubadour song begins
by vaunting what its composer can do, how many lan¬
guages he speaks, what skill he has in the tournament
or in hunting, how well he can ride, or swim, or even
carve at table. Many a monarch or prince was in the
troubadour ranks, from Richard I of England down to
Alfonso of Spain.
Henry VIII of England had the artistic tempera¬
ment. Possibly he sought refuge from his domestic
troubles in the art of music. He sang, played qn the
lute, and even composed pretty well—for a king. His
daughters, Mary and Elizabeth, both were ipusical.
Since I am speaking of .royal temperaments it is
but fair to dwell upon Frederick the Great, who pur¬
sued flute-playing under the most adverse circum¬
stances., His father, Frederick I of Prussia, was a
martinet of the worst character. He was a collector
in a most peculiar branch; he collected tall grenadiers.
He once paid a very large sum to an Irishman seven
feet tall to enter his regiment. But such an expensive
collection was too valuable to be exposed to the perils
of war, and, although he drilled them almost to death,
he would not allow these costly giants to be shot at.
This royal lunatic conceived the idea that if a man
wag musical he could not be a good soldier. There¬
fore, when he heard that the young Frederick was
secretly studying the flute, he threatened that if he
ever caught him at it he would break the flute over
his head and would hang his flute teacher. This nearly
came to pass one time when the prince heard his
father’s footstep on the stairs leading to the chamber
in the palace in which he was taking a lesson surrep¬
titiously.
Poor Quantz, the teacher, thought his career was
ended then and there, but desperation, like necessity,
is the mother of invention, and he caught up the flutes
and the music, and climbed up the chimney just in
time to save himself. The king, finding Frederick
alone and reading a book, went away grumbling.
Quantz lived to write many flute compositions for
Frederick, when the latter became King of Prussia, and
Frederick took his flutes, music and tutor on many a
campaign, where after or before a battle he would
soothe himself by playing the instrument. That the
crazy old king would have carried out his threat may
not be doubted, for once, when Frederick ran away
from his unbearable home, he had him tried as a de¬
serter from his regiment and sentenced to be shot, and
only the pressure brought to bear, by the English
Ambassador saved the lift? of the crown prince.

Some Ante compositions and an entire opera—H Nr
Pastore—written by Frederick himself, and numerous
flute compositions written by Quantz for his royal mas¬
ter and pupil, attest the artistic temperament in this
case and show that it may be wedded to military genius.

A Royal

Artistic Nature

The artistic nature may be found, however, in many
different characters. Still pursuing the royal line, we
find Charles IL of England musical up to a certain
point. He sang with a good, round bass voice, an
authority of his time assures us, and took interest in
music of the light French type. But I hesitate about
citing this monarch as really an artistic temperament,
since he allowed some of his court musicians to starve,
and he could never understand the merit of the noble
contrapuntal music of Old England, Once his Secre¬
tary of State, not knowing these limitations of the
king, gave him a banquet at which he had a band of
musicians play some of the best works of the Eliza¬
bethan and Jacobean music. The king bore it in silence
for a time, but finally broke out with: “Stop! Stop!
Play something with a tune to it!” And when the
secretary (Williamson) urged that the selections were
considered the very best in the native repertoire, the
royal critic answered simply but emphatically: “Have
I not ears?” It is fortunate that this monarch with
his melodic cravings was not obliged to listen to an
ultra-modern, twentieth century concert, for they had
no Schoenbergs or Stravinskys in those days.
But it often happened thus when a monarch of, musi¬
cal tendencies came in contact with a composer who
was too deep for him. The Emperor of Austria, Franz
Josef, -after hearing Die UntftihrWa ous deni Scrail
said to Mozart: “Too many notes!” and Mozart ven¬
tured to answer,, “Jqst enough for the subject,, your
Majesty.”
But the real tyrant in this domain was the great
Napoleon. He met, however, with more resistance
from his musicians than from his allied enemies, and
found it more difficult to carry off the victory. Once
he became so disgusted with the violins of the Opera
House that be asked Mehul if they could not be dis¬
pensed with, if he could not write him an opera entirely
without violins, Mehul undertook the strange task and
composed Uthgl, in which the violas are constantly
pushed to the highest positions, taking the place of the
higher strings, The success of this experiment may be
judged by the remark of Gretry, who attended the
first performance, After the first act had ended he
exclaimed: “I would give 3 hundred francs for one
violin tone.”
Cherubini the Unruly
- Napoleon was not more successful in ruling, or try¬
ing to rule, Cherubini, for tjvat severe classicist left
Paris and France altogether, rather than be ruled' by
the conqueror who ruled everybody else, even brother
monarch*, from which we may deduce that obstinacy
is an ingredient of the really artistic temperament.
Yet I must not giye the impression that bad qualities
are prominent in such a temperament. Even where
such are present the ideals are high. Beethoven’s in¬
spirations were of the highest. Often, as in the sonatas
Qp. 7 and Op. 27, No. 2, or in the seventh apd eighth
symphonies, he was inspired by a refined affection for
some worthy woman. Judged in a matter-of-fact way,
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The Beautiful Folk Music of Norway

it seems almost comical, this falling in love and out
again in constant succession. Eleonora von Breuning,
the Countess Erdody, Bettina Brentano, Giuletta Guicciardi, Amalia Seebold, etc., make a list that reads
almost like Leporello’s Catalogue Aria in Don Ciovannia, but in Beethoven’s case there was always a
lofty and pure ideal; it may have been imaginative,
yet the imagination crystallized into great music.
Nor were these the only inspirations of Beethoven. A
love of liberty, a belief in the universal brotherhood of
mankind, led to such music as the Egmont Overture
and the ninth symphony. Yet one may class Beethoven
as a most illiberal liberal, a very tyrannical lover of
freedom, and these seeming contradictions and para¬
doxes are to be found in many an artistic temperament.
If his affections were unstable, to him they seemed
real; if he was a tyrant to his relatives and friends, he
none the less longed for universal freedom. It is a
pity, however, that his biographers do not try to give
a juster balance in the writings about such a com¬
poser. Beethoven’s sister-in-law, whom he so charm¬
ingly nicknamed "Queen of the Night,” was not worse
than many a Viennese dame of her station and epoch.
The nephew, who is written up (or rather down) in a
manner that wins him the personal hatred of every
reader, had very much to bear from the loving, hector¬
ing, generous, nagging old uncle. That same nephew,
who certainly was a scapegrace in his youth, grew up
quite respectable, leaving a good record both in the
' army and in commerce, after he had sown his wild
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The Songs of Norway
In Norway we meet with the same conditions as in
Sweden, except that here the foreign influences were
still less in evidence. During the four-hundred-years
union with Denmark Norwegian activity in foreign
political happenings ceased almost complete y.
e
people lived a lonely dream-life especially favorable for
the development of folk-art. Intercourse with neigh¬
boring countries was always fairly brisk, and general
European culture also made itself felt in roundabout
ways. Yet the isolation was sufficient to give the popu¬
lace full opportunity for the development of an indi¬
vidualized art.
. ,
In Norway the northern folk-song produced its rich¬
est blossoms. The oldest period was a replica of that
of the other northern countries. It shows a series ot
haughty Stalward songs, so simple, noble but monoto¬
nous airs. The poetic content greatly exceeds the
musical in value, as witness the beautiful Dream Song,
with its mighty vision of Hell, reminding us of Dante s
Divina Comoedia. The melody is rhythmically peculiar,
first in 3/4, then in 2/4 time:

°a S
Wagner the Great, Wagner the Little
Probably the most striking instance of the opposite
and contradictory qualities which sometimes go to make
up an artistic temperament may be found in the case
of Wagner. The instance is as strange a blend as Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, and I am always d.sposed to
define this composer as Wagner the great and Wagner
the little. In one sense Wagner was the purest minded,
the highest idealed composer in history. On the other
hand he was little more than a criminal. It is not neces¬
sary for me to thresh out again in these columns the
long array of vices. There was an egotism beyond all
compare. There was absolute dishonesty in the treat¬
ment of creditors. The sacrifices of Minna Planer,
his first wife, during the days of poverty, cannot be
exaggerated; she did the washing, the household
drudgery;' she took' in a lodger during the dark days
in Paris, to make-both ends meet; she blacked the
boots of husband and lodger; she had given up a
career of her own to be the slave of this genius; she
was deserted and set aside when prosperity came.
Von Bulow and Wesendonck both helped Wagner
with might and main, with service and with money; he
alienated the affection of the wives of both.
One could go on much further with the catalogue of
crimes, but it is pleasanter to dwell on the bright side
of the picture. After Wagner had written Riensi he
had only to go on in the same vein to achieve a com¬
fortable position in art. He loved comfort; he. was
an actual sybarite; but he saw higher ideals and his
artistic conscience would not allow him to betray them.
Finally he began work upon a music-drama that was
to occupy four nights in the performance. There was
no chance of any manager ever staging such a work.
Yet he went on with it for nearly a quarter of a cen¬
tury in obedience to the artistic “Must," which is felt
only by the greatest and often by the martyrs in art.
“If I live to complete it,” he wrote about the Triology, “I shall have lived gloriously; and if I die before
it is finished I shall die for something beautiful.”

*_
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Song:

enow falls to
which, it is true, further on modulates into C major,
but closes in A minor.
I would like, in addition, to cite one of the songs in a
major key, The Return Home:

smiled he there
The national character of the folk-song grew apace
and expanded into a period of great wealth. It is
difficult to make a selection among these beautiful and
characteristic songs. In Norway also the minor mode
predominates and the most profound and individualistic
examples are of a melancholy character—for instance,
the celebrated O Ola, Ola, My Own:

Spring has cap-tured all our
longed for goal we'll soon be

The Paradoxical Doctor
Here is the art-hero. But what about the man? In
Bernard Shaw’s The Doctor’s Dilemma there is a char¬
acter typical of the artistic temperament, and I have
often thought that Wagner gave the incentive to the
arti.st there portrayed, who cheats everybody, betrays
every woman’s trust, and is idolized by them just the
same. It presents most strongly the puzzle of the
“artistic nature.” Disagreeing, therefore, totally with
the statement quoted in the opening sentence of this
essay one can put in its stead this statement: The artis¬
tic temperament is much more emotional than the
average, and this is sometimes a danger; the moral
character may sometimes become weaker than the aver¬
age. Even then we may apply the words which were
written of Robert Burns, “The light that led astray
was light from Heaven!”

. a weaith of wonderful songs, rising to the loftiest
heights of expression.. In the north countries it somcfime happens that even the minor mode expresses an
audacious carelessness, as for instance in many Swedish
dance-songs, or in the admired Norwegian Fisher

son - sea.

The

sane with glee; my life o'er-flow-ing with en - joy-ment.

uev-er thought that thy plighted troth so false could be and so

These examples suffice to show that in Norway a
brisk, sunny enjoyment of life is also apparent in the
folk-song. In fact, there is hardly a passion of the
human soul which does not find voice in the folk-songs
of Norway. Longing, grief, despair, exultation, pro¬
found melancholy, defiance, everywhere find expression,
wliile in contrast we have a sunny happiness spring¬
time joy, lively humor, an overflowing appreciation of
life and the solid rationality of an unspoiled race, affirm¬
ing life’s exuberance despite Nature’s antagonism and
a pressing burden of care. The Norwegian folk-songs
are the apogee of a pure, unique culture which without
too strong influences of alien character or of the shal¬
low social and political life of later times, came to its
full development under the most favorable conditions.

[If the musical people of America had the clarity of vision
possessed by Mr. Edward Baxter Perry, the following article
would not be necessary. Although blind, Mr. Perry has seen
many things which those of us blessed with sight often i-nore.
During several decades of concertizing Mr. Perry has given
some three thousand recitals. Visiting every State repeat¬
edly, he has made himself thoroughly familiar with all
musical conditions. The average man looks upon a journey
of a few hundred miles with apprehension, but here is a man
whose artistic tours have taken him over a hundred thousand
miles and he is sightless. Surely the judgment of such a
man of accomplishment is worthy of attention.
Mr. Perry, although he has never professed to be a teacher,
has come in contact with teachers all his life, from Liszt.
Clara Schumann and Kullak to unknown instructors in rural
communities. He knows what noxious swindles have ofteu
come from iron-dad proprietory methods. lie has watched
e their schemes ..
promotors of special method:
■cing tl
me method and o
political dev'
r association legiscertain methods obligatory through
lation. He has seen publishers endeavor i
Id make a slum
upon the music teachers by tricks that v
supremely good
politician hold his nose. If there was o
long ago
method the highly organized Teuton natic— would
-„
have seen the desirability of adopting that one method auu
discarding all others. Austria would have a KocnliiUche uml
Kainerltcne Offtcialles Lemhcttekp Metlwda or a StaatUrlie
I/irzt Methode or a Saner Methode dr a Biimni Methode.
Anyone who taught anything else would have to pay a strafe
of many marks or kroners. Hut the German nations with
their high academic efficiency know that to make proprietory
systems obligatory would be to play the funeral march of the
art of music. In German cities where local conditions tended
to become arbitrary, as indeed they were in I.eipsic during
the days of Moscheles and in Stuttgart during the days of
Lebert and Stark, artistic progress was always threatened
and Impeded. In time these institutions began to retrograde
until a new impetus was given by a more eclectic adminis¬
tration.
Therefore Tith Etude stands unequivocally against all
attempts to Intimidate the teachers by employing State or
organization legislation making the use of any proprietory
method compulsory. Think how monstrous would he condi¬
tions compelling an Individual to engage none but a physician
who was a homeopath or an allopath or a naturopath or a
mental heeler or worse yet, a doctor of proprietory remedies
or patent medicines.—The Editor of The Etude.]
In these days nearly every home, however modest,
contains a piano and one or more piano students. The
pupils themselves may or may not be interested and
ambitious, but the fond mothers are in all cases anxious
for. their children’s progress and are searching eagerly
for the teachers who can produce the best results in the
shortest time and for the least money.
It is only natural that music teachers, realizing this
demand and feeling the pressing need of an income,
are in so many cases substituting business policy for
conscience and are urgifig their special claims to con¬
fidence and patronage, on the ground that they have a
peculiar and vastly superior method of teaching and
playing the piano, not possessed by their competitors
and certain to produce better players in less time than
any other.
The monumental ignorance and infantile credulity of
the American public in the past have made us the
victims of many impostures, so that the temptation to
teachers to attempt something of the sort is well-nigh
irresistible. Many there be who yield to it and verily
they are not without their reward in hard cash.
For example, I have a friend in a leading western
city, a modest, intelligent, well-equipped musician, who
some years ago was struggling for existence, doing
good work with a very small class and always on the
verge of starvation. Next door to him was a charla¬
tan who advertised in large letters: “Singing Taught
on the Breath.” This is not a joke but a fact. His
studio was crowded and his automobile of the latest
model.
Finally in desperation my friend looked in his Greek
dictionary for two words meaning respectively sensible

and eclectic, combined them into a term never heard
on sea or land and advertised that as his method. His
class began to grow at once and is increasing steadily,
although he continues to teach legitimately, exactly as
he did from the first.
The more incomprehensible and unpronounceable the
name attached to any method, the more it impresses
the general public. One is reminded of the good old
darky woman, who when asked what passage in her
dear and well-worn Bible she liked best, replied: “I
can’t jess say, sah, but I certainly does get a power of
comfort out of that blessed word Mesopotamia.”
Let me say an earnest sincere word of warning to all
ambitious music students and to all solicitous parents.
Beware of all “methods” and especially of all rabid
methodism among teachers. They are always mislead¬
ing and pernicious. Such teachers are either humbugs
or deluded, half-posted, one-sided fanatics.
There absolutely is no such thing as a one and only
method of teaching either voice or piano, any more
than there is one universal, infallible “cure-all” patent
medicine, though many are advertised. This simple
fact seems too obvious to need stating, yet it is ignored
on all sides. I speak from fifty years of experience as
student, teacher and concert pianist.
There are certain general fundamental principles
which every good musician knows and uses. The rest
depends on the intelligence and discrimination of the
teacher in applying these principles to individual needs
and on the faithfulness and adaptability of the pupil
in assimilating and utilizing them.
Masters Without Methods
There is no special method of cooking or of teach¬
ing mathematics. Why should there be in music? Liszt
had no “method,” yet it will be conceded that he played
fairly well. I have never heard his equal before or
Theodore Kullak had no method, though he was the
leading teacher of his generation. I was with him for
three years in Berlin and once asked him, as I wished
to answer intelligently the many questions addressed
to me. He replied indignantly, “Tell the fools we are
not studying a method, we are studying the piano-,
■forte.”
Madame Schumann had no method. I was with her
a year, and though she was technically grounded by
her father, Professor Wieck, she was most eclectic in
her teaching.
Leschetizky has no method, though what is called
such has been the fad in America for many years.
I have read a letter from him emphatically stating this
and expressing the wish that the dear public would
finally come to believe him, as he was tired of reit¬
erating the fact. He is simply one of the great artistteachers of the world. Incidentally I will say that no
two of his supposed representatives teach alike. Each
of them has some special phase of technical training
which was needed in his or her stage of development
and advertises that as the “Leschetizky” method.
Since the deplorable death of MacDowell we have
heard a great deal about the “MacDowell method.”
Now I have heard MacDowell give an entire concert
program, mostly of his own compositions, and there
was no evidence of any special method about his play¬
ing, other than is used by concert pianists on both sides
of the water. Moreover, I happen to know three of

MacDowell’s very enthusiastic pupils. One is a stiff,
conservative, rather uninteresting, although accurate,
player and a very good teacher. The second is a free,
emotional player, giving the impression of an amateur
of unusual musical talent and taste, rather than a
professional of any particular school. The third is
a woman younger than either of the other two, who
plays like a man of considerable concert experience.
No one who heard the three play in succession would
ever imagine them pupils of the same teacher or exam¬
ples of the same method.
After all, the use of the word method in connection
with music is an absurdity. Every composition differs
from every other, requires different tone coloring and
shading. To attempt to apply the same touch or
method or position and use of the hands at all times
would be as ridiculous as to attempt to paint all pic¬
tures with the same color.
Imagine advertising to Teach Painting on the Blue
or How to Write Poetry on the Verb. Fancy anyone
being impressed and deluded by such impostures. Yet
:n music their name is legion. Music is not a bit of
jugglery to be performed only when one knows the
special tricks. It is not a mystery to be solved by
means ■ of secret formulae, of which a few hold the
monopoly. It is simply an art like any other, existing
for the purpose of expressing human thought, fancy
or emotion, by means of its own peculiar medium,
which is tone. Its manifold variations, shadings and
combinations are as numerous as the colors on the
painter’s palette. Successful use comes only by slow
development, through long patient years of study, and
training of brain and heart, as well as of voice or
hand. There are no short cuts, no patent methods.
The vital practical question underlying this whole
subject for parents and music students is, of course,
How can I be sure of securing the right and proper
teacher? To this question there can be but one answer.
Look at the results accomplished by any given teacher
and be guided by them. It is results that count.
Parents who are Hot themselves musicians are usually
the most anxious that their children should become
so, should enjoy the advantages which they them¬
selves have missed all their lives. Unfortunately they
are the most incompetent of all persons to judge of
the relative merits of teachers, since they have no
experience or professional knowledge of their own.
To these I say, choose the teacher who has turned
out a large percentage of good singers or players and
you can hardly go wrong.
An Unfair Judgment
It is often unfair to judge of the value of a musician
as instructor by his own performances, particularly if
such teacher is busy and well-established. No pianist,
for instance, could possibly teach six or seven hours a
day six days in the week and practice sufficiently so
that his own playing would do him justice. The result
with pupils is a much fairer test.
Of course, there are music students so wholly devoid
of capacity that the combined efforts of a dozen good
teachers never could make of them even passable per¬
formers. But, on the other hand, no good teacher
could have a considerable class for a number of years
without producing some acknowledged fine musicians.
Never mind how much some special method may be
advertised and advocated, or what wonderful digital
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The
performances may be done on the tab!? or on any
mechanical appliances, feats which perhaps Paderewski
himself e§uld not copy, If » fwsieian has taught even
a moderately large class for half a dozen years in any
town or city and has produced no fine players or
singers, generally recognized as such, that is not the
teacher you want,
The object of training the voice is to learn to sing
and the object of studying the piano is to play the
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Physiology ofOxi Piano Tone
By Hans Schneider

When we consider the popularity of the pl“° ^‘d

< tliP string it must cover an intervening
0rdef %
” and ff is therefore subject to all the
rrof flyfng bodies (ballistic energy), and on ac-

wpuld have been made, and yet during all tins tun®
there has been but one great epoch-making cl^as due
the mechanical production of its tone, w 1 e
‘
It
„-P^tpst deoth is but one-quarter of that
rest to the. g«at_e_st^ep.^
the hammer must
to the change from tangent to hammer as string
which the hammer has
Right Musical Vision
tatof pr tone producer.
• „ale of
The piano is the lowest instrument in the scale ot
TrolAhe'Taw that'he faster a body travels the
musical instruments, the most meehanica, tn
^
it has we can deduct the principle that the
By Grace Busenbark
“musical” from an artistic and emotional point, yet on
“softness or loudness” of a piano tone depends en¬
account of the fullness of its tone its large range oi
tirely and exclusively upon the speed which the hammer
Some of ttiy pupils, who, ‘ having eyes, yet
pitch, its ability to produce the whole score, “f!°dy
develops and therefore also upon the speed with which
consequently had difficulty in reading music.
and accompaniment, It is the most musical instrument,
the player attacks the key.
One need to lpok at a chord four or five times
the most useful one to the musician as well as to tn.
The speed of the hammer is therefore the only prin¬
before she. got it correctly and had to stop to. pick
amateur for the expression of musical thoughts and
ciple involved in the tone production of the modern
far the gaining of musical knowledge andUterature,
out each individual note of an arpeggio or simple
niLo, and no other force can enter >nto it. Attack,
phrase. This made her playing sound timid and hesi¬
Professor Kulfak is reported to have said.that tuere
tone and hammer-speed can never he separated one
is nothing mysterious about piano playing.
There is
tating and impaired her sense cf rhythm.
never anything mysterious about anything in which the is hound UP in the other, one the consequence of the
Another, less cautious, would play the notes hastily,
other The quicker (more sudden) the attack on the
last effect is due to a mechanical device. In such ease
recklessly (and generally wrongly), jabbing at them
key the faster the hammer, the louder the tone, and
there is only one law, that of eause and effect, and all
again and again until her ear told her they were right,
vice versa, the slower the attack, the slower the speed
Other principles are subordinate to this great one.
without looking to see or being able to see when she
The part of the piano which is responsible for the of the hammer, the softer the tone.
lookedBut the very quality of tone must also be imparted
These types of two extremes of poor reading were- tone (the ultimate music) and which is moved and
at 'the very moment when the finger comes in first
controlled
through
the
keys
is
a
mechanism.
It
is
repeated with variations among the class. Although
contact with the key. It is therefore necessary that
invisible, and thousands of piano players have sat in
opposite in effect, both kinds of faults were caused by
the player must be positive as to what kind of a tone
front of the wooden hoard and have played, yet have
the same condition: the inability of the reader t,o get'
never seen the mechanism work, and so have teachers he wants long before he actually produces it. If that
what she looked at. The trouble was not with defective
who have talked learnedly to pupils about tone pro¬ is not the ease, not a “willed” preconceived tone will
eyesight, but with defective eya-thoughtf in other
duction or about touch, The keys which transmit the h@ the result, but a lone of accidental character, qual¬
■words, the mental powers controlling the vision were,
player's energy to this mechanism are levers, which ity and quantity, "any old tone,” as is produced daily
in both cases, being only partly tipi,
and hourly by the majority of players.
must be stirred up from their inherent inertia by an
I had faith in all my pupils, however, .and go set
A player can 6«t a key to motion and produce a
outside forep.
about arousing their latent faculties by means of the
What tips force Is, how it is applied is immaterial tone by either the full arm or any part of it, for piano
following method —sugar-coated ps a game..
tp the key, but with that proverbial “cussedness of in¬ playing is but “useful labor performed by one body
At the clasg’UPeeting half the pupils were given music
animate things” it insists on being treated just SO, in upon another,” a matter of kinetic energy. Whatever
we do with our arms, hands or fingers after the key
and half were given pencil and paper, Each <?f the
order te do its best.
latter then chose a partner from among those with
One of the main principles in the understanding of has been struck is of no influence upon hammer or
tone; but what the muscles do before is of utmost
the music, The game was for those with the pencils
the key action is, that the key must'reach the bottom,
to point quickly to any note Of chord pn the page,
llie keybed, in order to' make the hammer agitate the importance,
Tq make this important action still clearer we can
String, and that it will immediately return to Its former
at which their partners must give one glanee, then
position when it is relieved from the pressure on its compare the flying piano hammer with a flying base¬
look away and tell the notes from memory. The
Upper levej. Equally important for the teacher and ball, which also leaves the control of the player the
child who pointed kept count of the number of times
Student is the full understanding of the reciprocal very instant it leaves his hand. Jn whatever direc¬
his partner got' correct notes in one glance. At the
tion or manner it is to fly, all this must be decided
action between key and hammer.
end of five minutes the pupil with the longest list
Of the piano action the hammer is the only part upon before it starts on its journey, for when it once
received a credit-mark. Then each exchanged occupa¬
that comes in contact with the tone-prpducing matter, has started, it is too late tp regulate its course.
tions with his partner—the readers taking a turn at
A hammer once started must finish the way it get
the string, and is directly responsible for it, and its
pointing and vice versa. The music was purposely
If the effect miscarries it does so because
act ion is regulated by a number of co-operatively started.
unfamiliar to all and the “pointers" instructed to skip
working leverg while the human body never comes in the effort is miscarried, it cannot be helped for the
over the page at wide interval#, nevgr allowing a second
contact with string or hammer.
hammer is helpless and lifeless in itself, it has no morg
glance at the same note.
In all other instruments tbe human body comes imagination nor feeling, nor music sense than its cousin
directly in contact with the very parts of the instru¬ the key.
Quantity and quality of 0 piano tone are
The Scatter-brained Child
ment which produce the tone, In the string instru¬
therefore governed by only one force, the initial
There were different stage# of progress—from a ments the finger is always, so to speak, an the pulse velocity given to Ihe hey by the player.
single note to an entire measure or phraseof the string. In the wind instrument the breath is
This indisputable fact will throw light upon many
At first, some of the children were literally so
the very tone producer, Each of these is in closest
things.
“scatter-brained” that they could not even got one
rapport with our emotional life, constantly influenced
The following little experiment will prove this con¬
note at a single glance, When this became possible, by it and parallels these ever-changing feeling states
clusively.
Put your hand or a single finger on the
through a little practice, the next step was two notes,
with sqrresponding physical states, which must natu¬ .keyboard and strike a key moderately swift. Then
either in thirds, octaves or a sequence. Then came
rally show themselves immediately in the tone.
increase the suddeness of attack, and you will finis
three notes either in a chord or separately, Then four
With the hammer is connected a damper, whose that the increase of speed of attack will result in a
notes in the same way. Finally came the “stunt” of
action is not productive, but inhibitive, for it prevents louder tone, for as the key goes down quicker, the
treble and bass combined, taking all tones to be played the string from vibrating longer than wanted. Key, hammer also moves faster towards the 6tring, and
on one beat in both clefs. Of course this stage was hammer and damper are always active together, and
therefore generates more power.
the understanding of the relations of these actions is
not reached in one or two meetings.
Now strike slower and your tone will get softer,
Seme of the children were so interested in the new most interesting to teacher and pupil.
But eyen here in the slowest effort you will find that
They are as follows:
game that they played it at home between class meet¬
the last effort upon the key, must have a certain sud¬
1, When the key is at rest, the hammer is also rest¬
ings, it being understood that in this way they could
denness unless your effort will fail you. Finally you
ing against a felt-covered bar, near the front, about will come to an attack so slow that it does not result
add to their list of credit-marks which received recog¬
two inches distant from the String in the upright, or in any tone at all.
nition at the end of each monthtwo inches below in the grand.
The fact that no tone at all is produced when the
Thp improvement in reading, concentration, ( and
2, When the key is struck quickly and reaches the
attack gets too glow, is due to the action of the escape¬
accuracy of playing was rapid and the power to “get”
keybed the hammer has struck the string,, rebounded
ment which throws the hammer back again after it has
what they sought with minimum of time and effort
and is now held stationary halfway between' string and
covered half its way and does not allow it to reach
was developed through a real use of it, for the first bar. The damper is removed about one-half of an
the string whatever. When you press the key down
time. In a few weekj they became so proficient that' inch from the string.
very slowly, you will come half-ways to a point where
they could grasp an entire measure or phrase in a
3, When the key rises again to the level the hammer
you feel as if a catch was released; this is the end of
glance and write it from memory.
moves back tp the resting board and the damper is
your control over the hammer, from now on the
Thu# was the difficulty conquered for a group pf pressed forward against the string.
hammer must either be sent forward to fly or it must
children, hut some grown-ups might follow the plan
All, these parts work forever in different directions,
fall back. But even if at this point you move quickly
to advantage, Collect your faculties. “If you have
especially the hammer and damper, fop when one
you will still get a faint tone, the faintest possible.
eyes and cannot see”—find put why. As the welhknown
moves towards the string the other moves away from it.
The reason for this softness of tone is that if we
advertisement says, “there’s a reason.” More music
Each of the individual keys ha? its own hammer,
press the key down half-ways the hammer also has
students might be excellent sight-readers if they had and th@ motion of the piano hammer is like the motion
but one-half of its distance to cover and consequently
not stopped learning tq read music just when they of any other hammer.
arrives at the string with less force than when travelshould have gone on.
The hammer is so located and constructed that in
mg the whole distance.
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MacDotvell’s Period

disgUsfed MacDowell and he sought ariother
institution. This tithe It WAs Fhhikfbft-AftiMAiri, where Joachim Matf was at the head Of
the excelletit cofiservatoi-iurii endowed by Dr.
Hoch. During the intervening sbfnmer, how¬
ever, MaeDowell resided ih Wiesbaden studying
with Louis Ehlert, whose reputation as a
writer arid as a fiedfigog was deservedly great. Ehlert
watfite’d MacDowell to study with Von Sulow, but the
iattef 1 elt that his teaching days were over arid wrote
it fio'rie tflo fcoufftcSUs letter stating that “he ee'rild not
waste any time on an American boy.-”'

The careers of Louis Moreau Gottschalk and
Dr. Williafh Mason have been dismissed pre¬
viously lri this series and ih cariiiectiO'h With
them is given some insight to the musical condi¬
tions lh America Which sutfounded those not¬
able figures iu our history. The attentiait of
the reader was drawn to the fact that while Dr.
Masoh was very dearly representative of the Ameri¬
canism of New England. Gottschalk, With His Frehch
mother arid Ills English father, wag brought up in the
Latin atmosphere Of New Orleans arid was far
Latin-American composer than an American.
With MaeDowell we have a new and distinctively different
JSfiO.- MadDowell was Udfil thirty years'hiH-f^rihd6 those
three intervening decades were rf tile .greatest significance
to the music of tbC he# World.- SfiiCh of in if; tVfis' flue to flip
snlohdid initiative Of Ttodore Tljotai'
-“"-'tjLof Dr. J»Thomas #i___
,...„ .0 do such magnifleer ...
tilde of the young conductor led hii
the works of mafiy composets Who
a hearing in the, hide-bodtid musical centres
Wagner Wfis not flie only oiie’ who oWed a debt ..
for valuable propaganda, it is tililS quite ciCrtr thal
man with musical inclinations in the New York City of
Bpf n e&httity ago had advantages Which were

lie im mmm dts#llnfiry i-otiHrHiiW fc I,V mild with Iris
him fd mnspb'se fao ptelmloS and f)igi|?| at &fe{
Mis
fir.vs. At Frankfort.- IJeytoann taught him mriie'.lij Oflh w

viim«

MacDoWell’s Ancestry arid Youth
MacDowell’s nearest ancestral connection tq tbe old
world was to Ireland. His grandfather, Alexander
MacDowell, and his grandmother, Sarah Thompson,
werd botb born in Ireland; The name MacDowell is
clearly of Scotch origin and it is for this reason that
he is given the credit of being of Scdtch-American
blood. His mother, Frances M. Knapp, Was an Ameri¬
can lady whose ancestors have been traced to England.
MaeDo'well's grandfather came to Arrierica shortly
After the beginning of the last century. The com¬
poser's father was a Successful New York business
man. The noted American musician was born St 200
Clinton Street, New Ydfk, December 18, l&dl. His
birthplace, long since, fell tiiidef the Swarrii of the
alien and industrial AdtariC'e which hat$ sWepf 6tEr
lower New York.
MacDowell’s grandparents were Quakers, and when
the composer’s father, Alexander MacDowell, showed
signs of a talent for drawing if was repressed as much
as passible. It is not surprising then that Edward had
the encouragement of tiis father lri both drawing arid
music. The boy’s first ffi'tfSic teacher was Mr. Juan
Bnifrago, a ■South American pianist of ability arid ex¬
perience. The child was very versatile, and hi9 music
books were frequently decorated With clover sketches
and youthful attempts at poetry. Iti later yeafs his
poemS became so’ numerous
afid set melodious' that a
collection of hi’s vefseS
was published after Mac-;
Boweff’s death,
versified were fire ho-y's
talents that his parents we
at a loSs to know which o'
to select for a life career.
After Btrttrago, bis fteXt
teacher was Paul Desvernine and then no less than
the incomparable TereSa
Carfeno, who, it will be r
friembefed, had gone to 1
New York from Venezuela (
when she wAS fittie i
than a child.
So very marked was the tal¬
ent of tbe boy that his parents
Were advised to supplement his
work with a course of study
in Europe. Accordingly he set
out with his mother for Paris
in the early part of 1876. He
aad little difficulty in passing

"Music Is Impassioned Speech—llie Highest Expres¬
sion of Whst We Gdnsiddr Godlike in Man."
the examinations for MirilfistoA f„ _ _
he Beta me the pin«o' ntlpil of Marmontcl a
of Savard.-. Amofig pis compahions in
Claude, DAbussy, The- two tiiufig coi
inntuai interest ifi each oth'eris Wortc ii late# vests.
Ohee ........
Thing a portrait of One, of
in the act.-” T.he teacher
W#erta«ft.v_ ifl flte appraisal ,ot the iib'fs artistic tklftit Ih
W| a I ret; flop: HdlfevW# SlacDoWeil's motlie# decided to
hold fast to the career of a musician for her son.
Iti 1878 MaeDewell heafd Ant&ti RublsStaifi’s bfSthsr,

Nirihulas'

plsy the' Tefoaitevski

Semffs fa

B flat miesf: Ms tvas arnszad at the peffbffriaride",. grid
this ted hits t§ btikEe that Ifi &f4$f i@ reach a- similar
stririda-fd he tirbuld be ub'liged fb erfiplay ffieffeadS SffffieMmai Mm ffibse fa rise m the Pm §ms«mf®i>€ at that time.- Cm&tai-tiffjr he deeded te go
te the- emmfvmff at StUffgaft, then at the" height ef
If§ fSfrie a§ a Stfiadl f§f piartistS.it did fist take long f§f Mtiep§Ure1f’g aerife poWSrs
oi pefst&im te point sut te him that at Stuttgart
there m§ fist fhe Mimtfuife im which he was tetig}fl#- The nkra-Afkiftiffy ffiethbds at §tuffgarf teen

'voffis m&e
t
IM'riagotfsical attitude, even thomrli many (if m coirij/dsifiu'iu
1 ° ‘'•-■'■ml 1" mi.mess ns olli.-s
IlfiyftMmf was so convinced of fiie gmtms otmeh‘o»Ol
as a podaghg that whim medial ftojildp fcV&aea fO tire
i.m-man teacher that lie,would be obliged to leave the Con¬
servatory, he suggested MacDowell as his successor. There
is something pathetic in the close friendship of Ilevm'arn
te •'!at:P°w.c,l at that, period when we.remember that our
American master Was doomed to spend his closing hours in
similar intellectual dafkhess. Jealousies in the faculty
however,, prevented MaeDowell from receiving the post, lie
Was little more than a youth and was likewise an alien
tin,
Quite n tturatffj? tb1* Irn+izvT-f'JTV 4- nrcetihrxi^ is Add.,
filled i.n
by it native
teacher.
MacDowell did eoflimenee to teach, however, and
among his pupils was that remarkable .woman. Miss
Marian Nevins, who was later to become Mrs. E-dvtard
MacDowell; Through her efforts to preserve the Spirit
ef her husbarid’S work she has Created at Peterboro.
New Hampshire, a movement Which has won national
recognition.
MacDowell at Darmstadt
MacDowell was appoiiited head piano teacher at
the Darmstadt Conservatory, Where he taught mediocre
pupils fot forty hours a week. He also taught a little
Hass of titled and Stupid cMldfefi in the CaStle at
Efbach-Ftirsteriau. Finding the li'fe at Darmstadt thes&Tfl?i,he,mittM * Trafikfoft afid tedc daily to the
Smaller city. These long rides on the trains enabled
him to devote triuch time tti cofitpOSitiOfi, as well as to
Gerrtari, French arid English literature
In 1882 MacDowell visited Liszt find played His first
p-frino mtem isf the master. Eugen BAlbert was at ,
the second piano. It was at Liszt’s insistence that
MaeDo well’s Modern Sitite i
me-fner Mcftef MriSik-Verefa Colvefifion^eteTt
Zurich.- MaeDowell played his first piano sfiffe with
/4
pfonfiuriced sriccess.
This
^7 (o aj —
_
_
was one of the greatest
honors that coftld have
been bestowed Upon a
young musician, and is
characteristic of the' artis¬
tic liberality with which
Germany has
welcomed
and helped many American
artists when- they have
been worthy of notic-e.
,le fallowing ygar Liszt
again helped him by secur¬
ing the publication of the
first suite and the second
suite With fireitkopf and
Hartel ifi Leipsic.
Mac¬
Dowell tried to' show His
appreciation by dedicating
his first pianoforte cOriCeffo
iS Liszt.
In f8S4 MacDoWell r('turned
to America fpr a month, durhe - nwrrled
Miss Nevins at Waterford,
Conn. Again hack in Europe,
the young couple visited I.on-

i
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don, Frankfort and Paris. He applied
pianoforte teacher at the Wnrr.~
fortunate in not receiving itcompelled to turn hifattentlon to composition, and ^hereby
—-- purchased a house Wim
..jnd
time to
ic£>o”'“11
f'*
•orks. The following y
sold
aturn to the Unit"-1 ic-life Of his native
. life much +„
.
,ue muo.c;
u>
his liking.
frequently
niavea his
U1B second
»™uu concerto with
"
„„ „w,„ Mo(,noajpll
...acDowell played
me
New York Philharmonic Society^ unde
e New York
then thatm e' New York public andI t ?ss of the go
Edward MacDowell. America at last had i
works could be placed upon the programs
interests rather Vian that of_Vsiter 1 ng xslJic»11lets''
preferences »fn«|l.““aif“C?ile,IrnpfAiae Encouraged bj
MacDowell gave two pianoforte recitals in the Coneer
of Madison Square Garden.
MacDowell at Columbia

that
lays above
his last resting place?
KSt'Sl
wK5KSM
MacDowell as a Pianist

.C DOWELL AT FOURTEEN,
FROM A SKETCH MADE
BY HIMSELF.

t0

As we have already noted, it
nal desire
become a pianist. Those w
d t, c
his playing well, among whom may be reckoned
present writer, felt that it was rare because of the
performer’s wide understanding of the mustcal d.men
sions of the masterpieces he attempted to P<^tray a
because of the man’s unquestioned s.ncer, y Wulel
technic was adequate in every way, he did not aspire
loshine'as a technicalist. His published exercises cm^cern themselves rather with special forms demandm
new hand positions than with the conventional sc^es,
arpegjo and octave forms. MacDowell’s p ay n^ wa
characterized by its extreme clearness and beaut :
effects achieved by the employment of the Peda,
such a composition as his v«y Pow"fu
^

The chair of music at Columbia University in New

»
the

have been neglected. The
Concertos and Sonatas, as
well as the Twelve Virtuoso
Studies (Opus 46), repre.
sent the more pretentious
of MacDowclVs works and
in many ways his highest
manifestation of musician,
ship, but at the same time
many of his smaller pieces
show inspiration which
should not be discounted

.
.... a bronze tablet
These significai hme?iotrfar0from the little log cabin in
on the —■"* "* '
composer ^wrote Jrif r oharahcter;i1stind,,!
MacDowen’sUfimplicity and ^^^ns^nd^e^nbewed rod

he produced

time was possibly somewhat less precarious. His main
difficulty lav in the work of establishing the new depart¬
ment, as he gave only about ten hours a week to actual
class work. .
s
With systematic sincerity he at first mapped out very
clearly in his mind what the department was expected
to accomplish and expressed it in the following tenets:
I. To teach music scientifically and technically
with a view to training musicians who shall be
competent to teach and compose.
II. To teach music historically and aesthetically as
an element of liberal culture.
MacDowell was an indefatigable worker and with his
natural conscientiousness the ever-incieasing woir «
1,1. nroved too great a strain. His nublished lectin es indicate
the great care with which all of his work at the University

virtuosos of his century.

MacDowell’s Compositions
aixtv-two omis-nnmorrs
.- Dowell-s compositions and some half dozen without opus
lmbors.
'Vrom tHroe to six ’songs. Henry T. Finck goes so
1 ” to ranI{ Macp0wo:i with the very greatest song writers,
gcJmbert, Franz and Grieg. There is no doubt taat Mac.
.'X
£ dSul. X2..U.

ssrts.viurxf s.

very convincing to find European critics among the most
enthusiastic admirers cf MacDowell as a song writer Thy
Beaming Eyes is doubtless one of the best songs yet pioduced in this country from the standpoint of its wine appeal

have been
v have advanced t ; idea that it :emight
‘if MacDowell had U-™ «■—- all of this time
iition and pianoforte. playing, for which he had
bile his piano playing suffered.
pechUly'prepared hi """1 F T"”‘
..
......... a fact that many of his best pieces in
•ertain forms were done during the Columbia days. Among
Uiese are the famous Norse Sonata and the Celtic Sonata,
as well as the Seo Pictures, which have all brought his genius
such high praise.
MacDowell at Peterboro
In the same year that he took up the Columbia pro¬
fessorship MacDowell bought a farm property at Peter¬
boro, New Hampshire. With fifty acres of delightful
forest and fifteen acres of good farm land there was
also a fine old house and some smaller buildings. There
in a log cabin in the woods he wrote most of his later
compositions. His time was spent between his coun¬
try home and his winter residences in New York. Dur¬
ing his last days he spent much of that sad, sad time
at°the Westminster Hotel on Irving Place, New York.
The great strain at Columbia forced him to resign
in 1904. Instead of resting he continually undertook
more and more work, including teaching, which he did
largely as a means of maintenance rather than for the
love of the work. In 1905 the signals of the tragic end
were noticed. Well in body, his magnificent intellect
commenced to decay until he became like a little child.
He passed on, January 23, 1908, when just reaching
those years which find most men in their prime and
which might indeed have been his prime if he had
taken time for sufficient rest.
As a motto for his last composition, From a Log
Cabin, the composer had written:
“A house of dreams untold,
It looks out over the whispering tree-tops
And faces the setting sun."

SBfiXA TU

player hears with delight.
For that reason they have
been widely played by plan. . ■ ,, •„ „ni,ntrv and abroad. Mme. Carrciio and Mme.
Samaroff are especially famed for their Interpretation of

less

"xoeedingly interesting.

The Indian Suite,

his own

Y°'k “:“yept
position
of Pro- 'Zid‘to“S Zn S - ■»« »< •"« *“»»**

fessor of Music at Co¬
lumbia.
Naturally he
gave much thought to
this move. His teaching
in Boston had been
highly successful, and
it would have been impossible for him to have
,c«p..d «.,d puriic
On the other hand, the
post at Columbia pro¬
vided regular employ-

mac DOWELL WHEN A STUDENT,
FROM A PICTURE TAKEN BY
TEMPLETON STRONG.

plcxity in their expression.
MneDo well's piano works
are exceedingly grateful, in
that their performance
brings that response from

&*»

NS appropriate
Kwn
sin's,7nd s“me of these are quite as delightful as the music.
There are recorded over one hundred compositions for piano,
,
„a,,p
fhA «?one:s. there are a few which have
met’with immense popular favor, such as the Witches’ Donee,
- wild Rose, while others more notable

f'fhis mm-r worthy compositions should have no audience,
n is said that he maintained this attitude toward his earlier
orchestral compositions, Lancelot and Elaine and Hamlet and
Ophelia,
MacDowell the Man
Those who knew MacDowell were impressed first of
all by his absolute sincerity in all that he did, his lack
of pose, his detestation of ignorant applause and his
extreme sensitiveness. He was American to the core.
This was shown by his love for the primitive in Ameri¬
can life and by his fondness for our characteristic
native literature, as exemplified in the works of such
men of writing genius as Mark Twain and Joel
Chandler Harris. Familiar as he was with the litera¬
ture of three languages, he would often turn to the
homely American philosophers with keen delight.
Physically MacDowell was a handsome man. His
body was robust and lithe. His strong blue eyes and
his firm flesh indicated fine bodily health. Indeed,
there was a splendid vigor in all his movements, and
his person at the keyboard was inspiring and impres¬
sive. With his friends he was genial, with strangers
perhaps over-retiring. He was a fine conversationalist,
ready with accurate and fitting words and not without
a touch of that Irish, wit which is irreplacahle.
MacDowell had many close and valued friends in
Europe and in America. Between him and Edvard
Grieg there was an especially strong artistic bond, as
is shown by their letters. Mr. Henry T. Finck was a
great admirer of MacDowell, and this feeling was
warmly reciprocated by the composer.
The MacDowell Memorial Association
Tlie MacDowell Memorial Association was organized a few
years after the deatli of the composer, to continue his
memory in a manner more helpful than may be done in
bronze or stone. Mrs. MacDowell by her tireless efforts has
made tills institution one of the most potable in the country.
Together with the main buildings in which MncDowcll resided
there are several studios for work purposes, nnd there artists
mny go to live for stated periods to carry oiit their ideas.
Although the institution is endowed, the creative workers
residing there under very desirable surroundings must of
course pay a moderate rate for their support. “Eligibility
for membership in the colony is, generally speaking, approved
talent vouched for by at least two well-known people, and
a declared purpose of specific creative work nnd adaptability
for harmonious cooperation in the life of the colony, which
necessarily is largely self-governed.”
Every summer festivals and pageants are given in a great
I out-of-doors theatre In the woods. These are attended py
| music lovers nnd artists from all parts of tlie country. The
MacDowell Choir, of Nassau, New Hampshire, and a Sym¬
phony Orchestra from Boston participate. As Mrs. MacDowell's own contributions, largely from lior own lecture earn¬
ings, have gone well up Into tlie thousands, the nature of
the enterprise may easily be comprehended. Mn.V the work
of Teterboro prosper richly as It deserves to prosper.
Books on MacDowell
Much has been written upon the subject of
MacDowell. and among the best biographical articles
are those which have come from the pen of his friend,
Mr. Henry T. Finck, and his pupil, Miss Jo-Shipley
WatSon (editor of the Children’s Department of
The Etude). Edward MacDowell, a Study, by Law¬
rence Gilman, is an exceptionally fine biography of the
composer, giving an unusually clear insight to his
aims, ideals and accomplishments. In August, 1915, “The
Music Student,” an excellent English publication, de¬
voted its entire issue to MacDowell, whose works are
universally popular in Great Britain.

Educational Notes on Etude Music
By Preston Ware Orem
CARLOTTA-G. A. QUIROS.
Mr. Quiros is a Cuban composer who has been repre¬
sented occasionally in our music pages. His Carlotta
is a very tuneful teaching piece, a graceful waltz
number. Grade 2. ■
EVENING-L. J. O. FONTAINE.
Evening is a melodious and brilliant drawing-room
piece by a composer whose work has been much appre¬
ciated. Care should be taken not to play the principal
theme of this composition at too rapid a pace. It should
not sound like a waltz hut should be more in the nature
of a reverie, with considerable freedom of tempo. In
the middle section the ornamental passages should be
played very lightly and the pedal should he used just
as marked, in order that the theme and its accompanythe harmonies may be sustained throughout. Grade 4.
OLD MISSION CHIMES—S. F. WIDEXER.
This is another interesting drawing-room piece intro¬
ducing the popular chiming effect. In playing these
chimes the chords should be slightly detached and played
with a pressure touch, the pedal being used as indicated.
When properly played the bell effect will be very
apparent. Grade 4.
CLOCHETTE—H. W. PETRIE.
Clochette is an excellent drawing-room or recital piece
introducing a variety of technical figures. As is the
ease with everything of Mr. Petrie’s this composition is
very melodious throughout. It should be played with
a light and delicate touch in a rather crisp manner
in order to bring out the passage work effectively.
Grade 3yi.
MERRY HUNTING PARTY—W. ROLFE.
This is also a march number but it is of the twostep type. As in the case of all the two-steps and
military marches it is played at a rapid pace, about
120 steps to the minute counting two in a measure.
Grade 2

ALLA MARCIA—W. W. SMITH.
Alla Marcia means in the style of a march. In this
particular case the march is of the type known as a
parade march. The parade march differs from the
ordinary military march or two-step in that it is always
a ‘‘four in a measure” as opposed to a “two in a
measure.” Play this march in a rather jaunty manner.
Grade 3.
YVONNE—E. H. KTTTREDGE.
Mr. E. H. Kittredge is a contemporary American
composer \vho is represented in our Etude music pages
for the first, time. His Yvonne is a brilliant waltz
number with a very graceful swing. It should he
played in a broad manner with large tone and careful
accentuation. Grade 3.
SONG OF THE ANVIL—P. RENARD.
Song of the Anvil is an easy characteristic piect
which should prove very entertaining and affords good
practice as well. Attention should be paid to the con¬
trast touches and to the very short grace notes. A
rather exaggerated form of accentuation will add to the
general effect. Grade 2/.
. WITCHES’ DANCE—E. A. MacDOWELL.
Although it is a comparatively early work, MacDowelTs
Witches’ Dance is probably the most popular of all his
pianoforte pieces. It has become a standard recital
number, fitted to rank in the class with Moszkowski’s
Sparks and other pieces of this type. MacDowell and
his music will be found discussed in an exhaustive
manner in other pages of this issue. Grade 7.
RUSTIC DANCE (VIOLIN AND PIANO).
C. KRIENS.
is a native of Holland now resident In
He is a violinist and composer. His
is an excellent recital number. Without
it furnishes splendid practice in double

Mr. Kriens
this counfry.
Rustic Dance
being difficult
stops, etc.

Prize Winners in The

THE FOUR-HAND NUMBERS.
Franz Liftl is a well-known contemporary German
composer who has not been represented previously in
our music pages. His specialty is educational pianoforte
music. His compositions are distinguished by melodic
charm and excellence of workmanship. In the Wood¬
land Mill is an original four-hand piece of character¬
istic type in which the parts of the two players are
more than usually independent. It will prove very
interesting practice.
The Minuet from Beethoven’s Sonata in E flat makes
an excellent four-hand piece. In this form it is rather
more sonorous than in the original solo version.
Beclher’s Jolly Darkies has been arranged for four
hands in response to numerous demands. This is on"
of the most popular of all easy-teaching pieces in solo
form and will be found very satisfactory as a duet.
TWO LITTLE GEMS FROM THE OPERA.
P. LAWSON.
In these little teaching pieces Elotow and Verdi are
represented by two of their famous operatic melodies,
each melody being introduced by some original melodic
material. Young students will enjoy these pieces. They
are taken from a series in which all the great operatic
composers are represented. Grade 2.
BARCAROLLE (PIPE ORGAN).
G. N. ROCKWELL.
This is one of Mr. Rockwell’s best organ compositions.
It is not at all difficult to play and it will afford abundant
opportunity for tasteful, well-contrasted registration.
It is suitable either for recital work or for an offertory.
THE VOCAL NUMBERS.
Schubert’s famous song, The Wanderer, is ably
discussed by Mr. Bispliam in another department.
Mr. Homer Tourjee’s I Never Knew is a very
expressive and melodious love song with a haunting

Etude Prize Contest

GRACE MARSCHALL-LOEPK2

ROBERT PICKARD

ALBERT LOCKE NORRIS

Grace Marschall-Loepke
(Mrs. Henry Clough-Leiter)
was born in Ninevah, August
20th,
1885.
She showed
marked musical ability at an
early age, and received some
instructions from her mother.
In fact she was able to play
the piano at the age of three,
and actually appeared in con¬
cert when five years old.
Later she studied with Oliver
Willard Pierce at the Metro¬
politan School of Music in
Indianapolis, taking the seven
years’ course in three. From
there she was graduated with
highest honors in 1905.
After this came a period of study in Boston. She became
a pupil in piano-playing of Felix Fox and Carlo Buonomici. Composition she studied under Henry CloughLeiter, whom she eventually married. She was suc¬
cessful at this time in getting some of her manuscripts
published and has since produced a number of com¬
positions for piano, voice, etc., tinder the pen name of
G. Marschall-Loepke. She was winner of the $100
prize offered for the best musical setting of “The
Empire State.” In the recent Etude contest she won
the third prize in Class 2 for her very clever and orig¬
inal piano piece in characteristic vein entitled To an
Indian Maid.

Born Ottley, Yorkshire,
England, in December, 1877,
Robert Pickard had the ad¬
vantage of an excellent musi¬
cal training. He first began
the study of music in Leeds
at the age of thirteen. Leeds,
the largest town in Yorkshire,
is the musical center of a
highly musical district. . Mr.
Pickard’s teachers were T. J.
Hoggett (Piano, organ and
theory),
H. A. Fricker
(Leeds
City
Organist),
Percy Wood (theory), Herr
Heinrich (piano), Carl van
Robert Pickard,
der Naaten, of Amsterdam
(piano).
He obtained his first musical appointment at the age of
seventeen. After holding various musical appointments
in Leeds, he became Organist and Musical Director of
the Wesleyan Mission, Oxford Place, Leeds. In 1910 Mr.
Pickard was appointed Assistant Director and Professor
of Organ at the Allison Conservatory of Music, Sackville. B. C„ Canada, but owing to Mrs. Pickard’s ill
health was obliged to return to Leeds, where he was
again appointed to his former position at the Wesleyan
Mission. In The Etude Contest Mr. Pickard won the
third prize in Class 4 for a set of easy teaching pieces.
The charming little gavotte From the Golden Age is
taken from this set.

Albert Locke Norris w
horn at Glens Falls, N. Y., ai
received his academic educ
tion at Glens Falls Academy,
lie commenced music study
with the village teacher <
at the age of fifteen was
pointed organist of the Glens
Falls Methodist Church, his
father being one of the chor¬
isters at the time. Ambition
led him to New York, where
he became a pupil of Prof.
Robinson, and later to North¬
ampton, Mass., where he
studied with Dr. Blodgett and
with George Coleman Gow
(now professor of music at
Vassar). After this came further study in Germany.
Mr. Norris tells us, ‘‘My one ambition was to teach
fundamentals correctly and I studied along that line.
My success as a teacher inspired me to visit Leipsic
and Berlin to study the method of fundamental instruc¬
tion at the German conservatories.” On a return he
busied himself with a book for beginners, and com¬
posed a number of pieces which have been published
by leading American houses. Mr. Norris was success¬
ful in the. recent Etude Prize Contest in which he won
the prize in Class 4 foe a Juvenile Suite en'itled All in
a Day. This number will be found complete in the
music of this issue.
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Grieg's Strong Musical Individuality
The Parable of the Foolish Pupil
By Henry T. Finck
By Bert E. Williams
A certain teacher, very competent and very ener¬
getic, had in his class one young lady of remarkable
talent. This young lady was erratic, or as musicians
say “temperamental,” and instead of following direc¬
tions as given by her instructor—who takes great pains
to make the assignments clear—She prepared what

*‘“fj *' ,he
something like this.

“d ”°“d

Studies: 1Vo. 4 and No, 5, Mathews, Book
VIII.
Np. 30 and No, 40, Wrist and Forearm Studies.
Pieces: Slow Movement, Sonata, Schubert.
Memorize, First Movement, Sonata, Schubert.

very interesting period, and the
This promised
teacher was just about ready to begin the work when
the student remarked:
“I couldn't get the sonata, Mr. -, so I pre¬
pared this. Is it all right?” and she produced a copy
of Kowalski’s fatuous octave march, Salut a Pesih. (
Only a week before the teacher had taken ten min¬
„„„ ...
utes to impress the facts that the term was
drawing
dose, that every minute was valuable, and that
order to complete .the sonata no deviation dared be
made and no time wasted. Obviously there were only
two things thht could be done. The first was to dis¬
miss the student. But She was quite talented, and it
would not he just either to her or to the teacher to
dismiss, her. Therefore, the only alternative was to
hear her play the piece and make the best of A bad
situation. So all he said was, “Lets hear it.
She

[Editor's Note.—Owing to illness) Mr.
Jl'the
Wals unable to complete a speclitl Ur eeupon
flast month. At u„ suggestion, however,
:, Grieg and His Music,
the following extract from his bool
me
kind
permission
of
the
is herewith published through t
Mr. fdnek's biography of the
ii^ian masteiMs considered the best in any language.]
King OsCAr of Sweden—and, until 1905, of Norway—
wrote a book entitled “'Aphorisms Concerning

u
as an extempore speaker is more eloUSCS i ibT; one who reads a lecture. Now, the Norquent than
r,AA]prs have never used notes; they
wegian
L more than one sense; like
P ay enUre'yfron whom Liszt learned the secret
.^"fundamental trait of Norwegian folk-song, as
contrasted^*Jhe^ermdn ^.^ ^ suddenjy change
o a wild unrestrained gayety. Mysterious gloom and
indomitable wildness-these are the contrasts of Nor-

b, tta crackling pinc-.ood fir.
on ^ hearth; ^ they are heard to best advantage,

wegian folk-song.

perhaps, far from human habitations during the pale
sultry summer nights of the North. They do not glow
With
»uu. the heat of the sun,' but
- - with inner warmth
. and
unsophisticated feeling. They emanate from the innermost parts of.
a people, more than any 0ther’
o
the *r?e
majority of which is constrained to live a lonesome life,
and, consequently, is predisposed to take a melancholy
*M even rcptlc.1 vie, of .be wrW, but ,h.ch owfi
a generous and true heart, and has given eoUndes
proofs of earncst character and enduring will. This is
deeo
why the Swedish popular airs always makes
impression upon their hearers.”
. The climate and remoteness of Sweden and Norway
have not only impressed a peculiar local color on their
native music, they have also helped to preserve its
primitive character. Some old-fashioned musical instruments, dances, and tunes, which used to be practiced in Other European places, found their last refuge
in the North, which preserved them, somewhat altered
by the imprint of its own peculiar stamp; and to these
flics "NTrvrflipi*« ThPnnlf3 Jlflflpd atl abundance of nottie-ltlclcle
folk art and amusemeilfe How great this abundance is
may be inferred from the' fact that on the Faroe
Islands (a region which, like Telemarken, in South¬
western Norway, is peculiarly fertile in folk-songs)
there are places where an old custom prescribes that the
same sohg must not be sung in the dance rooms more
than once a year.

Grieg is often spoken of as an embodiment of Scandinavian music. But, as he h.msel once pomted ort
.
ipffpr to the -Ncw York Times.
1 am not an
1 a
‘Scandinavian’ music, but only of Nor-

Grieg a Norwegian

Sr The
Characteristics of the three pea° -the Norwegians, the Swedes and the Danes-are
rlifFnt-c; just
in«;t as
a* rrtiirh”
ph-s;“L Hiffprerit ^nd their music differs
much.”
M,m.rem, va,im ^
^ ^
, , , r rougher wilder, grander, yet with a
vale here and there in which strawberries
green fertile vale hei,
„
and cherries reach a fragrance or flavor hardly attained
anVwhere else in the world. In the wildest of Griegs
pieces we often are enchanted by glimpses of. such green
vales—.one of the characteristics of his music.
From every point of view that interests the musiclover, Grieg is one of the most original geniuses in the
musical world of the present or past. His songs are a
mine of melody, surpassed in wealth only by Schubert’s,
and that only because there are more of Schubert’s.
aa originality of harmony and modulation he has only
.
i
T»_M 'Ni'liiimlinn Who-

ner, and Liszt. In rhythmic invention and combination
he is inexhaustible, and as orchestrator he ranks among
the most fascinating. To speak of such a man—seveneighths of whose works are still music of the futureas a writer in “dialect,” is surely the acme of unin¬
telligence. If Grieg did “stick in the fjord and never
get out of it,” even a German ought to thank heaven
played 1
,
.
.
As we all know, the Salut d Pesth requires great
for it. Grieg in a fjord is much more picturesque and
Native Music of the North
•
freedom and strength as well as much brilliance in
more interesting to the world than he would have been
Here in the Far North (the Norwegian Hahimerfest in the Elbe or the Spree,
execution for long-continued passages. She played, the
the world) one may still
pa'ttis of her hands remaining parallel with the keys
is the northernmost town
Many worthy Germans fancy to the present day that
throughout the performance-indicating that the Stroke chance upon a dance at which the music
Chopin, Tchaikovsky, Liszt, and Dvorak wrote in
bent, the palms primitive days elsewhere, vocal instead of instrumental, musical “dialects” in so far as they incorporated Polish,
was from the arm, for if the wrists are ben'
and the dancers attentive and .responsive to the words Russian, Hungarian, and Bohemian characteristics in
of the hands raise at an angle to fllS keys.
as they are sung; at weddings, indeed, the first dances their works.
They forget that some of their own
Before the second page was completed the wrists
are sung to psalm tunes, and the preacher in his sacer¬ ftiasters—Beethoven. Schumann and Brahms among
were tense and arched high above the level of the
dotal robe takes part in them, Usually, however, the them—gladly made use of the folk-music of foreign
knuckles. At the conclusion of the SIX pages the player
dances are too lively for vocal music, and the fiddle is countries (notably Hungary), without being accused of
was completely tired out.
...
brought into play. The most popular of the folk-dances speaking a dialect. Then there is Haydn, usually called
Then the teacher began, and his Words stung like
in the mountainous regions of Norway are the Spring- the father of classical music—the world-music to which
the, sting of a whip. “My dear young lady, I am quite
dans and the Hailing, of each of which there are admi¬ Mozart and Beethoven and all the others contributed
softy that you did not think it necessary to follow my
rable specimens among Grieg’s works, partly borrowed, their quota.
instructions given you last week. Ymj havetrt
partly original, while others have been arranged for
Tchaikovsky was another master who instantly recog¬
... order to profit by my training arid lily experience pianoforte by Kjerulf, Lindemann, etc. The Spritigdans,
nized the originality of Grieg’s genius, concerning which
and, to Obtain my advice on matters pertaining: to the
SQ called tQ distinguisli it from the Ganger, or walking
he wrote in his Diary:
art ef playing. Either you must follow my directions
dance, is in three-four measure, the Hailing in two-four,
“Hearing the music of Grieg, we instinctively recog¬
or you must follow your own inclinations. You cannot
“Everywhere in the North we find among the people
nize that it was written by a man impelled by an irre¬
follow part of mine and part of your own, from the tune9 t[lat are ascribed to the devil, the Nix, or the
sistible impulse to give vent by means of sounds to a
fact that they will conflict just as they have done this
subterranean spirits. The player offered up a lamb to flood of poetical emotion, which obeys no theory or
mofUirta.
the river, and thus induced the Nix to teach him such
i ne was Pfinc'ple, is stamped with no impress but that of a
sorry to have to inform you that by one tunes. But when he subsequently played. them, he was
madman
vig°roUS and sincere artistic feeling.
Perfection of
week's wrong practice in the use of your wrists you unable to stop, but played
could come to themlcueby raTtinghh
ft
and irreproachable logic in the development
have undone all the Careful work which I have done until
ot his themes, are not perseveringly sought after by the
fiddle
strings.
attempting to build you a foundation in wrist work MSb
celebrated Norwegian. But what charm, what inimitable
It is necessary to know about such legends if one
,
“
’ ,
i
upon which you might in the future build a most
elaborate technique. Not only have you counteracted
a all i
all my efforts in this line, but more than that, you
harmony,
what
originality
and
beauty
in
the
turn
of his
an English critic, brought up on Handel and Mendels¬
have developed a bad habit—a stiff Wrist—which will
sohn, inveighed against the “rowdyism and brutalities” piquant and ingenious modulations and rhythms, and in
all the rest what interest, novelty, and independence!
require months to correct.” .
of some of Grieg’s pieces, even as the German critics
“Your willfulness will retard your work many
did against certain scenes ih Wagner’s operas. In the If we add to all this that rarest of qualities, a perfect
months, add much to the amount of practice required meantime most of ns have learned to appreciate realism simplicity, far removed from all affectation and pre¬
of you, attd edit you a good many dollars to cover the
ill music and to understand that a peasant dance is tense to obscurity and far-fetched novelty,” etc. . . .
“I trust it will not appear like self-glorification that
ground we have already been over once quite _ care¬ necessarily wilder than the tuhes of our own ball-rooms.
fully. If*you go to a doctor and obtain a prescription, Very much, of course, depends ort the performance. my dithyramb in praise of Grieg precedes the statement
it is necessary that you follow the doctor's orders in
When Grieg himself plays these pieces a cultivated audi¬ that our natures are closely allied. Speaking of Grieg’s
the manner of taking the medicine. His position is my
ence is as thoroughly enthralled as are the Northern high qualities, I do not at all wish to impress my
position exactly. Unless you can place confidence in peasants by their fiddlers. Extremes meet. Liszt was readers with the notion that I am endowed with an
my judgment and will follow my directions implicitly, the first pianist who showed that an artist who plays equal share of them. I leave it to others to decide how
n j am lack'n£ *n all that Grieg possesses in such
I can do nothing for you.”
without his notes is much more eloquent than one who
.
abundance, but I cannot help stating the fact that he
MORAL.—Select the best teacher to be had: obtain
1 Cited from Dr. von Ravn's excellent article on Scandl- ®xel'clses_ and has exercised some measure of that ata clear understanding of his directions, and then follow navlan music and instruments, in the supplementary volume tractive force which always drew me towards the gifted
to Mendel’s “Musikaligches Cottvei-Bations-Lexlkon.”
Norwegian.”
them itt letter and in spirit.
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An Etude Master Lesson
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Franz Schubert’s Immortal Song
L:

“Der Wanderer”
As taught and interpreted by the distinguished American Baritone

DAVID BISPHAM

DAVID BISPHAM

FRANZ SCHUBERT

(In keeping with The Etude’s policy of presenting its readers with great masterpieces taught by famous artists we again call attention to the
fact that The Etude does not in any way pretend that lessons in print are as valuable as lessons in person. However, we do know that these lessons
are priceless to those who cannot arrange to study with a real master teacher. Mr. Bispham's success this season in his famous role of “Beethoven” has
again drawn attention to the versatility and force of this noted American’s artistic achiei’ements. Other Master Lessons will follow.)
We are here in the presence of one of the most
famous songs ever written; powerful, reflective words
wedded to equally soul-felt and affecting music; a
true art-song which must live in the same class as
the frescos of Michael Angelo in the Sistine Chapel.
There in the picture the painter, inspired by the story
of Creation, has helped,—as‘ did so many of his Italian
race before him,—legends almost outworn to live be¬
cause he believed them; yes, even to live to the more
sophisticated present, because he saw beyond the fable
into the fact, which must ever be respected. Here
in the song words of truth, pessimistic though they
be, have inspired the musician, already genius-touched,
and caused him to spring into the fullness of his
powers at' a time of his life when, though he was
most prolific, many of his songs were not great; but
in this particular instance it is as though the spark of
life had been imparted, as in the marvelous fresco, to
the sleeping clay of Adam by the very finger of the
Deity.
Whence Comes Inspiration?
Whence come these inspired melodies borne of noth¬
ing tangible, fancy-bred and fleeting, yet enduring as
the very earth itself? Surely less amazing is it that
poetry should awaken such imagery than that music
should burst out, often without the immediate stimulus
of words, into such endless forms of entrancing loveli¬
ness or majestic proportions from the notes of the
scale, meager in number, even though reduplicated and
carried to the extremes of height and depth that the
ear can perceive. 0, music, verily thou art the miracle
of miracles! Well dost thou deserve the praise of
poets and the prophecy of seers. Well may the future
life, whether here or elsewhere, be prefigured in terms
of music, the Divine, eternal harmony toward which
we are ever trending!
Certain subjects in poetry make such a universal ap¬
peal to the heart that they are set' to music again and
again by many composers, as in the case of Heine’s
Du hist wie eine Blume. Musical settings of these
lovely lines are very numerous ever since Schumann,
Liszt and Rubinstein graced them by the added em¬
broidery of their exquisite art. But of the great emo¬
tions expressed in loftier poetry, such as Waldesnacht.
Die Allmacht, Doppelgiingcr and Dcr Wanderer, who
would dare trespass upon a field so entirely Schubert’s
own? A field strewn full of seeds bearing magic fruit
which, of its kind, can never be surpassed though the
springs of melody be dried up in the endeavor. Fine
as it is, and in something of the same mood, that
Oslerian song by Brahms called Mif viersig Jahren
(At Forty Years) cannot compare to The Wanderer in
originality or power; and, notwithstanding its lofty
beauty at the end, borne of the smile begotten by the
. .ope that beyond the Valley of Shadow those illumin¬
ated peaks stand at the entrance to a land where sor¬
row shall be no more—yet, for some unexplained
reason, inherent in words or music, or both, The Wan¬
derer has lived in the minds of millions of musiclovers for a century, while At Forty Years is known
to hut few.
Schubert was indeed the first and greatest of the
song-writers of that period of Teutonic development

which produced so many gems of musical art; and,
while each country must express in different terms
the genius of its race, still it is obvious that in music
we have attained more of intellectual value from the
Germanic than from the Latin races. Yet Schubert
is just as melodic in his own incomparable way as
the veriest Italian; but just because of this incom¬
parable way he should be more carefully studied than
he is by song-writers of the present time.
The average human intelligence is not yet prepared
to follow the complexities of the most advanced musi¬
cal minds of the worldto think so is an affecta¬
tion. But nearly everyone can appreciate simple mel¬
ody, and this should be first taught and the works
of universally recognized musicians should be ground
in upon the present and future generations by those
who by nature and by training are fitted to hand them
on to posterity. It is amazing to find how much trash
is being written in imitation of the masterpieces of
music. Indeed, Europe is not' one whit behind America
in the production of mediocre music, and it really
seems that the best examples of the past have scarcely
even yet come within the ken of many of the so-called
composers.
But now that music is being so widely taught, its
worth and beauty should be rightly inculcated from the
past onward to the present, and not from the futurists
back to the past; that were indeed to begin at the
wrong end of the great line of succession. Who would
attempt to build a church from the top of the spire
back to its foundations!
A Noble Work
The Wanderer is one of those works, the nobility of
which from the musical standpoint alone, even with¬
out words, attracts immediate attention and holds the
listener spellbound. An impalpable hand prevents us
from moving, an inaudible voice bids us be mute, an
invisible presence informs us that we are in communion
with genius, and makes us aware that we stand upon
holy ground. The wanderer through life is sadly pass¬
ing by; a figure as majestic as Wagner’s Wanderer
comes 'softly from afar; hear his rhythmic.tread. He
pauses by the wayside for a brief respite in his journey
and we hear, as in the spirit, his unspoken thoughts;
we know them to b.e true, for all have realized them
to the utmost, and therefore it is that this wonderful
example of the great period of song-making will never
grow old. It should be remembered that such songs
as this were rarely written for the market, but because
their author had no volition; his nature, his inner
self, his God, bade him, even as St. John was bidden
“to hear and write what the Spirit saith to the
Churches;” and for that reason, and that only, have all
really great works of art .in whatever field been recog¬
nized as such and preserved. Those who have ears to
hear and eyes to see know, beyond peradventure, their
value, their Gospel truth.
History of the Song
The Wanderer is No. 1 of Schubert’s Opus 4, which
contains, besides Werner’s Morgenlied, the lovely set¬
ting of Goethe’s Wanderer’s Nachtlied. The first draft
of The Wanderer, which differs little from the ulti¬
mate shape in which we know it so well, was originally

called Dcr Ungluckliche (The Unhappy One) and the
■poem was ascribed to Werner, whereas the.author is,
in reality, Schmidt von Liibeck. The song was con¬
ceived in October, 1816, a year which, as far as the
numerical output of his songs is concerned, exceeded
all others, for the prolific Schubert. Over a hundred
vocal compositions alone came from his pen in that
year, though hut few of that number are familiar to
the present generation. The Wanderer is far above
them all in value, and belongs altogether to the same
category as The Erl King, which was composed in the
previous year, 1815, and is catalogued as the first of
Schubert’s works. Opus 1, and which was written four
times over before this master, who took infinite pains,
was satisfied with his handiwork.
Der Wanderer a Bass Song
Though The Wanderer is sometimes sung by con¬
tralto voices, there is a place in the original draft of
the song which shows it was intended for a basso;
for, in the final line, the words “das Gluck” are writ¬
ten upon notes from B down to low E, in the bass
clef. While there is, as yet, no law against women
singing songs intended for men, it is certain that
female artists should take more pains than they some¬
times do in the selection of their songs, which should
not be chosen merely because they are beautiful, or
because certain celebrities sing them. In choosing one’s
repertoire there it, such a thing as consideration for
the sex, so to speak, the gender of a song, and The
Wanderer is undoubtedly a masculine and not a femi¬
nine song. Much more marked, indeed, is its indi¬
viduality in this respect, than The Erl King which,
being a pure narrative, may reasonably be sung by
anyone who can cope with it; or than Mendelssohn’s
Oh, rest in the Lord, which is even more impersonal
than either of the other songs; yet who ever heard
of its being performed by a man!
Transposition
Although most of Schubert’s well-known songs are
issued in other than the original keys, The Wanderer
cannot bear much transposition. A half tone above
the original C sharp minor may be permitted; and—in
consideration of the fact that the pitch of musical
Europe a century.ago was at least a tone higher than
i!:e Continental pitch of to-day—this song, sung in a
key to match that in which Schubert probably visual¬
ized it, would not be a violence to his shade were
he to come upon a musical gathering in this year of
grace after a century of rest. It is evident that this
is a song for a man. possessing a bass voice, even
though in his final edition the composer has given a
choice note an octave higher. The Wanderer sung
by a lighter voice and in a higher key without the
final low tone produces disappointment comparable to
that experienced upon hearing a fine talking machine
record played by an inexperienced person at a revo¬
lution of the disc more rapid than that at which the
song was recorded, and that such a thing is possible,
seeing that it is so easy to avoid, is nothing short
of an artistic scandal.
The approach of a student to The Wanderer both
artistically and psychically, should be a very serious
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one. The accompanist, as in all real music, should
be a fine musician, carefully chosen to perform in
such a noble co-partnership. Indeed, an instrumental¬
ist, to the shame of many a singer be it said, will
usually be found to be a better musician than the aver¬
age vocalist, no matter with how good a voice the
latter may be gifted. But supposing both to be able
exponents of the literature of song, to the lot of the
pianist falls, in this instance, one of the finest of pre¬
ludes; six bars in length, neither too long nor too
short, perfectly simple, and exactly stating the mood
of the poet and of the composer in prefacing the
song. It may be noted in passing that Schubert, in
common with most of his confreres, designated his
song by its title, and honors the poet by immediate
recognition thereafter, proceeding invariably to say
that the song is “for a singing voice with accompani¬
ment on the pianoforte.” He then adds his own name
and the Opus number, after which the name of the
person to whom the song is dedicated is given. In
the instance under consideration the composition is
dedicated to the Patriarch Johann Ladislas Pyrker von
Felso-Eor, who wrote the words of Die Allmacht,
one of the grandest emanations of Schubert’s genius.
Many modern songs have too little prelude;
ittentive audilittle warning is afforded,
ence, that an art-work is about to be
brought' to their notice; and so it
frequently happens that in order to
pass from the key of a previous song
of a group into that of the song
which follows, the accompanist must
invent something, which may indeed
not be at all appropriate. The rela¬
tion of keys and the approach of one
song to another is a matter worthy
of the utmost attention of all program-makers.
A Study of the Man

cold, the leaves are sere,
The sun
re vain, and sad and drear.
; what they seem,
Alas, things
empty dream!
And life is

this song must be sung with great fullness
n°I.eSr ih
The accompaniment here and for sixteen
nnd dfferward to the double bar should be played very
barsafterwa •
ancl vvjth parttcular regard to

TtJss and its relation to the voice part in which the
u
r , i Wlody must beautifully be sung.
■
Frnm dhe words ‘Teh wandle still,” with which the
Where art thou, where art thou, my beloved home?
1 „;ns the voice should assume a slightly
Thou ’rt sought for and longed for where’er I roam.
me’°dy cllaracter for it will be observed that unul the
“ mmer wo,” with which the phrase ends, the
The land of hope where flowers bloom,
7e°:tamZertexture, the .vocal _ quality, .the average
Where friends abide, and naught is gloom;
’considerably higher than that of
Where my beloved dead arise
Ihe phrases ^hTch^mVetoidyprecede or follow it. InAnd seem to live before mine eyes!
tne f . .
_ sounds flip
the heights and depths of voca
vocal
fbilffy!handS<it?s
not
easy
for a heavy voice to sing this
The land that speaks my native tongue
n.,««on lightly
These sixteen measures should be
Ok, land where art thou?
consummate art and breaths shot., no ,
I wander still, am seldom glad,
taken in the middle of the phrases. This whole section
But ever ask the question sad, Where, Oh where?
of the son- is nobler when rendered without the breaks
caused
by
breathing. Upon the words Die Sonne
The spirit-voices answer me
diinkt mich hier so kalt.” the tempo, after the inevitable
There, where thou art not, peace waits for thee!
slackening of pace in the previous phrase, must be resurned- there must be no dragging here, and the force
Declamation of the Work
with which the words are uttered should be greater.
The subject of declamation in song is one that is
There should be a touch of regret in the whole feeling
not taught with sufficient authority by most instructors
of the passage up to the double bar. To the Wanderer
in singing; but vtdiat indeed can be expected when the
the rays of the sun are cold, the
flowers are withered, he feels him¬
self growing old, and to be a stranger
everywhere.
It seems almost as
though our own H. W. Longfellow
has been answering the thought ex¬
pressed in these lines when he says;
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DER WANDERER
THE WANDERER
Poem by Schmidt von Liibeck

English translation by
DAVID BISPHAM

FRANZ SCHUBERT, Op. 4, No. 1

hS T

n mournful numbers,
Tell m,
“Life i. but n empty dream.”
Then Schubert, superbly catching
the mood of Liibeck. bursts out in a
grand melody upon the words “Wo
bist du?” which should be sung some¬
what faster, as he has directed, than
the previous passage; though he has
not given his idea of the tempo at
this point, it is undoubtedly proper to
sing it at 116 to the beat. Of course,
the voice must be raised in passionate
feeling and upon the words “Und
nie gekannt” there must be a regret¬
ful expression and a somewhat les¬
sening tempo. The time is taken up,
however, at the Allegro, which Schu¬
bert calls “Geschwind,” in 6/8 time,
the beat of which will be two in the
measure of about 104 each; the lilt
being as of a child dancing with up¬
lifted arms, body swaying with rhyth¬
mical motion in delight at the pros¬
pect of meeting young companions.

In The Wanderer the very type of
man the poet had in mind may be
judged from the prelude. He is sad,
melancholy, he dreams of the past
and longs for what he has not; he
is one who loves passionately his
native land, his native language, his
family, and his friends alive or dead;
one who comes unhappy from afar,
well knowing that naught in this life,
to him so seldom joyous, can satisfy
him but the grave. “There, where
thou art not,” says the Spirit-voice,
“peace waits for thee.” But what a
dose friend. It nos through Vogl’s enthusiasm that maim
change comes over the spirit of the
Introduced to the public. Vogl wax an opera singer and an
x a kind of musical clairvoyant. Together they once mado
man when, after brooding on the
■fling Schubert's songs like wandering minstrels in private.
endless question, whither does it all
•Per Wanderer" was naturally the favorite. Indeed, Vogl
the famous “Erlking" and he chose it to sing at his last
lead, this unsatisfied desire, this sun thought mure of •■!)
so cold, these flowers so dead, this m’J 10 aPPeurancelife itself so empty to him? Behold,
majority of teachers are not, and never have been,
what a change of mood. The key then suddenly rings
An Impressive Ending
from Minor into Major, and the Wanderer, awaking
vocalists? But, letting pass that obvious inconsistency,
from his former mood, raises his head and in an agony
it is the opinion of the present writer that all singers
The Wanderer’s remembrance of his friends, living
of longing cries out, stretching his arms toward the
should study declamation from well-known authorities,
and dead, of his native land, of its language, it is need¬
unfulfilled visions of the past and of the future ex¬
preferably those of the older school of actors who
less to describe to any sensitive person, and in render¬
claiming :
have had long experience of the dramatic stage and
ing the song, according to the interpretation which fol¬
"Where art thou, where art thou, my beloved home?
in classical plays. As far as it is possible in an article
lows, it will be observed that the breath-marks will fall
Thou’rt sought for and longed for. wher'er I roam.”
of this sort an exposition of the manner of rendering
appropriately at the ends of the lines as they stand
And with final yearning toward the land where his
The Wanderer will be attempted. Schubert has marked
until the final burst of longing comes on the words,
native tongue was spoken, he cries out:
his song Schr Langsam, meaning very slow, the Largo
Oh Land, wo bist du?” which, again, should be de¬
‘‘Oh land, where art thou?”
of the Italian nomenclature, and the tempo is indicated
claimed in one breath, avoiding the temptation to re¬
Then with measured cadence, though still in the Major
as 63 to the quarter note. The first bar of the recita¬
plenish one’s pneumatic apparatus with the comma,—a
key, the song voices a quieter mood of this worldtive, fo'r the first eight bars of the vocal part belong very bad habit, by the way, for the attention should not
wanderer, whom we can imagine to have arisen from
actually to that category, should he declaimed even a so markedly be drawn to the punctuation of a poem,—
his seat by the wayside, to have again taken up his
little more deliberately, though absolutely in time.
staff and his pack, and to have resumed the journey
unless, of course, the composer has deliberately chosen
which has been interrupted but for rest and reflection.
to. follow it.
After this the song proceeds in the
“Ich komm
n Gerbirge her.”
As he sets forth upon his weary way he thinks—
original tempo, very slowly and deliberately, where the
"I wander still, am seldom glad,
must be distinctly uttered in the deep tones of a man,
same sentiment is expressed, “Ich wandle still,” etc.
But ever ask the questipn sad:
full grown and experienced mentally and physically
But after the words, “Immer wo” the mood changesen’Where, Oh where?’”
in the world, indeed, an elder man, for no youngster ttrely, resignation has come to the weary, unhappy one
And then comes the answer, in still, more measured
can accomplish this song. The passage must be given
when he realizes what the spirit says to him in reply to
but perfectly simple accented octaves, as if the sub¬
with a gradual crescendo to the end. The next line all his longings and questionings. “There where thou
conscious realm of spirit, speaking with an assurance
art not, peace waits for thee,” and this phrase, whether
is quieter again with a slight accent on the final word.
not to be denied but accepted with gladness, replied:
sung in German or in English, should be rendered with
“Es
dampft
das
Thai:”
the
accompaniment
meanwhile
“There, where thou art not, peace waits for thee.”
the greatest nobility and depth of feeling, and even
moves slowly on to a forte; and, when the voice joins
with measured tread as if at last the Wanderer were
The Wanderer
in upon the words, “Es braust das Meer,” the word
deliberately walking to his grave, and lying down in
“braust” should be sung with effect and the remainder
’ , Schmidt von Liibeck.
peace to sleep.
of the sentence diminishing in intensity to the end of
(New translation by David Bispham.)
So ends an attempted exposition of one of the most
the
repetition
of
the
phrase,
though
it
should
be
sung
/ come from countries far from here
notable
examples of song-literature composed by one
steadily and with great nobility in .order to cope with
I’ve wandered on for many a year.
e greatest musical geniuses the world ever knew
the increasing force of the underlying accompaniment.
I wander still, am seldom glad,
r wt
now. Yet, when all is said, nothing can speak
,But ever ask the question sad. Where, Oh whpre?
The student should particularly remember that all low
music but itself; its language is its performance.
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A History of the Pianoforte in a Nutshell
The pianoforte is the result of an evo¬
lution having its beginning many cen¬
turies back. The very first stringed instru¬
ment was possibly some form of the
ancient lyre, associated with poetry and
Greek history, although the instrument
originated in Asia, not Greece. The num¬
ber of strings varied at different epochs,
and probably in different localities, four,
seven, and ten being the favorite num¬
bers. They were used without a finger¬
board. Nor was a bow possible. The
plectrum, however, is thought to have
been in use at all times. It was held in
the right hand to set the upper strings in
motion, the fingers of the left hand touch¬
ing the lower strings.
Next came the monochord, invented in
the sixth Century, B. C., by Pythagoras.
It consisted of an oblong sound box, with
one string stretched across it and a mov¬
able bridge for dividing the string. It
was used in the eleventh century in sing¬
ing schools, to teach the intervals of the
plain-song of the church. Jean de Muris,
• 1323, teaches how true relations may be
found by a single string monochord, but
recommends a four-stringed one, properly
a tetrachord, to gain a knowledge of
unfamiliar intervals.
Still later there came the Arab-Sautir,
a trapeze-shaped instrument composed of
a solid frame, sounding board and metal
wires struck with hammers held in the

Thomas Hitchcock, in 1703, made a
great advance by giving them the wide
compass of five octaves—from G to G—
with a very fine keyboard. The sharps
inlaid with slips of ivory or ebony, ac¬
cording to the naturals.
Many attempts were made to increase
the resources of these instruments, one
of the most curious being that of combin¬
ing two harpsichords in one, having two
actions, two sounding boards and sets of
strings, and two keyboards, related like
those of an organ.
' The Advent of Cristofori

The pianoforte proper was not
vented until 1711, when a Florentine
mechanic, named Cristofori, invented the
Forte-piano, called so because of its c
pacity of being played loud or soft.
This invention was taken up imme¬
diately in Germany and improved, and
in England the iron tension bar was intro¬
duced, giving a greater solidity and re¬
sisting power to pull the strings. They
were still small and strung with fine
wires, but there was, however, a tendency
toward increasing compass.
Between 1808 and 1827, a great many
improvements were made. Sebastian
Erard, maker of the first square piano,
patented his grand action (which still re¬
mains a model of what piano action
should be). The stringing was made
heavier and the hammers proportionately
A keyboard of balanced keys may have stronger and the power of tone greater.
been, first introduced in the little portable Thus the instrument became ready for the
organ, known as the regal, so often rep¬ great pianists, Liszt having made his ap¬
resented in old carvings, paintings, and pearance in Vienna in 1823, and within
stained windows. It derived its name, seven years after, being generally recog¬
regal, from the rule (regula) or grad¬ nized as a phenomenal appearance in art.
uated scale of its keys, and was used in
Meanwhile, great improvements were
■ giving singers in religious processions the continually carried on for the purpose of
note or pitch.
rendering the instrument impervious to
More strings were added to the mono¬ the forcible attacks made upon its stabil¬
chord from time to time, and possibly in ity, by these new virtuosi. Mathews says:
the fourteenth century, the clavichord was “In the early appearances of Liszt it was
finally invented. Black and white keys necessary to have several pianos in re-'
were added, but the principle of the serve upon the stage, so when one ham¬
action remained the same as the mono¬ mer or string broke, another .instrument
chord—the hammer simultaneously sound¬
could be moved forward for the next
ing and dividing the string. Next in line
came the virginal, having the same prin¬
The American Piano
ciple, but being a parallelogram in shape
The most important improvement in the
and having a projecting key board.
From all the various forms, two main solidity of the piano came in the iron
Babcock first introduced
instruments developed—the harpsichord framework.
and the Spinet. The first harpsichord this and it was later perfected and pat¬
was made about 1400, springing from the ented by Conrad Meyer, of Philadelphia,
clavichord, but consisting of a separate in 1833. Meyer’s idea was again im¬
siring for each sound, the keys instead proved, and applied to the grand piano as
of setting in action a device for striking well as tire square. This brought the
and, at the same time, dividing the strings, principle to a high degree of perfection,
causing the strings to be plucked by quills, establishing it by the independent con¬
thus giving not only an entirely different struction of the American pianoforte.
quality of tone, but the pitch of the string
In 1855 the first overstrung instrument
remained unaltered.
was exhibited in which the bass strings
are carried over the treble, thus affording
Spinetus of Venice
more latitude for vibration without inter¬
The Spinet was first made by Spinetus, ference.
Vcn.ce, 1500. It was on the order of the
The chief centers of pianoforte trade
harpsichord, only the case was square and are:—London, Paris, Berlin, Dresden,
the strings ran diagonally instead of Hamburg, Vienna, St. Petersburg, Brus¬
lengthwise. Sometimes strings and sound¬ sels, New York, Boston, Chicago, and
ing board were arranged perpendicularly Baltimore.
and this was called a clavicitherium.
It may be interesting to note here, that
There were three sizes of Spinets.
up to 1700, the system of playing the
(1) Ty/o and one-half feet wide—tuned harpsichord did not make use of the
to Chapel pitch (one-half tone above pres¬ thumb, also, that the first published work
ent medium pitch).
on piano technique and fingering was by
(-) Three and - one-half feet wide, C. P. E. Bach, in 1751. No finer piano¬
tuned to the fourth below.
fortes are made in the world than those
(3) Five feet wide, tuned an octave be¬ made in America, and the volume of busi¬
low the first.
ness done in this industry is prodigious.
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Clara Schumann’s Compositions Reviewed by Her Husband

■
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The age in which Clara Schumann
lived was not propitious for the woman
composer. What George Bernard Shaw
is pleased to call “middle-class morality”
was rampant, and the woman who dared
do anything but cook and sew and gossip about her neighbors was regarded as
-fanglcd and suspicious character,
In proof of this we have Mendelssohn’
prudish objections to the appearance
print oi
nis sister Fanny’s
nanny s compositions,
of his
with the result that many of the Songs
Without Words published under his
are really her work.
Robert Schumann, philosopher-musin that he was, had no such respect for
iventions. He boldly married a womanpianist in spite of her father’s opposition,
and actually encouraged her
music despite the fact that she v
as a virtuoso pianist and teacher, and
despite the fact that during fourteen
years of their married life she bore him
eight children all but one of whom survived him.
In the Book of Projects
December, 1840. Schu(in which
• - mann had been in the habit of making en¬
oi vanous
Kinus concerning his
nis artries of
various kinds
life and work), Berthold Litzmann
ti his Clara Schumann “the list of
‘Leipsic composers,’ which begins with
Mcndelssohn, contains the name of Clara
Schumann. Anyone knowing Schumann

must know that this is no- mere bridal
compliment. He places her here so e y
account of the actual worth of er a
’
a worth which he certainly did no ov
estimate, though he refused to a ow 1
he under-estimated or suppresse >
which he considered it his duty to ^ os_ e >
although in this matter, as in her p.aying.
-ic vvaa forced to resign himself b
tain degree of helplessness in^the ^face
of
v, external
&*-!.=***«* circumstances.
—-,
writes in February, 1843 (during ner
visit to Dresden), ‘has written a number
of smaller pieces, which show a musi¬
cianship and tenderness of invention such
she has never before attained?
children and a husband who is always liv;ng ;n tjje realms of imagination do not
go well with composition,
work at it regularly, and I a
turbed tQ th;°k how many tender ideas
are lost because she cannot work them
^,
0 „B
ceased tQ st;muiate and
.
..
,
«
:„a^a
encourage her; stimulating her indeed
until he enticed her into following ms
with him. It was, therefore,
. path
1
fiuite natural that on Christmas ti
Clara’s gift to him consisted of
three songs which ‘with the utmost modesty’ she had dedicated to her beloved
Robert.”
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By Grace White
and that passages which before were
clear are blurred.
In order to avoid this experience, fre¬
quently play the composition very slowly
from memory. Observe as far as possible
all the marks of expression just as you
do when you play it rapidly. Doing this
preserves, in one’s thought, the order of
fingering, and gives him a clear and cool
survey of all the details. Then when one
again plays it in time it is with a stronger
•feeling of assurance and with a renewed
sense of power and control..

Miss George’s Failure

A Valuable Piano
for Music Teachers
The music teacher will find her in¬
terests best served by a rich-toned
piano because of the greater expression
that it yields. For not only is such a
piano an inspiration to herself, but
also it produces a finer appreciation ol
musical expression in the pupil.
The HADDORFF Piano is pre¬
eminent for its tone richness. Owing
to its special sounding board — the
“Homo” Vibrating Sounding Board—
it possesses a great wealth of tonality,
equally beautiful in loud and in soft
passages of music.
The HADDORFF tone is also
notably pure, sweet and of good sus¬
taining quality. The HADDORFF is
excellently made, of the best piano
m aterials, and may be had in a num¬
ber of charming case designs.
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Valuable catalog on

jjj Haddorff Piano Co.
N 115 Ethel Street, Rockford,
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Music typography in all its Branches
U
HYMN AND TUNE BOOK PLATES '

siDudley T. Limerick
By Claude Eager Johnson
‘I just hate-to go to my music lessons refined,, but her pupils are her pieces of
this year!” exclaimed Marjorie Wilkins calico as soon as they enter the studio.
gathering up her music in the living They are individuals no longer.
She
doesn’t care for us and we feel it. She
“Why, I thought you loved your music, doesn’t study our personal talent .in the
dear.” Aunt Ellen’s tone expressed sur¬ least. We’re just her class and it’s kill¬
prise.
Marjorie had always been the ing all the music in us. I'm not the
“brag pupil’’ of her school and devoted only one. All of us feel it.
to her piano work.
“We don’t want to be petted and nursed
“I do love my music but I fairly de¬ and coddled—not that but we- do want
spise Miss George. Why, Aunt Ellen,” some human interest in us, some sym¬
Why doesn’t
declared the unhappy girl, “she treats all pathetic chord struck.
her pupils just as though they were so she see that what suits Ephie would
many pieces of calico cut off the same sound stale under my fingers and the
pattern and every piece had to become very piece that might bore her would
If
a yard—no more or less—just one yard, thrill people when played hy me?
she’d only say some day. ‘Ephie, this will
“You know I have a short, thick hand suit your style splendidly,’ or ‘Marjorie
we’ll
skip
this
for
you
understand
this
and Ephie has a long slender one, yet she
gives us identically the same technical principle thoroughly,’ we could make real
strides but as it is we don’t move an
studies for no reason in the world ex¬
inch. She destroys every particle of the
cept we both do eighth grade.
personality I have as long as I’m in her
“Aunt Ellen, it simply isn’t right. She
presence and I almost lose faith in my
doesn’t have any human interest in the really having any long after leaving her.
world in us. We aren’t individuals to her -I do hope she won’t be re-elected 1”
at all, just pieces of calico, She merely
And out went the hungry little human
had us through a test at the opening, being to the music teacher who thought
then placed us in our ‘grade.’ She’s as her simply a piece of calico to be made
pleasant as can be socially and nice and over into a yard.

“THE HOUSE THAT HELPS”
SELLS
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Songs and Dances, Special Day Material, Etc.
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Position; $0 eeiits.
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W. P. SCHILLING, Vocal Teacher

The Ethics of Vocal Teaching

Making Sure of a Piece After Memorizing

Most, students know the need of slow
practice when starting to work on a new
study or piece, but some do not realize
the value of slow practice from memory
after the number has been worked up to
the given time. To have absolute control
one must be able to play a thing equally
well at a fast or slow tempo. When one
thinks he knows a composition thor¬
oughly, perhaps after he has played it in
public a number of times, he sometimes
discovers that the fingering is complex
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A Hairless Face

These is an opinion prevalent among
many people that it is unethical for sing¬
ing teachers to accept any one as pupil
who has not given unmistakable evidence
of possessing voice and talent for singing.
As a matter of record, kept hy myself
for many years, I find that the number
of those who study singing simply for the
pleasure they get out of it and ill turn
can give to others, is constantly increas¬
ing.
The number of those who study sing¬
ing with the idea of mak’ing it remunera¬
tive is still in excess of the other class.
Nevertheless, were it not for the nonprofessional student, an important source
of the income of a singing teacher Would
be seriously curtailed.
This is particularly true in cities and
towns of smaller Site, where the oppor¬
tunities for turning vocal accomplish¬
ments into money are rather limited
As a matter of further record, it is
found that persons apparently having lit¬
tle talent for singing in the beginning of
training have, through diligent and pains¬
taking work, become good singers. In
more cases than would be imagined, such
Students have achieved a very generous
share of distinction as singers. In the
face of such ultimate results, it can be
seen how grave an error it would have
been to dismiss of discourage these appli¬
cants for vocal study.
In view of the above outlined situation
in which a teacher of singing constantly
finds himself, it is quite in order briefly
to review the salient points bearing upon
the matter.
A teacher of singing has no more
Serious problem presented to him for
solution than that of taking the measure,
cither of a beginner’s voice and talent of
that of a singer of more or less expe¬
rience. The situation is filled with poten¬
tialities. It is one of the most interesting
phases of studio life as it is also one of
vital import to the person on trial.
The teacher is expected, for instance,
in the case of the prospective student, to
give a just estimate, clearly defined, of
an undeveloped voice and an untried,
unknown individuality; in the case of
Singers, a comprehensive statement of his
or her vocal condition and artistic re¬
sources, The greater experience a teacher
possesses, other things being equal, the
nearer will he come to making a correct
diagnosis of each case. However, before
proceeding further it will be to the advan¬
tage of the reader to have a definite cri¬
terion by which individual cases are to be
judged.
A first judgment of a singer—opinion
would be a better word—is necessarily
based almost wholly upon the voice itself
and so an immediate opinion, though
valuable, can never be exhaustive.
It
matters not who is doing the judging; the
best expert id trying voices will, in many
cases, fail to discover resources kept in
the background through nervousness and
distracting influences of a more or less
trying situation. The most satisfactory
way to examine a voice is to hear a Song,
but in the absence of ability on the part
of the applicant to sing one, a thorough
trying out in tone work will answer.

“Guiding Thoughts for
Singers”

Under such a trial, with scarcely any ex¬ powers td the Uttermost. Make it clear
ception, the singer reveals whether or not to him that he can accomplish very desir¬
he possesses:
able things.
First—A musical ear.
C. The person who sings crudely but
By George Chadwick Stock
Second—An artistic soul.
with music and sympathy in his voice. It
Third—A normal and responsive vocal is perfectly right for a teacher to encour¬
“It is Excellent!’
mechanism.
—DAVID BISPHAM
age this one, for if lie have the other
The degree in which these attributes qualifications, enthusiasm atld the spirit to
$1.00, POSTAGE PREPAID
enter into the singing is indefinably com¬ work, he can certainly learn to sing well
A Dollar Bill will crime through Safely
municated to the teacher before whom and may even attain considerable artistic
ADDRESS
the singer is on trial. At the conclusion excellence.
GEORGE CHADWICK STOCK
of the singing his opinion or judgment of
Class 2. The person who, under' wrong
VOICE STUDIO, Y. M. C.A. BUILDING
the singer's capacity has been uncon¬ guidance or misapplication of principles,
NEW HAVEN
::
CONNECTICUT
sciously formed, and a measure taken of finds himself in a eul-de-sac Instead of
the triangle of attributes above men¬ being on the broad highway of artistic
tioned. The points from each side of achievement.
this triangle have somehow focused Into
This class includes a variety of types,
’ Would you like to study Elocution f '
each of absorbing interest to the teacher
r We will give you LESSONS by MAIL and teach you I
of singing. Here We have presented
I jhri rift of Public Speaking, Dramatic Reading and I
I Entertaining. Elocution will make yritl popular and I
singer after singer, unquestionably in the
yoti money. With our lessons mothers can I
possession of voice and talent but ham¬
teach thefr Children to Recite. Only the best litera- I
pered and confused by the lack of aim,
I ilfT* ^CnC* ^ Cent stamp *or Sample [
lack of concentration and lack of judg¬
ment of their own as well as o£ their
I THE Merrill "school of expression, l,
teacher.
A generous allowance of tlirie, and
great patience, is required to lift these
NEW VOCAL MUSIC “ON SALE”
unfortunates from their bewildering con¬
Have yriiir fifime entered for the receiving rif i
few Small packages of new music ON SALE during
dition. The state of mind of these sorely
the prdfeSStofidl Season, nri guarantee as to amount
to be kept) discount the best Obtainable; the only
perplexed singers oftentimes borders on
respoflsfbifity the small amount of postage; returns
tile -tragical. Nothing whatever can be
of tiriiisrid music to be made oriee each year; a pos¬
tal card will Stop the striding any time. Thousands
accomplished until the teacher has gained
Of teachers receive pteflri mtislc from Us iti this way;
the absolute confidence of such student.
they say It is most eeffiveritefit to have 8 of 10 new
compositions coming along from time to' time. We
After such a relation has become estab¬
send piano, vocal, octavo, Violin and organ fiitiSic
lished a start must be made virtually
in this way; any or all to responsible persons.
from the most rudimentary principles ia
THEO. PRESSER CO., Philadelphia, Pa.
order to eliminate and overcome all influ¬
ences, habits and tendencies of both mind
D. A. CLIPP1NGER
and method of work not conducive to the
author of
attainment of the desired result. The
greater the ascendancy of the master over
Systematic Voice Training
the pupil, the more rapid will the
And Other Book* on the Voice
progress be.
The Solution of the HEAD VOICE
Class 3. The person who is able to sing
414-415 KIMBALl'HALL, CHICAGO, ILL.
George Chadwick Stock.
scales with tolerable facility and good
musical tones. Such a student is deafly
the voice heard by the teacher. He has entitled to words of encouragement. The
listened to this Composite sound and teacher is fully justified hi advising him
Specialised in
through the medium of a sensitively keen, to take singing' lessons.
sympathetic and prophetic ear he has felt
Voice Production and Singing in English
Class 4. The person who cannot sing
whether or not the singer is in possession
(Oratorio and Concert)
tones correctly, but yet Is able to sing
of the main requirements of’a singer.
with musical quality of voice any tone
606 Pierce Building, Copley Square, BOSTON
The trial being over, the next move is given from the piano. This individual is
for the teacher to tell what he thinks of simply lacking in actual singing experience.
this singer’s possibilities, judged by what The voice as a musical instrument is to
he has heard. The various classes of him a novelty. A short period of vocal
which a teacher is expected to give an study will undoubtedly demonstrate his
TEACHER OF
opinion and outline their future possibili¬ fitness for continued vocal training.
ties may be enumerated as follows:
Class 5. The person whose voice has
Class 1. The person who is able to sing apparently been irreparably injured. It is
*26 Carnegie Hal!
New York City
-songs.
wholly desirable for a teacher to offer to
This class may be subdivided under the do his best for a singer thus afflicted. If
following heads: ’
after a short period of the most careful
A. The person who sings with splendid work the voice fails to show improve¬
WALTER L. BOGERT
President National Association Teaeiers of Singing
voice, sympathetically, expressively, and ment, then the lessons should stop. A
President of N .Y. State Music Teachers’ Ass’n, 1913.
in a musicianly manner. Other things be¬ throat that is really injured will not be
Member of Eiiffiinifig Committee.
ing'equal, It is safe for a teacher to prog¬ helped by singing.
TEACHER OF SINGING
nosticate an eminently successful career
Class 6. The person whose age pre¬
for such an one. Among “other things" cludes the possibility of any great vocaf
No. 114 West 72nd St., NEW YORK CITY
must be a generous allotment of willing¬ improvement, but yet is able to achieve
ness to work.
Italian, French, German, Spanish
certain modest artistic results. If this
B. The person who sings with good applicant for vocal lessons can afford to
tones, treats the- text intelligently, the study and desires to do so, there is no
LA nIuAGE-PHONEMETHO D
music mechanically correct, but is lacking feason why he should not be accepted as
Praetieal Linguiitfy
in sympathetic quality and temperament. a pupil. It is rather pleasant work to
If this singer is enthusiastic and anxious help a person to please himself and maybe
over, muftyotai how it, fis'lS'ffSaJJSf owu
to get ahead it is clearly the teacher’s also others.
duty to encourage him to develop his
Class 7. The person who after several TBE LANGUAGE-PBOfiB
2 W 45th St,, H.T.
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attempts finally succeeds in singing a
given tone in tune, the failure to achieve
correct intonation being due to physical
imperfections that may be overcome.
Persons in this class are not likely to do
much at singing. If they love the work
connected with vocal training they are en¬
titled to utmost consideration. A con¬
scientious teacher will do everything in
his power to develop the usually limited
talent that he finds. If the results are
pleasing and satisfactory to the person be¬
ing trained, the teacher will, in this, find
justification for having accepted him as

Ingtam’s
Milkweed Cream

You Can Look
Years Younger

Class 8. The person who sings in tune
and with musical quality of tone, but be¬
cause of nervousness or stage fright with
pitifully weak and spasmodic voice. Such
applicant can undoubtedly learn to sing,
and should be accepted as a pupil.
Class 9. Persons with immature voices.
This class touches upon voices too young
and tender, especially throughout the
period of adolescence, to stand any other
than the most gentle treatment. If such
voices are accepted, they should be led
into right ways in the gentlest manner. A
teacher who is in doubt about how' to
train such voices should dismiss them.
The ignorant handling of a young voice
is much more likely to work injury to a
young throat than the same handling
would to an older one.
Class 10. The person who is utterly

unable to sing at all. There is ^t °ne
decision to be made in such cases.
Thumbs down 1
,
, r
The majority of those who apply Jot
voice trials will come under some one or
the above-named classes. There is, ow
ever a type that has been omitted.
A
singing teacher very often has to contend
with an attitude of mind, on the part of
certain singers on trial, which is 1
>suit of the influence of well meaning but
unfit advisers.
As a result of false
notions propagated as true this singe
over-rates his abilities. When, for the
first time a just estimate of his vocal
qualifications is given him and that esti¬
mate places him on a lower level than his
own opinion docs, he either listens
incredulously or resents what is told him.
If his feelings are really those of resent¬
ment, he usually goes to some other
teacher. If merely incredulous and he
has a good share of common sense, he
thinks over the matter and not infre¬
quently comes for lessons to the man who
told him the truth.
There is always, of course, the chance
of a teacher’s making a mistake in judg¬
ing a voice at the first hearing. Hence a
second trial is very often advisable. It is
always a matter of lasting satisfaction to
deal justly and honestly with everyone.
The giving of an honest opinion mav
sometimes lose a prospective student, but
it has no derogatory influence on one’s
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On a memorable occasion in my life
many years ago my father, a lover of
good music, said to me: “Tonight we are
to have the rare privilege of hearing an
artist."
The word artist was spoken with an
emphasis and inflection that excited my
curiosity, and I immediately asked what
the word meant. I remember my father’s
reply. “An artist,” he said, “is one who
is thoroughly qualified by nature and
thoroughly prepared by art to sing.
Parepa-Rosa, whom we are to hear this
evening, is an artist."
I recall with what ardent expectancy I
went to the opera house to hear the
famous soprano; that it was also my first
experience of hearing an artist. When
the moment arrived for Parepa-Rosa to
appear on the program there came on to
the stage a large, motherly-looking
woman, of noble bearing, well poised and
gracious in manner. I was at once most
favorably impressed, and with eagerness
awaited the first sound of the diva’s voice.
A sudden silence swept over the great
audience as the radiantly musical tones,
redolent with soul stirring qualities filled
the spacious auditorium. Their thrilling
mystical vibrations caressed with zephyr¬
like lightness the sea of upturned faces,
and sinking deep into responsive hearts
made in them ineffaceable and luminous
impressions.
I was much too young and inexpe¬
rienced to appreciate all of that evening’s
program, but I have never forgotten the
indescribable loveliness of voice and the
exalted feeling with which Parepa-Rosa
sang Handel’s imperishable aria, I Know
That My Redeemer Livcth. The singer
has long since passed away, hut the music
and message of that song still live and,
phantom-like, sing in the hearts of those
who were so fortunate as to come within
the sphere of their ennobling influence.
Mme. Parepa-Rosa was born in Edin¬
burgh in 1839. Her father was a Baron
of Wallachia and her mother was origi¬
nally Miss Seguin, sister of Edward
Seguin, the celebrated basso. Parepa as
a child possessed a remarkable voice, to-

parents wisely cherished their daughter’:
unusual gifts, and she began lessons ii
voice and piano at an early age with the
best masters. In 18SS she made a suc¬
cessful debut in England. This broughl
her into immediate notice, and she soor
achieved
distinction and widespreat
popularity, being hailed as the lyric at¬
traction of the day. Until 1859 she sang
with notable success at nearly all the
chief events of England, and in 1860 she
began her career in opera.
Parepa was twice married. First tc
Captain Carvi'l, an officer in the East In¬
dian service, who died in 1C55, and after¬
ward to Carl Rosa, a well-known violin¬
ist and impresario, who survived her. Ir
1865 Mme. Parepa came to America ant
her subsequent success is familiar tc
many Americans who came under tin
spell of her entrancing art.
It is doubtful if a sweeter voice eve!
fell upon the ear of mankind. In oratorio
she was undoubtedly the greatest artist oi
record. In opera she was not quite sc
successful, being hampered in most role
■by her unusually large size. Her voice
besides being exquisitely sweet and per
fectly under control, was also of immens<
volume and power.
There are many people living todai
who had the good fortune to be presen
when Parepa-Rosa sang Rossini’s In flam
matus at the “Boston Peace Jubilee ” ac
compamed by a chorus and orchest’ra o
ten thousand. I venture to say they wi’
never forget the electrifying effect pro
duced at the climax of that noble tom
poem, when the voice of Parepa in all it
glorious beauty and magnetic power cool,
be distinctly heard above the roar of th
chorus and the clashing of the orchestra
Mme. Parepa-Rosa’s last appearance it
Amenca was at the Academy of Mus
m New York in 1873. Her death occur™
at her residence in London tv,..- i
night, January 22, 1874.
hursda^
Fame and fortune followed hPr n
the world by right of emit, ^ a.r?unc
ment, but her truest glory js that sh^lT"’
•red he, professio^

BOOKS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE
THE A B C OF PIANO MUSIC
By MRS. H. B. HUDSON
Price, SO cents
A little book, which is Intended to ore—- piano method. It is lias ’
ciple of familiarizing the
- keys before taking m>
HPR_R| _r the band has neen
shaped and placed upon the keyboard,
the young student begins playing at once
playing from large capital letters ini
stead of from notes.
MUSICAL FAIRY BOOK
Treble Clef Pieces (Grade. 1-2. Op. 586)
By ARNOLDO SARTORIO
Price, 60 cents
These tuneful little treble clef pieces
ire intended to illustrate, musically, tli
,-iii-ions fail}' tales. Naturally they aiv
ill easy to play and suited to voirne
iludents. They are accompanied bv
u-oper texts, which may he sung or re•itod. An excellent book for kinder
-arten work.

TEN FIVE NOTE RECREATIONS
By MRS. C. W. KROGMANN
Op. 110.
Price, 75 cents
Throughout all the pieces each band
lies In the ttve-tlnger position. In spite
of the technical limitations that this
places upon the composer, the pieces will
lie found to he decidedly interesting and
attractive. They are in various charai
teristlc rhythms, and each piece Is ai

THE VERY FIRST PIECES
Price, 50 cent.
This is n collection of the very easiest
pieces. The first pieces in the book lie
entirely In the treble clef for both hands,
n few being In the flve-IInger position In
' these pieces
Is a little n iislcal gem \t__
to please n id Interest the pnpil. The
’ various styles and the collection
c! refillly graded.

PUSSY WILLOWS AND OTHER
NATURE SONGS
By JOHN B. GRANT
Price, 75 cents
Twenty-eight little songs, easy to all
and easy to play. The melodies a
bright and pleasing and Just in the rigl.
compass for the child voice. The verses
are mostly original, other than a
selections from "Mother Goose."

and in her life. However much of a
tragedy it may seem for a great artist to
die at the zenith of her career, its com¬
pensating effect is to be found in the
memory of an artist who leaped from
the highest earthly pinnacle into the great
beyond.
No memories are tinged by regret at
waning powers, the struggle against the
tooth of time, the lessened esteem of a
world that has lain spellbound at the

artist’s feet, but they remain forever as
bright and inspiring as when the magic
voice first brought them into existence.
The following verse from a poem writ¬
ten at the time of Parepa’s death comes
Hushed now the voice for Earth,
Yet the heart of memory will
Breathe ever tender tribute
To the voice to us st> still.

Points From a Voice Teacher’s Pad
It is much better for beginners to have
Tremolo is largely due.to the lack of
tone light and right than to have it proper firmness of action of and within
strong and wrong.
the larynx.
A well-prepared student is ready with
The too frequent yelling, screeching and
the question, a well-prepared teacher is
struggling to get high notes should be
ready with the answer.
The aim of both teacher and pupil emphatically siienced.
Be careful to “sustain the line of ex¬
should he to develop a perfect scale of
pression.”
Strive for one good tone and you may
A good rule for singers is to breathe in
gain many. Strive for many and you and tone out.
may gain none.
Get your lower and medium tones riglii
The acme of good voice training lies in
learning to sing as unconsciously right as or you will never successfully get your
high ones. Foundations are never laid at
you formerly sang unconsciously wrong.
the
top. All proper, construction is done
Do not put any more pressure of breath
on the larynx than is required of it by from the ground up,
A good rule for singers is to do what
the tone being sung.
Every singer has dark periods of dis¬ you want to do wilhout scheming about
couragement, but when these periods are how to do it when you are doing it.
darkest it is a sure sign of a coming rift
In teaching a young singer, both master
in the clouds through which light will and pupil should be content with a little
soon break through.
improvement at each lesson. It is impos¬
Go over songs and vocalizes mentally. sible to do everything perfectly in one
Sing them over voicelessly. Endeavor to lesson. Many wrong tones are bound to
sing with audible voice as freely as the creep in. If they don’t, why the lesson?
Remember that there are learning
Exercise your voice correctly and your
levels. The extreme heights of artistic
throat strengthens; wrongly and it
proficiency can only be reached by step¬
weakens.
Singers, for their own peace and com¬ ping up one level at a time.
If the work done by the throat and
fort of mind, body and soul, should pur¬
sue that line of work to which their breathing muscles is correct—flexible,
elastic and automatic—the singer’s tone
voices and talents are best suited. ■
All vocal work should be increased and manner will reflect this correct and
gradually in difficulty.
comfortable action.

THE GIRL with beautiful wavy hair is

always the target of admiring
glances, both in public and among her friends. The attainment o£ just
such hair is very easy with

CANTHROX
t is not a makeshift, but for head washing only
ifyingf shampoo, rapidly softens and removes dandruff,
irfectly liealtliy scalp^vvliich will naturally produce atti
es each strand with a silky luster and softness that
15 Exhilarating Shampoos for 50c at Your Druggist’s
This Is about three cents a shampoo. No good hairwash costs less; none is more easily
used. Just dissolve a teaspoonful of Canthrox in a cup of hot water and your shampoo
1Steady'

dm
_jf liei _
In the tirst seven_. .
the ITimo part, beginning with the right
hand alone In the five-linger position, and
then progressing liy gradual stages until
in the final duet the pupil, having begun
to learn the bass clef, plays the ~
’

JUVENILE MUSICAL POEMS
By CARO SENOUR
Price, n cents
This Is a collection of twenty-nine
■hlldren's songs with words and mu*'>.v Faro Senour. These songs are Ii
ended for the sehoooi. kindergarten ai
ionic. The composer has been very su
•essful In Interesting >-0ung children, and
'■■■“o songs cannot fail to please. m“

TOY SHOP SKETCHES
Seven Characteristic Piecea for the Pianoforte
By JAMES H. ROGERS
Complete, SO centa. Separate Number., 25 cento
An attractive little volume of bright
and snappy teaching pieces, profusely
illustrated in colors, and printed in large
sized notation.
Although easy to plav these nieces all
have genuine muslcnl value. They are
from the pen of one of America's most
distinguished composers and lecturers,
Mr James IT. Rogers. Following are the
titles of the pieces : Joliv Teddy Bears,
Toy Soldiers Parade, Dance of the Toys,
Fairy Stories, Ilohliv Horse, Punch and
Judy, Doily's Delight.
A complete catalor, of Juvenile J/iraicol
Publication* in „oir in our printer's bands
and trill be rcadp for distribution “
* "‘r‘ " bill- < send for pour copy)-
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Philadelphia. Pa-

FREE TRIAL OFFER

effective hair wash, we will gladly send one perfect shampoo free to any address^
H. S. PETERSON & CO., 212 West Kinzie Street, Dept.90 , Chicago, Illinois

MUSICAL ZOO
Eight Piano Duet. forTeacher and
By D. D. WOOD
Price, 75 cent.
These remarkably Interesting and char
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Overcoming Difficulties in Pronouncing Consonants
There is no more practical way of
overcoming the difficulties of enunciating
consonants than in actually using them
"Vowels continue as long as the voice
holds out, the vibrating air being vari¬
ously modified, but never interrupted in
the resonator. With the consonants just
the reverse is the case. They are formed
by impeding or interrupting the stream of
air, and by narrowing the oral passage.”
For the convenience of students a list
cf the consonants is herewith appended.
The consonants are divided into—
Labial sounds: F, V, W, P, B, M,
and Y.
Dental sounds: T, D, Z, Th, S, C,
and Sh.
Lingual sounds: L, R.
Nasal sounds: N, Ng.
Palatal sounds: K, Q, G, Cl, H, Ch,
X, and Y modified, for instance, as in
There ere a number of books that give
minute directions regarding the way con¬
sonants should be enunciated. For one,
however, who is born to our mothertongue the best way to become thoroughly
accurate in enunciating them is studiously
to avoid indistinct utterance. In. plain
words, get the right habit.
Every consonantal sound should he
spoken clearly in order that words be
made intelligible. To master the dif¬
ficulties of doing this take proper care in
enunciating consonants correctly on all
occasions. For certain dramatic effects
the consonantal sounds are sometimes
especially emphasized. Ordinarily, how-

ever,, the'enunciation of consonants calls
for refined instead of exaggerated dis¬
tinctness. An artistic singer can and does
make consonants clear and unmistakable
without hindering the legato play of the
tone. The conditions necessary for cor¬
rect enunciation of consonants are vocal
organs unhampered by stiffness of action,
and a desire neither to overdo or underdo
the work in hand.
Consonants at the beginning of words
must he uttered quickly and distinctly,
joining the vowel without any appre¬
ciable interval. A vowel leading to a final
consonant must he well sustained, not
permitting an appreciable interval to
elapse between the ending of the vowel
and the beginning of the consonant.
In order to preserve the necessary
legato in singing and also be able to over¬
come consonantal difficulties more easily
the articulatory organs must move with
utmost elasticity and freedom. Only then
will it he possible to pass from a conso¬
nant to a vowel and from a vowel to a
consonant with the utmost spontaneity
and perfection of utterance.
Most singers use a certain percentage
of the consonantal sounds incorrectly.
The practical way to remedy this fault
is to work away at the weak points until
they become as automatically correct as
they were formerly automatically wrong.
There is no necessity for choosing a
time to practice perfecting the use of
consonants. Whenever you speak, read
aloud, sing songs or think, endeavor to
acquit yourself honorably on all points.

Mastering the Scales and Arpeggios
A Complete Daily Practice Manual from the First Steps to Highest
Attainment. Everything Fully Written Out. Abundant Explanations.
By JAMES FRANCIS COOKE
^

PRICE, $1.25

ORIGINAL FEATURES CONTAINED IN NO OTHER WORK

Tonality Exercises. A new, p
subsequent scale practice far more eff.,.,,.,.
Radiating Exercises. A system of introducing scale study based upon unive
gogical principles makes the study of fingering very simple.
udy Ieadi
a rate of*1000 rotes" m?' A SySt<:m °f devclop,ng thc greatest possible velocity In
The Story of the Scale. Complete history r'
J-—'- '
...
... jy told.
to!
liningly
Complete Arpe-gios. All chords explained
lor expanding the hanc
garded as “Standard” by the leading Conservatories
ed by Rosei
Bachaus, Gabrillowitsch, Liebling, Katharine Goodson and
numerous delight
All grades
>ok. May
in the teaching year. Seif
explanatory from cover to cover.' Interestingthroughc
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The Dignity of Choirmaster

It is a highly honorable office which he
ho.cte. It may or may not carry with it
certain financial emoluments in the way
of salary and perquisites. If it shntitd be
so rewarded, and if these emoluments ate
adequate for the services performed, let
hifn Hot consider himself merely as
Bailey Hall, Cornell University
“holding down a job.” It Is ift every
Dedfcifed, October 8, 1914
way proper that he should be adequately
Springfield Auditorium, cow bilflalag
remunerated, indeed. He can justly quote
Two of the most important contracts ih recent peats
the highest authority for demanding a
J. W. STEERE & SON ORGAN CO
decent salary j for “the laborer is worthy
**
Established 186?
of his hire” (Luke x 7) ; and “they that
serve the altar, partake with the altar”
MOLLER PIPE ORGANS (i Csr.'ix ; 13),
But while all this is true, if remains
il.. ill u<e. Siridl
"mb Kfade, Quid Medals and Blfiumas
also ttue that the deeper question here is
at six Ihternatfenal Expositions, fpgdib
not merely one of' barter and sale, of
Cations and Mftiates Oil request. Write
labor and hire, ef service and of the living
to catalogs*
one muss make out of that service. For
M- p‘ MOLLER, Hagerstown, Maryland
the choirmaster is dignified immeasurably
by the fact (bat his rare talents are di¬
pESTEY CHURCH ORGANS-,
rectly
expended in the formal worship of
Estey atafidard maintained,
God, All the hafUfxl and peculiar ablfMaximum facilities.
Highest grade of product.'
ities with which his Almighty Maker has
Pioneers and leaders always.
endowed him, and all the specialized
power which his tnusisal training has
given him to make the best use of his
ESTET ORGAN CO., Bran!
natural abilities, are brought by him to
the service of the God who gave him
those wonderful gits. He could have, used
them honorably and profitably in the
Service of men, and would have been
New Haven, Conn,
guilty qf no lapse of duty had he chosen
so to do. It is therefore his special glory
^ Modern
that he consecrates them and ennobles
them by offering them again fo their
Almighty Giver.
The Chufch so recognizes his office. In
ISKlbhea New Tort, 1S51
St. Lewis, ISIS
the great cathedral and collegiate churches
of Europe, he is always a cleric', and thus
GEO. KILGEN & SON
adds ecclesiastical dignity to his musical
office. In the Middle Ages, his duties
Sir. LOUIS, MO.
Were varied and exacting, arid his dig¬
nities Were mtimmmte with his labors.
One of the most com filet e Pipe Or^an Plants In the Culled
He ranked sometimes next to the dean,
sometimes next to the archdeacon, in the
cathedrals of Germany, France, Spain,
England. It is true that in the lasi-named
eountry
to-day, the grandest of all the
ORGAN BUILDERS
Catholic cathedrals, that of Westminster,
ROCK ISLAND - - ILLINOIS
has a layman acting as choirmaster. Even
at the present day in France, however,
“some chapt-e-rs retain traces of the dig-

Steere Organs

The Hall Organ Co.

PIPE ORGANS

Pipe Organ Builders

S Bennett Organ Co.
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The Catholic Choirmaster
With mpm to the fundafliental feqtiimtients t)( good oiusleal training, of
xcal and sympathy sod interpretative
power iH e-eiiduetlfig, a Catlioiio choir¬
master nowise differs from the ehefrttiastef ur conductor of any musieal
erganlffttion, Still farther qualifications,
however, are enacted (or, at least, are ex¬
pected) from him, For the Catholic
iltargy, in whose solemn ceremonial he is
to take so pfomlfient and necessary a part,
Is a most highly organized and specialized
series of religious functions, and presents
very peculiar difficulties because of the
intricate character of the rubrics and the
alien phraseology and pronunciation of
the official language of the Church.
One hesitates to eaii attention to these
peculiar difficulties that confront a Cath¬
olic' choirmaster, and that may easily
tend to discourage an otherwise admirable
zeal and capacity, without first of all
pointing out the honorable character of
his office.

nity of Precentor” (aricleiifiy styled
eapiscol, or caput scholcr, that i§ head of
the choir-school; sometimes called prior
scholce or magistcr scholce, that is, first
of the school or master of the school),
“arid one may see sometimes an arch¬
deacon, sometimes a titular or honorary
canon, carrying the Baton cantoral, the
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All that I have said shows pretty dearly
the importance of the choirmaster's offer.
Let him take a holy pride, therefore, in
all that pertains to it; and let him esteem
it as something most dignified, honorable,
and acceptable to Got)- When the choir¬
master performs his duties In the choir,
he is engaged really in prayer; for He j,
taking a necessary part in the Public
Prayer of the Spouse of Christ.
Some Duties of the Choirmaster

1. I have said that the liturgy is intri¬
cate in its details. This is so true, that a
little book is annually published, called
the “Ordo” in an abbreviated form, for
the purpose of describing, for each day
of the year, the feast which is then cele¬
brated, and the peculiar chants to be sang
at Mass and ill the Divine Office.
Each country, and sometimes each dio¬
cese, has its own “Onlo,” and these tar)
from one another from day to day. This
volume, which, although usually compris¬
ing more than three hundred pages, sells
for about twenty-five or thirty-five cents,
is printed in Latin j and the Latin is fall
of technical abbreviations and marginal
directions. These directions vary each
day of the year.
But, fortunately, even a person Who
knows no Lalin can, by dint of explana¬
tion and persevering attention, master
pretty well the meaning of the abbrevia¬
tions and marginal indications, and can
Rev. If. T. Henry.
thus understand, for instance, the title oi
the Sunday or Feast whose Mass and Ves¬
insignia of his office” (Migne, “Diet, de
pers he must direct; the time when the
Droit Canon,” art. “Chantre.")
The singing ©f the choir is an essential Gloria is to be omitted at Mass; when a
requisite to-day, as always, of any solemn Sequence is to be sutlg; when even the
liturgical function. If it is n0t adequately Credo is to be omitted; when a Tractus
provided fof, there can be no solemn Cere¬ is to be chanted, and so on, The choir¬
monial, however abundantly other things master should familiarize himself with all
may be supplied arid other officers (such this “tanglewood.”
2. He should, Indeed, know something
as deacons, sUb=deacons’, master of cercmornes, acolytes, and SO on) be present. of the elements of Lalin. in order to be
The singing of the choir is so essential able to explain to his singers the mean¬
that nothing can replace it.
ing of the texts which they must fender.
This Is not difficult fof what Is called the
“Ordinary” of the Mass (for instance,
the Kyrle, the Gloria, the Cfedo, the
|t“u
Satictus, the Agnus Dei) In Latin, as
those chants occur practically for evefy
Mass.
faculty ai ...
' , u;i ‘
For moIX* tlisin
*'ie ,ox,s °f what is called the
ecclesiastical music
HT1T tIle
*VC '- hah
"air <of
Lie "»T
n? ?S,d*
Proper” differ for every Sunday; and if
After I’upe Pins X wi i- s "mitiitio .
the singers are to enter with arty spirit
fah
into
the
singing or "recitation” of these
. .. V., ina tlie monastery Of
texts, they ought to have been Instructed
fWldiir
beforehand in their literal and mystical
meanings. Fortunately, all of these texts
•tafin
SXnl'aty i£!
can be easily obtained, printed ift parallel
co umns of Latin and English, in a 'Misbecome or}itor of tha
^eviem tossal for the Use of the Laity.”
Church Music, xrtltch-L ?gfne entitled
While, therefore, a knowledge of Latin
is hot absolutely essential to success. It Is
Rr"il!af^ hy the iXXXlrSl
clear that the pronunciation of Latin Is
corps of eminent ecrntrlh,assV»bted a
France, Germany It-,ir » ’„s, r'T>resentinK
necessary, and that both the choirmaster
America, and every derm,
and the singers must have labored to
the reform was adenna0r Phase of
acquire this elementary knowledge.
topr volumes
of themusic
inaKaz|'L.
n''7!
th,‘
subjects
of sacred
aWd- J*1
'he1>y
allied
3. He should busy himself With some
has contributed ta?»T$Al&5TD<?los’v h<‘
study of the ever-varying character of
t te Liturgical b ear, its four SeasotiS. Us
succession
of feasts and fasts, arid so oft
ary degree of Doctor of nw'1? the honor,
its cetteuary celebration ip fool’ aJ»L at
>2 order to enter into the spirit of ®
Ubufeh so that he may be able to interon The Ktcuk.]
1 of Laws.—Editor
pret that spirit becomingly by the ehoii*
renditions*
7
4, While Plainsong is not absolutely

TWO PIANOS
EIGHT HANDS
The following list Is a selection of the list
of the liteiature for this arrangement for two
pianos, eight hands- We shall a44 other
i mm tiers constantly, including new composi¬
tions by the best foreign composersPieces of all grades are represented, so
that teachers fan take advantage oi the usefulnessof ensemble playing with even beginners.
This list will be found particularly rich in
brilliant and effective pie.es for recital and
concert work. Suitable selections will be

Bebr. Mitzi Katzchen
Bellini, Norma, Fant .
. —
Boccherini, Meuuet in A. 1.00
Biaet G„ Carmen. l.JS
Chevailier, Kinderfgst Marsch...75
Engehnann. Over Hill and Dale.85
“
Parade Review .85
”
Grand Festival March - 1.00
••
In the Arena March..
.85
“
Concert Polonaise. LOO
Gounod-Bach, Ave Maria .
1.16
Hayes. Comrades In Arms .. 1.00
llerold. Zampa, Overture . 2.00
Hollaender, March .75

Kowalski. Hungarian March . 1,90
Kramer, Op. 7, Jubelfeier, Polonaise- 1.15
Kucken, Op.72, Fest-Polonaise . 1,50
Koelling, Hungary, Rhapsodie Miguonne 1.00
“
Sailors’Song and Hornpipe... .85
Lacome, Impromptu 8 la Hopgrolse..,. 1.25
Lachner, March irom Suite ... ).65
LLzt, Rakoczy March
., 1.50
“ Second Hungarian March. 1.90
Lyoff, Russian Hymn .
.50
Mattel, Tonrbillon.Valse . 2.25
Mendelssohn, Ruy (has, Overture. 2.75
”
Spring Song . 1.00
••
Mar March of the Priests 1.25
“
Wedding March . 1.15
Milde, Galop de Concert.. — 2,50
Moszkowski. Serenata.75
Michaclis, Turkish Patrol. 2.15
Raff. On. 174. No, ft Polka . 1-20
” March (torn Leouore Symphony ,,. 1.25
Rossini, barber of Seville, Overture .... 1.75
“
Barber of Seville. Fantasy. 1.25
“
Semiramide, Overture . 2.75
"
Tancredi, Overture. 1.50
"
William Tell, Overture. 2.10
Rubinstein, Trot de Cavalerie. 1.Z0
Kathbun. Festival Procession March.80
“
Marche Iriumphale .80
Resch, Gavotte. 2.40
St, Sa'ens, Op. 40, Danse Macabre.
Schmidt, Op. 9, Polonaise No. 1.
’’ Op. 32, Polonaise No. 2.
Schubert, Op.si, No. 1, Marche Militaire
"
Op. 5t, Trois Marches Militaires.
“
Op. 78, No 3, Menuet.
“
Rosamumle, Overture.
•*
Rpsamm.de, Ballet Music
Schulhoff, Op. 6, Valse Brillante.
"
Op. 20, Val-e Brillante
Schumann. Op. 82, No. 8, Hunting Song
••
Op. 124, No. 16, Slumuer Song
Spindler, Charge of Hussars.
Suppe, Light Cavalry, Overture.
“
Poet and Peasant. Overture.
(Schumann. Op. 68, No, 12. Knight A
)
Rupert . (
^Mendelssohn, Op.^72, No. 5, Chil-J

4.25
1,00
1.40
1,00
1.75
1.00
3.00
1.75
2.10
2.25
1.00
1.00
1.50
1.75
2,75
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Thomas. Raymond, Overture . 2.50

”

Meistersinger, Overture.
Ride of the Va Ikyrics .
Spuming Song, "Flying Dutch-

”

”
Tannhanser, Overture .
“
Taenbaiiser. March and Chorus
Weber, Euryanthe, Overture.,,.,,.
”
“
Webb
“

Oheron, Overture .
Oberon, Fantasy.
The New Woman, Marcl
Modern Chivalry, Marc!
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necessary, it is certain (hat he should
strive to learn its history, to recognize its
excellences, to acquire a right interpreta¬
tion of its content, and to impart some
instruction tp his choir jn the proper
manner of rendering it For his choir
ought to sing it sometimes, and ought to
be able to sing it well.
S. He should study the rubrical direc¬
tions respecting the use of the organ and
its prescribed omission at certain times
and in certain seasons. He should also
master the contents of the “Instruction on
Sacred Music” issued by Pope Pius X in
1903. If the musical limitations of his
choir do not permit of a literal following
out of all the prescriptions and sugges¬
tions contained in that famous document,
he should always aim at these things as
the ideal, and should never be found as
one of the unwise critics who denounce
them without understanding their mean¬
ing. ■
This is, I am aware, a pretty full pro¬
gram—and it is not entirely complete as
I have sketched it for my readers, But
we must always remember that no one is
held to do impossible things. All that the
Church requires is that we do as well as
we can to follow out the spirit of her
laws- It is proper that an ideal be held
up before our eyes, But this is meant to
encourage, and not to dishearten us.
"Not failure, but low aim, is crime.”
The Organist as Choirmaster
Many churches cannot afford the luxury
of both an organist and a choirmaster,
If only one may be had, which should it
be? I suppose that nowadays the answer
would be prompt and universal; for the
organist is considered absolutely neces¬
sary. Without his presence, "who could
play the organ?”
If I were a pastor, and had to make a
choice, I should prefer a competent choir¬
master to a competent organist. For,
after all, the organ is not at all neces¬
sary for any portion of any one of the
services in a Catholic Church. There
were excellent choirs in churches long be¬
fore the organ or any other musical in¬
strument was used in them as a help to
the splendor and dignity of the cere¬
monial.
These excellent choirs could
never have dispensed with the services of
a competent choirmaster, although they
managed to get along very well, it would
seem, without the services pf an organ¬
ist, And there are still times and sea¬
sons -when the rubrics forbid the playing
of the organ—although our organists, I
fear, sometimes disregard these rubrics.
We have grown so used to the pres¬
ence of an organ in the church, how¬
ever, that we have come to regard it as
at least a quasi-necessity of public wor¬
ship, So be it. I hold no absurd brief
against the organ in church. But I have
merely desired to call attention to the
supreme need of good choir direction.
Where the offices of organist and choir*
master are combined in one person, there¬
fore, I feel convinced that the major
interest in that person’s mind ought to be
that of choir direction rather than of
organ playing. For consider some of the
temptations that beset him and how read¬
ily he sins against good taste and there¬
fore good art.
Rehearsals are fatiguing things; and,
besides, they take much time. The or¬
ganist (who Ig organist first and choir¬
master only secondly) is tempted to fore¬
go severe rehearsing. He is aware of a
number of places where his choir stumbles
because it has not been well drilled gen¬
erally and has been willing to hurry has¬
tily over particularized difficulties, “After
all,” he reflects, "I can hide these dif¬
ficulties and stumblings by a sudden for¬
tissimo on the organ, and no one in the
congregation will be the wiser,”

Now, apart from the question of con¬
scientiousness, and apart from the ques¬
tion of ejecent (I shall not say "good”)
art, there is the obvious danger that our
organist is living in a fool’s paradise.
Instead of hiding, by hig fortissimo play¬
ing, the inefficiencies of his choir, he is in
reality advertising those defects. The
congregation, let us assume, knows little
about music, or at all events about the
particular piece of sacred music that is
being performed by the choir. The peo¬
ple’s attention to the singing is not minute
and careful; and even if it were, it would
be difficult for them to know absolutely
that a tenor who suddenly ceases his sing¬
ing is not properly doing so; or that a
bass who suddenly injects a weird note
into a chord is not go directed by the
music sheet he holds in his hand- But
when all the voices in the choir are sud¬
denly “blanked” by the organist’s fortis¬
simo, even a tyro in music may well sur¬
mise the reason.
A second temptation of the organist is
to “lead” the choir by a similar device of
sustained forte or fortissimo. Thus all
the finer things in harmony or, worse
still, in polyphony—not to speak of deli¬
cate nuances of shading and interpreta¬
tion—are simply blotted out in a welter
of noise.
A third temptation is that of neglecting
to exercise a proper and just supervision
over the conduct of the members of the
choir when, as often happens in Catholic
services, the organist alone is engaged in
ids art, The irreverences are committed, I
hgve no doubt, unconsciously; hut it is a
part of the duty of a choirmaster to see
that such unconscious tendencies qf
human frailty and oversight are not Permitted_ to degenerate little by little into
downright irreverences.
The organist
who acts also as choirmaster must assume
the responsibility (hat goes with the lat¬
ter office.
I might call attention to other features
pf the situation. It would be a work of
supererogation to do so if the organist
should think of himself rather as a choir¬
master than as an organist, I haye merely
desired, by the illustrations I have given,
to direct his attention to what is the
major demand upon his dual capacity. Let
him study faithfully the art of the choir¬
master, and learn specifically what would
be the duties of such a position if he
himself should some day occupy it and
have an organist placed under bis direc¬
tion. Then, knowing exactly what the
duties of the choirmaster really are, let
the organist, like any reasonable man,
make his own plans for combining the
two offices intQ one.
An Interesting Plainsong Credo
In the endeavor to introduce plainsong
pleasantly to ears that have not been
familiar with it, a choirmaster might do
worse than experiment with a plainsong
Credo. The Kyriale contains four such
compositions; and editions of it in mod¬
ern notation can be found for the use
of the choir, while there are many dif¬
ferent accompaniments furnished, by va¬
rious harmonizing editors, for the use of
the organist.
I think the experiment would be suc¬
cessful, for several reasons, First of all,
the Credo is the longest part of the Ordinarium^ Missse, and a Credo in modern
musiG is usually both' uninteresting and
fatiguing for a choir to learn and to
execute. And it is equally fatiguing for a
congregation to listen to. If properly com¬
posed, that is to say, if composed in the
spirit of the text, it must lack even a sem¬
blance of dramatic expression; for a
Credo is not lyric, as U the Gloria, or the
Sanctus, or the Agnus Dai. It is simply
a formal statement of dogmatic belief,
article after article. To treat its text
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stops IS absolute perfection.”
William C. Carl, Mus. Doc.,

Address nil inquiries to

Austin Organ Co.
HARTFORD
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The Cupid Grand
The first small grand piano ever made was the
product of Sohmer. That was over twentypine years ago. In this over a quarter of a
century we have been constantly striving to
perfect this type of instrument. The result is
a piano without an equal among diminutive
grands in which tone is in no manner sacrificed
to architectural requirements. Length 5ft. 4",
width 4ft. 5"—price $675. Terms arranged.
Send for illustrated catalog and full information.

musically in a quasi-dramatic manner is
to exhibit a gross misunderstanding of the
whole formula. Treated in the style of
pure polyphony, it is equally uninterest¬
ing to any but a highly musical congre¬
gation, although that is the best style for
it outside of plainsong.
Immediately I fancy a retort—that
plainsong is still more uninteresting.
Perhaps so. But it has the unique virtue
of singing simply a simple formula of be¬
lief. And it has the additional value of
not consuming much time in its musical
statement.
At the musical congress held in Padua
in 1907, the famous composer, Perosi,
made a strong plea for the plainsong
singing of the Credo alternately by choir
and congregation. If this arrangement
could be carried out in our churches here
in America, it would be most gratifying

in many ways. I think, however, that for
most parishes that is hardly to be thought
of at the present time. Something like it,
however, is found in the excellent
arrangement made by Nicola A. Montam
of Credo HI (of the Kyriale), for a uni¬
son chorus of boys or men, with the alter¬
nate verses in modern figured style
composed for a three-part chorus of men,
with an organ accompaniment for both
the plainsong portions and for the modern
settings.
The monotony which many declare they
feel in listening to plainsong is here
obviated by the three-part male chorus
heard throughout alternately to the plain¬
song of the unison chorus of boys or
men. Congregations, hearing it sung sev¬
eral times, might ultimately be trained to
sing the unison parts, and thus Perosi S
hope would be fulfilled.

A “Solemn Music” Without Organ

315 Fifth Avenue
New York, N. Y.

OF INTEREST TO EDUCATORS
BACH ALBUM. For Intermediate Grades.
Compiled, edited and fingered by
Allen Spencer, 50 cents
Most teachers would use more Bach in the In-

. Th
lanyhavi
CLAYTON F. SUMMY CO.
Publishers
I EAST VAN BUREN STREET, CHICAGO

NEW ORGAN MUSIC
“ON SALE”
Have your name entered for the receiv¬
ing of a few small packages of new music
ON1 SALE during the professional season,
-- guarantee as. to amount to be kept;
:ount the best obtainable; the only re¬
sponsibility the small amount of postage;
returns of unused music to be made once
each year; a postal card will stop the
sending any time. Thousands of teachers
receive piano music from us in this way.
THEO. PRESSER CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

A personal reminiscence may not lack
present interest and, mayhap, a moral. I
once conducted a Solemn High Mass of
Requiem in the Cathedral of Philadelphia.
It was an exceptionally solemn occasion;
for a distinguished Prelate, after, a long
life devoted ardently to God’s service, had
passed to his reward, and the sanctuary
was . filled with priests and seminarians
who wished to honor his memory .and to
offer up their prayers for the happy re¬
pose of his soul. The occasion was ren¬
dered particularly noteworthy by the pres¬
ence of the Cardinal-Primate of Ireland
as well as of Archbishops and Bishops
and Monsignori.
There was, first of all, the singing of
the Divine Office. Then followed the full
service of the Requiem Mass; and, finally,
the Absolution of the Body. The services
were therefore very long and, one might
naturally suppose, apt to be fatiguing and
monotonous. Meanwhile, no variety was
afforded by the playing of the organ. The
long procession entered the sanctuary in
the midst of absolute silence; and, after
the function had been concluded, the pro¬
cession passed out of the sacred, edifice

similar absolute silence. Between
these two extremes, the voice of the
organ was not heard, whether between
the choral singing or—to sustain the
voices of the choir—during the singing
itself. In brief, the organ was not heard
before, during, or after the long cereI had planned that this should be the
case; and I was not a little anxious to
learn what impression had been made by
this rather startling innovation in the
American custom; for the playing of the
organ is not forbidden before and after
the Requiem Mass. I was surprised and
delighted to hear not only no adverse
criticism but, with the exception of one
Bishop’s comment to the effect that the
singing was very impressive, I did not
hear any views at all passed on the
absence of organ-playing. No one ap¬
peared even to notice that this sup¬
posedly necessary element of solemn cere¬
monial was lacking. The moral might be,
I think, the profound truth that—if for
no higher reason than that variety is the
spice of life—there are times when silence
is golden.

Music Reform is Alive
Some Catholic choirmasters appear to
have been marking time in the hope that,
when Pius X should pass away in the'
course of nature, his successor' would
quite change the order of things and per-

“His Holiness, with word, nf
i
kindness, congratulated each °fnj * ly
member of the Commission for L
so far accomplished on behalf
restoration of the Gregorian Chant a Jd

choirs.6 PreV'°“
“ reV,,e
But Benedict XV now limply reanerts
the necessity of living up to the spirit of
the reforms indicated by Pius X. He
Published Weekly, $2.50 a Year
could do nothing else, indeed, for the
Ten weeks’ trial subscription, fifty cents
action of Pius X was in line with all the
The Recognized Authority on all Musical
previous prescriptions of Popes and
Matters for the Central and Western States
Councils of the Church. Choirmasters in
In conjunction with ETUDE, advantageous
this country lived in blissful ignorance,
CLUB OFFER:
for the most part, of all these longMusical Leader, regular price \ Club Price
established and oft-reiterated laws gov$2.50 for year. f
wn
And ETUDE, regular price, -P^.OU
erning sacred music in our churches and
$1.50 for yea../FOR BOTH
in our solemn ceremonial. Will they continue to do so henceforth?
Address THE MUSICAL LEADER
McCormick Building, Chicago
Pius X died in August, 1914. We know
that one of his very first activities on
ascending the chair of Peter was to issue
GJrimtij i>duuilof(!Iljurrl) fRustr his famous “Motu Proprio” on Church
A Training School for Organists,
music. Similarly, Benedict XV made it
Choirmasters and Choristers
one of his first activities to declare that
Headquarters, 90 Trinity Place, New York
the Motu Proprio was still alive. To
ITT,IX LAMOND, Director
prove this, let me quote the following
Daily training in the Liturgy and Music of the
Episcopal Church. For particulars address The from The Catholic Choirmaster:
■’initi
“try, Pl.r.
Trinity
School
‘The
Romano, in ns issue
-.,v- Osservatore
wojuviuvje i\.umuno,
v—
v™v of Church Music,
music,
for September 24, 1914, gives an account
T
7
“X
77
- °f an audience granted to the representaand
of MSS, fives of the Italian Association of St.
A SPECIALTY
Cecilia, and the faculty of the Pontifical
A. W. BORST, Presser Bldg., Phila., Pa. High School for Church Music in

°f Ch”"h
Sd
very ctLSj* ° lhe"' ’'°rk l“d b“n
“He declared
.
just as when Arr-hl
W0,u1d as PoPc'
ciples laid
^bishop, uphold the prinmemory in b™ J P°Pe, Pius X of happy
0f November 22^0^ ^ ‘^otu ProPrio’
wished
’• .
and said that he
7„°*be P« into
suggested in th f <u
1by tbe means
upthe Motu Proprio.’
He ^Pressed himself as pleased with
Exults already obtained, espe“Iy jn Rome, and said that he w
n0t,only to maintain, but to
E.?0Qd work- so that Rome will
2 effect've example to all the churches
°f ‘ world”
churches
Catholic choirmasters must
a<fe’ b°Peful, confident, enerSic^AII
reforms move slowly While gfh
AU
“ergetic, let them also be natiem -o are
.
,, While
panent. "Rome
was not built in a day.”
_°m.e
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“Lurl ^ be UP and doing,
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for any
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Still achieving,
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TECHNICS
Works Needed by Every Studenl

TOUCH AND TECHNIC
BY DR. WM. MASON

works In the t- -H
pedagogv. It comprises a complete svsI—
J H modern and original
"nm“'
assured
from the beginning to vir’tuos'itv.PllaSCS
The author of this work was probable
the most distinguished of all American
pianists and teachers. He was an early

and teacher. The tremendous popular
tty of this worth,
work is Its
a use
sufficient
testl-.
by teachws
und ' students is constantly
•
' on the fo¬
The gem of this work is the twofinger exercise, treated rhvthmiealir
This rhythmic treatment pervades the
entire work. All the exercises conduce
^quaUtyjuf Jineer power and facility.
le.^Thi

EIGHT MEASURE STUDIES
WILSON G. SMITH
Op. 60. Two Books, Grades 3 and 4.
Each $1.00
The present set of technical studies
is designed, by the author, to follow his
Special Exercises In Scale Playing. Op.
o.i, and are for the special purpose of
developing the third, fourth and fifth
fingers.
They are written in an original man¬
ner, the harmonic figures being retained
as an accompaniment, thus adding a
musical Interest, designed to somewhat
modify the monotony of constant prac¬
tice. A course of practice is suggested
suits
aul l0r to obtain the best reThe second book Is somewhat more

THE COMPREHENSIVE SCALE
AND ARPEGGIO MANUAL
WALTER MacFARREN
Price. $1.50
This work is the most complete and
exhaustive ever published of aU the
scales and arpeggios.
_This edition Is finely engraved and
ptinted from very large plate, containmg no abbreviations, completely fingeml
and has a brief set of rules for
practice.
In brief, it meets every possible r»
quirement of teacher or pupil in search
■ comPlete set of scales and arpeg

EXERCISES IN EXTENSION
For the Fingers
ISIDOR PHILIPP
Price, 75 Cents
Mr. Philipp, perhaps better than any
other teacher, understands the requireS-i5,.a of the modern plnnist. and lias
written a unique set of studies, the
systematic practice of which will
strengthen and stretch tbe hand, and
bring under the control of the nlav
5.:^ passages ^ ^ apparently Impossll
introefu
'"ese studies. As their no
“£"£«• they aim to Increase the sp
for -Serlbl,lty of the fingers and liar
eorieJ?® p,ur|>ose of facilitating the e:

nnd° extension*3**8^03 rCqUlrlng 8gl‘

Henri Vieuxtemps, A Prodigy Who Grew Up
Henri Vieuxtemps was a giant among
violinists of the nineteenth century. He
was great as a virtuoso, as a composer and
as a teacher. Moreover, he was notable
as an example of a prodigy who made
good in after years, for his abilities grew
' in a steady crescendo, from his debut as a
child violinist at the age of five until
paralysis robbed him of his powers when
he reached the age of 53.
Vieuxtemps (tbe name translated from
the French means Oldtime) was born in
1820 at Verviers, Belgium, of musical par¬
ents. His instruction by a local musician
commenced as soon as he was able to hold
a violin, and so rapid was his progress
that he played Rodc’s Fifth Concerto in
public at the age of six, with orchestral
accompaniment It is a striking fact in
the history of music that eminent
musicians usually trace the awakening
of their genius to the association and
instruction of some great artist. Vieux¬
temps was no exception, for we find
him attracting the favorable notice of
De Beriot the great violinist, whom he
met when on a tour with his father. He
was only seven years of age at the time,
and De Beriot was so struck with the lad’s
talent that he adopted him as a pupil, and
at the age of eight took him to Paris and
arranged for a public appearance.
Few violinists have ever had such a
varied career before reaching their ma¬
jority as Vieuxtemps. Before he was
twenty he had achieved a European repu¬
tation as a violin virtuoso, made manygreat concert tours, made the acquaintance
of Spohr, Molique, Mayseder, Paganini,
Servais, Richard Wagner, and Czerny, and
composed several notable violin composi¬
tions. From the age of eleven to thirteen
we find him in Brussels perfecting him¬
self as a violinist without a teacher. A
lengthy tour in Germany followed, the
first of a series in which he visited Aus¬
tria, England, Russia, Belgium, and other
countries. His success was very great,
he being hailed everywhere as a violinist
of the first rank. He composed his con¬
certo in E and the Fantaisie Caprice in
his eighteenth year, both of which he per¬
formed with tremendous success.
In 1845, Vieuxtemps was married to
Miss Josephine Elder, an eminent pianiste
of Vienna.- His domestic life was singu-larly happy, and he was heartbroken when
his wife died in 1868.

THE LITTLE PISCF
(DER KLEINE PISCHNA)
BERNHARD WOLFF
„. ™s„ "ort contains about sixty
npt being at ail small, as Us
Hne.,1 un!tci"0- being so named t
wh.Vt,/rom Plsrbna’s larger s
Suction* 11 may be used as an
The great value of this set 1!
J?® ,fact th#t the various exercrit
van ted through all the kevs ni
a nit* ^ vf '’hrer in ted, but fully wr'itte
tentlon*aiS'
ha,nds are K|ven efll1
temion
nnd adevelopment.
D^/®n be Used in conjunction
?n
tho dally practice.
mothod- and are inva
»n the
nX K|»oa Ft
Theodore Presser Co. liSSffiffi

Tour in the United States
Vieuxtemps was very fond of travel,
and few violinists made more frequent
and lengthy concert tours than he. He
repeatedly visited almost every European
country, and made three visits to the
United States in 1844, 1857 and 1870, re¬
spectively. In 1857 lie was accompanied
on his American tour by the great pianist,
Thalberg, and on the tour in 1870 by
Christine Nilsson, the great singer. On
°ne of his American tours a critic de¬
scribed his appearance as follows: “He is
a small puny-built man, with gold rings in
his ears, and a face of genteel ugliness,

hut touchingly lugubrious in its expres¬ the modern French school of violin play¬
sion. With the violin at his shoulder he ing. As is common with players of that
has the air of a husband undergoing the school, his delivery was marked with great
nocturnal penance of walking the room dramatic fire, and he was fond of striking
with ‘the child,’ and performing it, too, contrasts and accents.
with unaffected pity.”
Vieuxtemps and Ysaye
Vieuxtemps had many notable honors
Vieuxtempts seems to have been of a
and many decorations conferred upon him
during his busy life. At one time he held bright, lively, sociable disposition, and he
the post of solo violinist to the Emperor was generous in acknowledging the genius
of Russia and Professor of Violin in the of others. He was a great friend of the
Conservatory of St. Petersburg. For two violinist Wieniawski, and once, when at¬
years he held the position of Professor tending a concert given by the latter,
of the Violin at the Brussels Conserva¬ shouted, “Bravo, Wieniawski,” at the con¬
toire and director of the Popular Concerts. clusion of a great tour de force of the
In 1873 his career as a concert player was Polish violinist. The audience recognized
cut short by a stroke of paralysis, which Vieuxtemps, and gave both violinists an
disabled his left side. He recovered some¬ ovation. Vieuxtemps heard Ysaye play in
what from this affliction and resumed his 1876, and recognizing his genius, gener¬
ously used his influence with the Belgian
Government to such good purpose that
Ysaye was granted a Government stipend
in order to pursue his studies in Paris.
As a composer Vieuxtemps was some¬
what unequal, some of his compositions
being of the highest merit, while others
are bombastic, theatrical, and of compara¬
tively little value. Still, the fact that some
of his best works still hold a place in the
repertoire of most of the great violinists
of the present day, from forty to seventyfive years after they were composed,
shows that he had a real talent as a com¬
poser.
Of his compositions the best
known are his six concertos, the Ballade
and Polonaise, the Fantaisie Caprice Rev¬
erie in E Flat, Fantasie Appassionato,
SSrenite, Rondino. and others. He also
wrote a sonata and three candenzas for
the Beethoven Violin Concerto. The
’ Yankee Doodle Variations were written
for his American audiences.

Henri Vieuxtemps.

“Old Violin” Stories Dying
Out

The “Old Violin” story seems to have
outlived its usefulness so far as the daily
papers are concerned. Not so long ago
every violin found in a garret or hidden
in the cellar was a valuable Stradivarius
or an Amati and good for a half-column
story in any newspaper. Editors and re¬
porters, however, seem to be getting skep¬
tical, and instead of scenting news stories
in connection with the reports of the
finding of old violins, generally advise the
owner to submit it to an expert to test its
genuineness. It has been estimated that
given the most modern machinery and a
factory full of workmen, it would have
taken Stradivarius an entire lifetime to
A Perfect Technique
Vieuxtemps was a virtuoso violinist of make all the violins credited to him.—
the first rank. His tone was very large Violin World.
and of splendid beauty. All critics agreed
that his intonation was perfect and that
he had a wonderful command of the how,
“While orchestras
are increasing
making it possible for him to express the throughout the world,” says Kubelik, “the
most subtle nuances. His staccato, both technic demanded from the orchestral per¬
with up and down bow, was perfection former now must be almost as great as
itself, and a staccato passage with him that possessed by Paganini himself. Al¬
was like a perfect string of pearls. Vieux¬ ways be ready to sacrifice your own
temps, during his lifetime, was, with De individuality to the composer whose first
Beriot, considered to be at the head of consideration was music, not you.”

teaching, but his inability to play with his
old-time fire and skill made his temper
very uneven, and there were frequent out¬
bursts' of rage in the class-room, during
Vhich he prodded his pupils with an ironshod stick, which made instruction under
him anything but a pure delight. The last
years of his life were spent in Algiers,
and his death, in 1881, is said to have been
caused by his being struck in the head by
a drunken Arab, who threw a large stone
into his carriage while he was riding in
the streets of Mustapha, lez Alger.

$1.25 postpaid
ler cannot sup-

TVurlitzer Collection
of Old Violins^
Write for art catalog
showing a remarkable collec¬
tion of old violins, violas and vi¬
oloncellos; many of great artis, ticanplHistoricalvalue.fromthe
remost masters of Europe:
Stradivarius. Guadagnini,
Montagnana, Balestrieri,
may never be duplicated.
Our foreign representatives
-:- have been particularly fortunate in
securing many of these rare old instruments at
purchase now at a substantial saving upon
terms that will be made convenient.

Write for Art Catalog
Send your name and address for accurate
descriptions and handsome illustrations.
The Rudolph Wurlitzer Company
S°'Chicaso^m.Ve' P"*™ ECinFc°nUnrtafi.S8?et

ROOT VIOLINS

logues free. £ ^ R00T & SONS
1530 E. 55th STREET

CHICAGO, ILL.

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing
our advertisers.
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FINE OLD VIOLINS
On Easy Payments
,30 Days Free Trial
ellgwert. qo matter where yon Uye. if
barm (lime. Ability to play the violin
wil/orewte'lo
E> ’mnsterit,
SSMiia*
*
FREE! Magnificent
Album-Catalog

FOR
Every violin student who has once
heard the broad, soulful tone of a truly
great artist is to a more or less degree
fired with g desire to acquire the same
valuable asset. If he is endowed with a
high-strung musical temperament he may
not need suggestions as to how to pro¬
duce tone, for there are some who have
such a desire for a noble tope that they
hold the ideal before themselves so tena¬
ciously that in time they catch the trick
of how to produce it, However, there are
others who long for the skill to make
tone that will attract and hold the atten¬
tion of critical listeners, hut have dif¬
ficulty in making the physical obey the
dictates of the soul. It is a case of where
“the spirit is willing, hut the flesh is
weak.” In fact, it is not unusual to meet
people who have all the warmth of soul,
the mental acuteness, and the deep appre¬
ciation to become great musicians, but
lack the power to overcome the physical
conditions necessary tg develop technic,
In other words, they seem unable to “con¬
nect up” with their instruments; there Is
no co-ordination of their souls and the
tone-producing mediumDeveloping a Big Tone

In the first place, any student who
hopes to produce even a fairly satisfac¬
tory tone must see that his violin and
X^tSSSSSZSSJ^ how are in fine playing condition. I have
I postal brings all pu ypu FREE—
had students come for assistance whpse
, violins were open in many places; finger¬
boards warped; false strings which never
agreed with the instrument, or with each
OUR “SPECIAL”
9Cr 10 Tested Lengths, OCr other; bridges badly fitted, being too
thick or too thin, too high or oftentimes
43l'Silk
E, forfcd1'
Silk Violin E"
for/
toq Jew. Once a student arranged for
Settdfyl Violin (iml Cclb Catalogue
lessons whose violin was minus a soundMUSICIANS SUPPLY CO. post, and when questioned as to what be¬
60 Lagrange St,, Boston, Maas.
came ot It he said: “I thought some of
my friends put that little stick inside for
a joke, so I fished it out and threw it
away.” Not so strange, however, as one
Recognized an the leading school for highest class
who came with two sound-posts in his
g&jxfjym-jagaaii violin, one standing in its proper place,
and another rolling around ad libitum.
m residence, Chaperonage
Besides seeing that the violin is in its
Open thrpnghpiit the year. Singing with Mme.
Ovide Musm. piano, Harmony and French, with
best health, it is also necessary that the
bow be a good one and'properly filled
Special Correspondence Course
with flair. After using a bow for some
Write for catalogue,
time the hair becomes smooth and will
REGISTRAR, 51 W.76th Street, New York City
not bite the string satisfactorily. Even
with good hair, the question of the right
ful French Ivory BnUon-hook,3Sekind and the right amount of rosin needs
consideration. Big tone of the correct
kind is impossible without a good violin
and bow; both in the best possible con¬
ditionWith the equipment in good form, the
student is reeommended to try the fol¬

lowing exercise and observe the result in
the growth of his tone. Try a slow scale
in the third position, with the head of the
violin well elevated, The elevation will
cause the bow to stay near the bridge
rather than near the end of the finger¬
board. Big tone cannot be made by bow¬
ing where the string does not offer resist¬
ance. The third position is chosen, to
begin with, in order that there need be
no clutching of the instrument with the
left hand, the neck, or the jaw, since abso¬
lute relaxation is highly desirable.
Be
sure to see that each finger is set with its
up upon the- string, and that the string
is pressed firmly on the finger-board. It
is also imperative that the finger is so
placed that the tone produced causes sym¬
pathetic vibrations to start on other
Strings. In other words, when the sec¬
ond finger playing D on the G string is
correctly placed it causes the open D
String to vibrate. This is true of many
other tones, as the student will fin'd out
fur himself if he will play slowly and
listen.
With the fingers in the right places the
bow processes must next have some atten¬
tion. Begin by playing many Strokes at
the frog on each note of the scale. Keep
the wrist perfectly flexible. I say, flex¬
ible; not loose. There is a great differ¬
ence between controlled flexibility and
loose flabbiness. When the wrist is
flexible let the weight of the arm rest
down on the bow; at least as much
weight as is possible without causing a
scratchy tone, and it will be seen that
the weight of the arm is a powerful fac¬
tor in tone production. It will also lie
noticed that the wrist has a slight ten¬
dency to drop below the level of the
hand, and the bo.r seems to “ding” to the
string. Follow this by drawing the bow
very slowly throughout its entire length ;
keeping the forefinger pressed firmly on
the stick, increasing the leverage as the
tip is approached. The sensation is not
unlike “pulling” taffy candy, The depres¬
sion of the wrist will be quite noticeable
on the down stroke, and less so on the
UP stroke, The latter is made powerful
by a good strong roll of the forearm
and wrist onto the first finger, the same
as the motion which causes the firm stac¬
cato to be crisp. Add now a good free
vthrato of the left hand and you will be
so pleased with the effect that you will
want to use it on an inspired melod£f°SO’ S'"Cyha‘ j? the very best use you
can make of a delightful, sonorous tone

VIOLIN INSTRUCTION
LEOPOLD AUER
(Teaeher of Elman, Zirahalist, Parlow, Eddy Brow

NEW VIOLIN MUSIC “ON SALE”
few smaU'wck»swd
nfus^ONfALElwins
the professional season, no guarantee as to amount
tp be kept; discount la
is the
the best obtainable; the only
responsibility the small at it pf postage; reiurns

to time. We”

Kreutzer, Kreutzer and Again Kreutzer
The standard etudes, which some of
the Germans call the “bread and butter"
studies—KreuUer, Fiorillo and Rode—
should be studied, reviewed and re-re¬
viewed, until the pupil know* them thor¬
oughly. Many vio'lin students are satis¬
fied to go over these studies only once,
and here is where they err, for not one
Kreutzer brfore commeueine
v'‘y
student in, a hundred really masters these
lessons. Escli on.
,*r '™ of
studies on first going over them. They
should be studied at least three times, if
not four.
A bright American girl tells her ex¬
perience with four eminent European vio¬
lin teachers, located in different European
cities. The young lady’s father had busi-
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How to Shift in Position Work

The Trick of Producing Tone

THE *REPAIRING "of a
VIOLIN OR ’CELLO
who.know (he entire anatoms' (so to say) el the
Violin because tiwjr know how to make ihe in,
stfument twm its very /nun tint tun,.
A general repairer may be a careful workman,

THE

ETUDE

AMATEURS
THE

PENNANT

Lyrics by FRANK M. COLVILLE
Music by OSCAR J. LEHRER
Price, *1.00
Pretty tunes, amusing situations, well
set up young men, blight gills in smart
frocks, a dance here and there, anil a
spirit of college "go'' is the best desirip.
lion of "The Pennant.” This is not one
of the Insipid little nieces that sniai-k
of the cantata when they are really de
signed to he seen over the footlights, it
is a real, practical piece for a short east
easily rehearsed and easily produced. It
may he adapted to suit a'..
lege locality^ and Is s
o take.

A DAY IN FLOWERDOM
Libretto and Lyrics by JESSICA MOORE
Music by GEO. L. SPAULDING
Price, 50 cents
This little work Is Intended to famish
its production will he n 'source of'plat
ore to the youngthful participants and
their friends, nnd It will prove of equal
interest to the grown-ups.
It Is in two scenes, consisting of ten
■Ml... — '[right melodious

THE MOON QUEEN
By CARDNER and COTTSCHALK
Price, 50 cents
A children’s cnutntn to he sung in
llson. Text bright nnd amusing and
use easy „nd very melodious. Twelve
"
... 'iitersjteisi d with short
s of dialup

THE ISLE OF JEWELS
By GEO. L. SPAULDING
1, 50 c
One of the best operettas for young
people ever written. It Is by the authors
of the very successful "Hay |u Flowerdom, a work which it will unquesllonduet ion at any season of the year. II
*
[ehenrsed nnd staged, and cann«»t full to Iptcrext both audience aud
part id pun Is
The text is witty and
:imusing and the niualr Is full of sparkle
?J °f the
./IV. |r®#tIA5®ve_r
* n.a.:.
l,,e numbers
MUiDwrs arc
perfect little gem*. worthy a place in
any light opera. As the characters per¬
sonify various popular Jewels, the oppurlunltles for picturesque staging can
readily be realized.

People, like the Chinese and Arabians,
who play primitive one-stnnged fiddles,
always shift up and down the string by
sliding with a single finger. If the piece
they are playing has anything of a range
there is plenty of sliding to do, and the
effect is strikingly reminiscent of a moon¬
light night and a back-yard fence full of
cats. When violin playing gradually be¬
gan to develop in Europe as an art, dur¬
ing the Middle Ages, the same system of
shifting was in vogue, and we hear a
great deal of it at the present day in the
playing of country fiddlers and self-taught
or poorly-taught amateurs. The develop¬
ment of violin playing owes a tremendous
debt to the genius who first thought of
sliding up and down to the higher or lower
position on one finger and then striking
with another. This system at once elimi¬
nated the constant slides which followed
the use of a single finger, and opened up
a large range of beautiful effects in violin
playing. The invention was as important
and revolutionary as applied to violin
playing as the invention of the steam
engine, the telegraph, the sewing machine
or any of the great inventions in the me¬
chanical or industrial world. Just who it
was that hit on this lucky device is not
known with certainty, but it changed the
whole character of violin playing.
This system of shifting is used exclu¬
sively for shifts where the note to which
the shift is made is played with a different
finger than the note from which the shift
starts. If these respective notes are to be
taken with the same finger, an unbroken
slide is unavoidable, but when the slides
come at infrequent intervals and at appro¬
priate places, they lose their unpleasant
character.
The student should diligently study this
method of shifting which is of course
taught by all good violin teachers and in
use by all cultivated violinists. Still there
are hundreds of thousands of people in
the world who use the old one-finger
slides exclusively, and to such an explana¬
tion of the correct principle of shifting
will be of interest. The following exam¬
ples illustrate the method in ascending
and descending shifts in legato (slurred)
passages:

THE FAIRY SHOEMAKER
By T. J. HEWITT
Price, 50 cento
. ,™s Work is one of the best of its
i,ti, •» very easy of production, and
”11 Pro'e popular both with per
formers and listeners. Both the lest
Thl ,the
Br*’ really high class.
'e
Poetic and the music i«
inarming throughout, This little operorhvT be produced b.y girls
* '—
or by boys alone. It due
.........
“'**• , ,f produced Indoors the
and le"i.etIr 18 Vl!^, en8y of Prenorailon.
fnr.nil f
su|tahle for outdoor periormam,e. The music- will go well with
roSS?r,.nr™?p!n,Tent'
require ou orchestra. ' ““d It does not

SPRINGTIME
A SonI,.?rd'
Words '-.fi-jo-'.
and Music by

MRS. E. L. ASHFORD

This cycle cons'sts*of°ftve
verv 11
andTify.‘'
°r nve very
•gu*
°.v cuiiaTon's8 voices
ii
the8sonesb«‘,r<’U
volc**'l?uni*®the n°“ES 8rt‘ conneoted l
tile work mny be used complete. 01
Minn a ,r,ng* n,n-v he used separ
11,™“ 't hr deemed advisable to pr
cfimnin,
"oatume and with a
directions r--—
.Riven I*purpose. Both
ffoth wordwo",

sMr«nsdtr!

end filled to all pvl>

iaaAj&sftssarTHEODORE PRESSER CO.
1712 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia, Ps.

In the first example, in shifting from
the note B to G in the third position, the
lirst finger is placed firmly on the A string
at B. The shift is then made, the first
finger sliding up the A string until it
reaches the point where the Note D is
played (marked in miniature type in the
example). When this point is reached, the
fourth finger falls forcibly on the string
to produce the required note G. The shift
is made so quickly and neatly that the
middle note in the example (printed in
small type) is not heard at all. Great care
must be used not to shift too slowly, so
that the required effect will be produced.
The sliding on the first finger and striking
with the fourth breaks the continuous
shde which would result were the slide
rciade with the fourth finger pressed on
tie string instead of the first', and makes
a highly artistic effect.
The second example, given below, mus¬

trates this method of shifting in descending.

The fourth finger is pressed firmly on
the string, with the first finger raised.
The slide is made with the fourth finger
on the string until the first position is
reached, with the fourth finger at the point
where the note E natural is produced in
the first position. The first' finger then
falls forcibly on the string at B in the
first position, the whole shift being exe¬
cuted so rapidly that the small note to
which the fourth finger descends is not
heard, the ear only taking note of the
notes G and B.
It must of course he understood that
this method of shifting can only be Used
when the upper and lower notes between
which the shift are made are taken with
different.fingers.. Occasionally, shifts with
a single finger are allowable.
In the following example the sanie finger
is used for both notes of the shift, and the
entire slide with one finger is of course
unavoidable, so the only thing left for the
player to do is to make the shift sound as
well as possible by executing it as neatly
and rapidly as possible like the portamento
in singing.

These one-finger shifts occur frequently
in violin playing, but cultivated violinists
are careful not to introduce too many of
them and to confine them to appropriate
passages •
The system of shifting first explained
is also used frequently when different
strings are involved, as in the following
Example 4. -

' | JAKE one or two S. B. Cough Drops before
the curtain rises or taking your vocal lesson.
You'll find the pure medicinal oils in these drops
will soothe and heal the throat, loosen the phlegm
and keep the air passages cool, clear and refreshed.
Singers and speakers would do well to carry a
box of S. B. Cough Drops all Fall and Winter.

SMITH HOfHIlS5
S.B. COUGH DROPS
Containing Only Pure Medicinal Oils—No Glucose

SMITH BROTHERS
of Poughkeepsie
Your Grandpa Knows Us
Makers of S. B. Chewing '
Gum and Lasses Kisses

Tindale Music Cabinets

Y

with satisfaction when
you find how easily your Tindall
Cabinet has put an end to your sheet
music troubles—no more searching, no more
unsightly disorder, no litter and confusion.
OU will smile

These cabinets afford the ideal way to care for
When the third note of the passage is
sheet music and studies.
reached, the first finger glides rapidly up
The music is kept orderly, free from damage,
the E string until the note A (printed in
and get-at-able. No matter how much music
miniature type) is reached. The third
you have, or how little, we have a cabinet for you.
finger then falls forcibly on the A string
in the third position, producing the note
Catalogue I-A mill tell you how and why.
E. The small note A is not heard, and the
Youra for the asking.
Cash or payments.
change of strings breaks the slide and
produces a beautiful vocal effect.
Artistic violin players pay the greatest
TALKING MACHINE RECORD CABINETS
attention to the shifting employed in their
work. Some of the most beautiful effects
Our patented Record Filing Cabinets have solved the problem of keeping
of which the violin is capable is due to
effective glissandos and shifts introduced records where they can be quickly found, and unerringly put back so as to
in the most effective places. There are be found again.
Our separate container for each record is the secret.
many different ways of executing various
for booklet i-b
passages by the combining of different
positions by shifts, and artists vie with
each other in seeking the most effective TINDALE CABINET CO. Ditson Bldg., 8-10-12 East 34th St., NEW YORK
way to bring out the beauties of a compo¬
sition, by using the most effective position
work and shifts.
The methods of shifting as given-above
are so necessary that the student should
Gives Violin a deep, soft tone; will fit any instru¬
not rest' until he has made himself master
ment, easily adjusted, has three plys of wood, is
of their theory and practice. He should
endeavor tp have them illustrated to him
AND
by a good violinist, if he is not taking a
regular course of lessons, as it is impos¬
where, 50c, or I'tof'S'$imPle(^roPnidNowi
sible to convey the idea of just how
these passages should sound by a printed
ALEX. M. ULLERICH, Kenaston, Sask., Canada
description.
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A Book to Read
A Thanksgiving Letter
Have you read it? Charles Auchester.
I mean. It was one of my favorite books
Dear Auntie This is Thanksgiving
when I was your age. There were two
Eve, and I’m going to tell you what I am
The Topsy Turvy Program.
others next best, The First Violin and
thankful for. I’ve really intended writing
1. Moonlight Sonata ■■ .Nevin ..
Amy Fay’s Music Study in Germany.
for a long time, and it’s about my music.
2. Tannhduscr March . .Debussy .
E. Berger is only the made-up name oi
I love it—that seems funny, doesn't it,
3. The Erl King . ...
the author of Charles Auchester. Of
when Mama never liked to practice?
.Beethoven
.
4. The Rosary .
course, I never knew that for years after
But I want to be famous. Did you ever
.Wagner
.
5. Trdumerei .
and I never knew much about the char¬
want to be famous, Auntie dear ?
6. Spring Song . .MacDowell .
acters except that Seraphael was Felix
I played at the church social last night,
7. Revolutionary Etude .Schumann .
Mendelssohn.
Charles Auchester was
so did Bessie; but I’m quite sure I played
8. To a Wild Rose .... .Chopin ..
written half a century ago, when E. Ber¬
much better than she did. I did not play
9. Garden in the Rain . .Schubert .
ger was in her ’teens. Her name was
with notes, I wasn’t scared and my dress
10. Largo . ....Mendelssohn .
Elizabeth Sara Sheppard. I suppose it
was beautiful and very becoming. Rachel
said everybody was quite crazy about me.
was not the fashion for women to be
i- will present
t home early, as I had my Latin
The Topsy Turvy Program i= «** jjW
—... some
- original Limericks.
„
,In autbors and that was one reason, no
lesson to study; to-morrow I will hear teresting garae for *oung piano students, screaming colors of red and yellow tne doubt, why this story was written with
more about it. I love praise.
Prepare programs of the following com- programs were printed as follows:—
no idea of publication. If it had not
I wrote some poetry, original poetry, positions,—you will observe that the cornbeen for a good friend of Elizabeth Sara
last week. I am setting it to music. Miss p0sers’ names are misplaced. Each player
Sheppard it would have blown out of the
Keith, my music teacher, does not know has a pad with pencil attached; the leader
Vaudeville Musicale.
window or up the chimney; she wrote it
that I compose. I do quite well, some- explains that the printer has made a mis¬
fast and furiously, flinging sheet after
1. Ellen
Lewis,
Greatest Story
times, though my compositions sound like take in tbe prograra, and it will be the
sheet of the story on the floor. There
Teller on Earth.
something I have heard before. But all duty Qf those present to correct his mis¬
were no corrections, no thought of any¬
2. Mary Beverly in catchy rag-time
great writers copy at times. Handel did. takes and rearrange the program so the
thing but the ardor of composition. The
stunts. Has Played Before Roy¬
When I tell Miss Keith that I want to be composers will receive the proper credit
good and trusted friend picked up the
alty.
famous she doesn’t understand it at all. for the work.
scattered leaves and dared the author to
3. Jessie Nowlands in Original Lim¬
She thinks I am like Bessie and Rachel.
send the manuscript to Benjamin Dis¬
Great sport may also be had at a
ericks. Decorated by King Olaf
She looks at me very seriously and says, Vaudeville Musicale. A front and back
raeli, Lord Beaconsfie’.d, Prime Minister
of Owfuldom.
‘Dear- child, the road to fame is the parlor are used for stage and seating, and
of England. He introduced it to his pub¬
4. The Natural Songster.
Has
roughest road, in the world.” But Miss these rooms are closed until all are assem¬
lishers and wrote:—
Fourteen Medals.
Keith is old and not at all famous. We bled. The front hall is used for foyer
5. Helena Heatdom, Renowned Left“No greater hook will ever be written
girls gave her a bust of Beethoven her and'ticket office. The ticket booth is
hand Piano Player.
upon music, and it will one day be recog¬
last birthday, and she was thirty then.
erl grilled and the ticket seller is
6. James Bighton in Famous Peo¬
nized as the imaginative classic of that
The Principal up at High School se- non_cornmun[cative and true to life. The
ple I Have Met. ioo Nights on
divine art.”
lected me from all the others for club waJlg of the hajj are decorated with the
Broadway.
The characters interwoven about Sera¬
accompanist. He told me I read music pictures of famous ac;orS( musicians and
phael are presumed to be Charles Auchesrapidly and kept good time and that he theatre b;lls. The ushers are little girls
•
_
ter as Joachim; Clara Benctte as Gara
”to pull the chorus together.
in brown uniformS( caps and brass but• popcorn
Novello: Anastare as Berlioz; Aronach
The other
girls c
a hymn
programs uic
are <x
a suiput,
surprii
.
mi tons.
ions. The
me prugrams
wc opportunity to spend money fo
After the as belter (Mendelssohn’s teacher); Star¬
without stumbling. I know you will rea(j t^at Mary Beverly, who always peanuts, ice cream cones,
wood Burney as Sterndale Bennett; St.
be proud of me next June when you
plays the classics, will do the latest rag- performance the audience has an after¬
to Commencement. Rachel says I am time, while Ellen Lewis will aid with her theatre supper in the cafe (the dining Michael as Costa, and Maria Cerintlua as
Fanny Mendelssohn Hensel, Mendels¬
horribly conceited. If I am to be famous, story-telling ability and Jessie Nowlands room).
sohn’s sister.
don’t 1 have to be a bit conceited, Auntie?
Cousin Esther is famous and she is con¬
ceited.. Don’t you have to believe in your¬
A Novel Performance
Music and the Australian Native
self more than any one else?
_
_ I_ am
_ asked
_ to play at the
A gentleman named Rengge, who had songs, they would yield to an irresistible
Next week
Country Club for dancing. I have learned considerable experience with those dif- impulse and rise and join me with the
By E. Elizabeth Field
all the new dances and I can play for ficult sons of toil, the Australian natives, voice. They would even begin to dance
them quite well. The new hoy who has tells us that he obtained his results very joyfully and contentedly, especially when
Three piano puptls, whose average age
come to live next door has studied the largely through the power of music and they saw me singing and dancing among
violin in Boston. He is to play for chapel the dance. “How often have I not used them, like any other savage. After a was twelve years, were taught to play the
as soon as he gets settled with his their dancing songs,” he says, “in order few minutes of dancing, I would seize same composition, The Courtly Dance, by
studies, and he has asked me to play his to encourage them and urge them on in the opportunity to cry out to them in a George Dudley Marlin.
At an informal Class Musicale these
accompaniments. He hears me practicing their work. I have seen them, not once merry voice, ‘Mingo, mingo,’ a word
and I am sure we will have some fine but a thousand times, lying on the ground meaning breast, which is also used in the three pupils drew lovs and played in the
order of their numbers drawn; one, two,
times together. Rachel is jealous. She with minds and bodies wearied by their same way as our word courage.
screened from the
o forward and too much in labor. Yet :
i they heard me such an exhortation they would grad- three. They
the public eye anyway; but all famous singing the Machicla-machicli, which is ually set
audience by a curtain so that they could
people are in the public eye—at least, we one of their favorite and common dance age and
be "heard but not seen," and no one of
see their pictures a lot. I am thinking of
,_
the critics knew who was playing. The
having some large new photographs made.
listening members of the class were in¬
They may need them at school if I give a
tensely interested during the performance,
Ethel’s Birthday
recital there, as I am planning to do after
.
. .. .
„
. , _ , ,
and at the close voted for the best in the
“Dear m
Christmas. Miss Keith is much interested
(Fill
the .blank spaces with the
” *aid Elhel> hfre « a dar- order 0f playing.
in it. for once she thinks I can do some- feet words’) Here 15 a stOTy 1 llsten fs linS *
w ere
can keep all of
\ suitable prize was awarded lo the
thing; so I’m going to try with all my hard as W you can and try not to make my ihen mama pointed to some successful competitor as a reminder of
might. • The new violin boy will probably any mistakes in filling m the to-be-guessed lovely
pieces j
Yoniy, by -. go()d work accomplished and spur to
assist me, and the Boys’ Glee Club. I words.
To a Wild Rose, by -. Trdumerei. by further achievement. A lively discussion
practice two hours a day, and after my
Once upon a time, when Ethel was a
, and The Anvil Chorus from the of the excellencies and failures in each
recital I’m going to ask'Mrs. Heaton to Bttle girl she had a birthday surprise, opera by -. There was also an ar- interpretation followed : Here are some
help me with the pipe organ on Satur- Slle was nine years old and, what do you rangement of - Eire Music from _
of the fruits of such a lesson:
days. If I play well enough by spring Blink? when her mama opened the par- But that was not all. Uncle George had
To the Teacher-A new viewpoint on
the church committee says they will give *or door there stood a
.
let a plaster bust of -. You re me ni¬
his work.
,
tric her place and a dollar a Sunday to
Ethel was, so happy she could scarcely her the composer who wrote the Erl
To the Performers—S'/^Ttw. Study¬
begin with.
speak. When mama said, “William gave King? Just then Jamie came in with a
ing for an object—to perform given work
Please tell me. Auntie, do you think I you this - too, see how it goes - picture of the composer who copied his in a given time. Self-Controi : to per¬
am conceited? If conceit is getting me like a chock, ^ou are to use it at your brother’s music by moonlight
form before friendly critics. Ambition:
started so well in my music, then I’m practice. A man whose name was It was a gala day for Ethel and a- a
thankful I am conceited. I’m thankful, invented it years and years ago. You final surprise in came teacher who \at Studying to excel.
To the Listeners—Concentration, a,ten*
too, that I believe in myself.
may recall his name for he made an -- down at the -- and played the Mon,,
tion. Careful criticism. Good judgment.
Your devoted, Mildred.
for the composer who wrote Fidelio.
light Sonata by
Incentive to application.

NEW WORKS.
Advance of Publication Offers
Prospective
November, 1915
Anthem Collection, New.
Artistic Vocal Album....
Children’s Harmony Booh—Preston
Ware Orem.
Child’s Own Booh of Great Mu¬
sicians—Thos. Tapper. Six bi¬
ographies, price complete.
Single biography of Handel, Schu¬
bert, Mendelssohn or Schumann. .
Chopin’s Etudes—Edited by von
Sternberg .
Etudes-Poesies for the Pianoforte
_E. Haberbler, Op. 53 and Op. 59
Franz Liszt Album for the Piano¬
forte .•
Greatest Love — Cantata — H. W.
Harmony Writing Booh—Jos. H.
Manuscript Music Paper.
Size 6% x 105/s, 10 line.
Size 9 x 12, 12 line.
Mermaid — Cantata — Fannie Snow
Kncwlton .
Musical Shetches—Elise Polka. 1
Pandora, An Operetta—C. E. Le
Massena.
Part Songs for Men’s Voices.
Progressive Piano Student.
Scherzando—Musical Game.
School of Bowing for the Violin,
Op. 2, Part 1—0. Sevcih.
School of Violin Technics. Part 1—
Secular Part Songs for Mixed Voices
Standard Students’ Album.
Studies for tbe Left Hand Alone,
Op. 1103—Arnoldo Sartorio....
Studies in Time, Rhythm and Ex¬
pression—Sidney Steinheimer.
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chasing individual books for many of the
subjects fully covered in the Dictionary,
which latter is a library of musical
literature in itself.

music buyers everywhere who were obliged
to get their supplies by mail and were
satisfied with such service as was then
possible; hut how much better and more
economically this may be done now is
easily demonstrated when an order for
music is sent to the Theodore Presser
Company, where promptness, liberal dis¬
counts, easy terms, and the “On Sale” plan
guarantee the best service at the lowest
cost to the teacher. As a proof of these
claims it is only necessary to state the
fact that although competition is year by
year more active and aggressive, the com¬
pany’s business has shown a steady in¬
crease, even during the recent period of
general business depression and this in¬
crease has been noticeably evident during
the past two months; but nothing of this
kind could be possible were the service
poor or the teaching material inferior;
as to the latter, the publications of the
Company being selected with special refer¬
ence to the needs of students and with a
view to the highest degree of practical
■ utility in all branches of music study,
there is nothing left to chance, every piece
of music and every set of studies or ex¬
ercises having its use somewhere in the
student's work. The Presser publications
more completely meet the teacher’s wants
than those of any other individual pub¬
lisher, and teachers dealing with us may
safely depend upon one catalog and one
general stock for all their supplies.
Thqse are not extravagant claims, but
plain statements of facts well known to
our regular patrons and of interest and
value to all teachers of music, no matter

Grove’s Dictionary
As an Etude Premium
As announced above and on another
advertising page of this' issue, this pub¬
lishing house, Theo. Presser Company, is
certainly pleased to announce the acquisi¬
tion of Grove’s Dictionary of Music and
Musicians. By the bringing out of an
immense edition of this world encyclo¬
pedia it has been possible for us to bring
the price down within the reach of every
lover of music, and Grove’s Dictionary of
Music and Musicians is the keystone of
every musical library. There is no ques¬
tion that arises in music that is not only
answered, but is done so fully and in¬
telligently. There are as many as fifty
thousand words in some cases on one sub¬
ject of particular interest.
We want to speak here particularly of
the use of Grove’s Dictionary as a pre¬
mium for obtaining subscriptions to The
Etude. We believe that here is a method
We cordially invite correspondence on
by which the subscription list to The Etude
can be aided, the musical public benefited, the subject of music supplies and shall
and in addition furnish teachers with the take pleasure in furnishing detailed in¬
formation and catalogs for teachers’ use.

We will give to every one sending us
fifteen subscriptions to The Etude at $1.50, Progressive Piano Student.
a set of this new and revised edition of By Theodore Presser
Grove’s Dictionary. Sample copies will be
We are at last in a position to announce
sent to assist in the work of solicitation, a work to follow . the Beginner's Book.
either in bulk to the solicitor or separately
The unprecedented success of this work
to the individuals.
Grove’s Dictionary
If it is found impossible to obtain fifteen makes it all-important that the second
of Music and Musicians
subscriptions a fair proportion of the cash book should be equal to it. The author
This monumental compendium of general value can be paid for in cash. Here is ail has been at work for a long while on
musical information should be in the opportunity for every school and for every Part II, but felt it was not time to make
the announcement until the book was en¬
library of every music club, the studio of teacher.
tirely blocked out.
The volume will
every progressive music teacher, and, if
naturally follow the Beginner's Book in
not in the possession of, at least accessible New Octavo
difficulty.
Those who have used the
to every serious student of music. It is Music “On Sale”
Beginner’s Book will want at least one
an authority on all subjects pertaining to
With the addition ’of the Maxwell pub¬ copy of Part II. Now is an opportunity
the study or the profession of music; it is
not a mere compilation of terms and lications recently purchased by us, we now to procure it at a low rate. The special
definitions, but an elaborate and scholarly have one of the most complete Octavo offer will not continue many months and
catalogues
in America, and we are pre¬ we would advise those who desire to pro¬
assembling in alphabetical order of all
manner of general information likely to pared to send it On Sale, on the same cure copies to order immediately. Our
be of interest to both professionals and plan as our piano and vocal novelties, special advance price will be 20 cents,
that
is,
the
music will be sent four times postpaid.
amateurs. Not only docs the work cover
such general features as Musical History, per year, and each package will contain
Biography, Theory, Definitions, etc., but from five to twenty-five new publications, Children’s Harmony Book.
the
music
to
be kept with any On Sale
it goes into the more important details
with painstaking thoroughness, devoting publications of ours which you may have, By Preston Ware Orem
and all not used returned together at the
many pages to special subjects; for in¬
We take pleasure in announcing that we
end
of
the
season
in June or July.
stance, there are sixty double column
For convenience, Octavo music is divided will publish a work which has been in
pages taken up with the biography and
preparation for some time. There has
in the following classes:
works of Beethoven; other great masters
long
been a demand for a work of this
No. 1. Sacred Mixed Voices.
and their works are relatively represented.
type, a harmony book which would be of
No. 2. Secular Mixed Voices.
In the field of Musical Theory, such divi¬
No. 3. Sacred and Secular Men’s Voices. truly elementary character, which can be
sions as Harmony, Counterpoint, Fugue,
put
into
the hands of young beginners in
No. 4. Sacred and Secular Women’s
Composition, Instrumentation and kindred
theory. Mr. Preston Ware Orem, who is
Voices.
topics are each represented by a mono¬
With the Thanksgiving and Christmas the musical critic of the Theodore Presser
graph, in itself a no mean substitute for
Company,
and who is a theorist and
seasons approaching, we are sure that an
a text-book on its subject.
On Sale package of the above will be par¬ teacher of many years’ experience, is ex¬
ceptionally equipped for the making of a
The five large octavo volumes of about ticularly acceptable at this time.
5,000 pages are substantially and taste¬
A postal sent us stating which classi¬ work of this nature. The special needs of
fully bound in cloth, with gilt tops, and fication is desired will bring a careful beginners have been carefully considered
put up in a durable cloth covered box.
throughout. Every successive step isselection.
brought to a conclusion before the next
We have just made a contract with the
step is taken up. While this is a different
original publishers, under which Ve now
Ordering Music
sort of a harmony book it is in no wise in
have exclusive control of the work, and to
conflict with any recognized systems of
signalize the event we shall establish a net Supplies by Mail
There are indeed few lines of business teaching. Hence it may lie used as a pre¬
price 40% less than that of the original
publisher’s, i. «., $15.00, instead of $25.00 in which the mails figure so prominently paratory book in any course. Its simple
(and we have sold many hundred sets in or offer such exceptionally satisfactory aim is to give students a practical work¬
the past at $25.00 each). Transportation service as in the music trade, and since ing knowledge of scales, intervals, chords,
the advent of the “parcel post,” with its etc., all presented in a plain and cpmmonpaid by purchaser.
Here is an opportunity for teachers, attendant abolition of the four-pound sense manner. There are a number of
students and music lovers to obtain these weight limit, the delivery of very large features and methods of presentation in
valuable reference books at a great saving, orders is now possible, not only quickly this book which are not to be found in any
not only on the cost of the work, but liut at a much reduced cost for carriage. other work. For introductory purposes in
also because the possessor of Grove’s Under former conditions there were advance of publication we are offering
Dictionary avoids the necessity of pur¬ always thousands of music teachers and copies at 30 cents, postpaid.

Child’s Own Book
of Great Musicians.
By Thomas Tapper
The success of the first volume of this
series of six which we are about to pub¬
lish has far exceeded our expectations.
A' second edition of the child’s bi(%raphy
of Bach is already necessary, and the
volume has only been on the market since
the middle of August. We will deliver to
the advance subscribers another one of
these volumes about the same time that
this issue appears. This volume will be
on the life of Mozart, and will be in every
way the equal of the volume on Bach.
We have received a number of sugges¬
tions, the result of the enthusiastic recep¬
tion which the Bach volume has received,
and every one of these suggestions will
be considered and any that will materially
improve the book will be used.
The books contain thirty-two pages
each, giving the principal and most in¬
teresting facts with regard to the life of
each of the great masters, bringing in
contemporary American celebrities of
history wherever possible, in other words,
written in the most modern method for
child instruction. In addition a sheet of
illustrations accompanies each book. These
illustrations are to be cut out by the
child and pasted in the book. The outfit
also includes a silk cord and a binding
needle with each book, so that the child,
after pasting in the pictures, binds his own
In addition the book contains a page of
facts with regard to the life of each com¬
poser brought out more clearly, and a
dozen questions, all of which assist the
child in writing its own story of the com¬
poser at the hack of the book on blank
pages provided for that purpose.
Last, but not of least importance, is the
low price at which we have decided to
sell this series. The retail price of each
of the books is 15 cents each. The advance
price of each book that is not published
is 10 cents each. Bach and Mozart are here¬
with withdrawn from special offer. Their
price hereafter will be 15 cents each, and
the entire set of six can now be purchased
for 50 cents, and the two volumes already
published will be delivered immediately.
Ten cents each is the advance price of the
biographies of Handel, Schubert, Mendels¬
sohn and Schumann. Fifteen cents each is
the price of Bach and Mozart, but the en¬
tire six can be purchased for 50 cents,
transportation paid if cash accompanies
the order.
Manuscript Music
Paper. New Sizes
Owing to demand of our patrons we
are manufacturing two new sizes of our
well known high grade quality of manu¬
script music paper.
We first want to speak of the quality.
It is our aim to have all of our paper of
such a quality and thickness that a
number of erasures can be made in the
same spot, a very important point in all
paper used for composing or music copy¬
ing. We believe that our present paper
is the strongest and toughest and thickest
of any paper on the market, including
foreign makes.
The new sizes are ten line octavo size,
6% x 10% for orchestra use, the size of a
doubled sheet. The other is folio size,
9 x 12, with twelve lines.
For one month we will accept cash
orders for these sizes at 20 cents per quire
for the first, and 25 cents for the second.
If cash accompanies the orders the paper
will be delivered paid to your address.
Harmony Writing
Book. By Jos. H. Moore
We have in press a writing book which
will serve as an introduction to harmonv.
It begins with a complete table of inter¬
vals. There is a great variety of all kinds
of intervals to he written bv the punjl
There is one principle that 'is not fullunderstood by those teaching harmonv
and that is that without a thorough’
knowledge of th° intervals, harmony can¬
not he understood. All of the misunder-
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standings of harmony arise from uncertain
knowledge of intervals. Where the whole
system of intervals is clear to the pupils,
the card construction follows naturally.
This book clears the way for card con¬
struction. It is a most excellent expos¬
ition of elementary work in harmony. It
also introduces the writing of scales. It
can be taken with any harmony book
or without a harmony book. It is some¬
thing that every student should know.
The writer, Mr. Moore, is a staunch
English composer that has cast his lot
among us. The introductory price for
this volume is 15 cents, postpaid.
Etudes Poesies for the
Pianoforte. By Haberbier
These poetic studies are the fifty-third
and fifty-ninth opus numbers of the fluent
composer Ernest Haberbier. Haberbier
was also a very fine pianist and for some
time was the Imperial Court Pianist of the
Czar at Petrograd. The Etudes are 21 in
number and many have especially inter¬
esting titles, such as The Awakening of
Spring, In Bad Humor, The Bard’s Song,
The Shepherd’s Lament. These varied and
interesting works make an excellent
stepping stone from Heller’s Studies to
those of Chopin.
So fascinating are
several of these studies that they are pub¬
lished in sheet music form as separate
pieces and are frequently played as such.
Yet there is much of technical interest in
every study. Their mastery makes for
much more fluent and finished perform¬
ance at the grade at which they are in¬
tended. The Presser Edition will contain
both opus numbers. Since the valuable
opus fifty-nine is often omitted from the
bound editions it will be seen that this
edition is much to be preferred. The
special advance price is 20 cents.
Musical Sketches.
By Elise Polko
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When the Christmas ETUDE Comes

T

HERE is always joy in the musical home when the
Christmas ETUDE, the brightest and cheeriest ETUDE
of the whole year, arrives.

If you could see the fine Christmas issue we have pre¬
pared this year, you would surely want all of your musical
friends to share it with you. There are to be wonderfully
fine articles from Rudolf Ganz, the noted Swiss pianist,
whose repeated tours have won him countless musical friends
in America; Mr. W. J. Henderson, the well known author of
successful music books; Prof. Frederick Corder, of the Royal
College of Music, London; Martinus Siveking, the dis¬
tinguished Dutch pianist, and many others. The Christmas
music will be particularly bright and pleasing and will
include a beautiful new song by the well known American
composer, Harry Rowe Shelley.
Why not let this issue be the Harbinger of a whole year
of musical enjoyment for some one of your friends ?
Twelve times a year your Christmas spirit will be re-awakened in the home where the ETUDE goes.
No Christmas
gift costing $1.50 can bring more to a friend than the ETUDE.
A Christmas present of an ETUDE subscription will be
an event, as it will mean the re-birth of an entirely new
and vastly greater interest in the most beautiful of arts.
11 is none too early to begin now.
We shall be glad to send an exceedingly attractive card
announcing your Christmas gift to your friend. If you have
ever received such a card you know that a Christmas gift
of this kind is one of the most welcome of all.
Just look over your Christmas list now and decide who
shall be remembered with this delightful gift which multi¬
plies your Christmas spirit twelve-fold.

We shall be glad to attend to these Christmas subscrip¬
This is one of the most delightful books
tions any time from now until Christmas day, sending the
that we have ever presented to our readers.
We are prolonging the special offer so as
card so that it will arrive on Christmas morning.
to give all an opportunity of procuring a
There is less trouble and more satisfaction in making a
copy while it can be had at a nominal
Christmas present of the ETUDE than in anything else.
rate. The book is made up principally of
sketches founded on composers, but the
stories that are woven in these are founded
on facts. It is a book full of inspira¬
Theo. Presser Co. <sJ£& St. Philadelphia, pa.
tion and will do a great deal towards
awakening a musical appreciation. It is
a book that can be read by a child. It is
also illustrated with the portraits of six¬
teen composers. If you have not as yet
procured a copy do so before it is taken
Studies in Time, Rhythm
off special offer. Our special price is 50 Twenty Fantasy Pieces in
cents, postpaid.
Etude Form. By Gustav Lazarus and Expression.
This set of studies combines the use¬ By Sidney Steinheimer
Scherzando—
ful with the agreeable without sugarThis set of studies fills in a niche that
coating them. They are the work of a very few studies do, and that is the matter
Musical Game
good musician, one of our present day
We have in press a game which we hope European composers. They are about of rhythm. Not irregular rhythm such
to have ready for delivery by the holidays. third grade of difficulty, with work for as two against three and syncopation, but
The purpose of the game is to teach the both hands. There is no chance for dis¬ ordinary rhythms that occur in almost
every piece. The great weakness of the
notes and signatures. It is a game in¬
appointment in this set of studies. Our
tended for beginners. There are forty- special advance price will be 15 cents, average pupil is rhythm. There are very
few studies that cultivate the sense o‘f
eight cards in the game, and each card postpaid.
rhythm, and this set of studies by Sidnev
has a staff with a note and signature
Steinheimer goes right directly to the
upon it. These cards are dealt one at a
spot.
Besides this the studies are interest¬
time to each player until the complete
ing and quite musical. Try a copy. We
deck is distributed. Then the game pro¬ Pandora—Operetta.
are sure that you will be pleased. Our
ceeds the same as the old game of authors, By Le Massena
special advance price is but 15 cents
that is, if you have four cards alike, they
Classics are always young. • In 1851
make a book and the person having the Nathaniel Hawthorne re-told the fascinat- postpaid.
greatest number of books wins. The ing story of Pandora’s Box, a myth that
game is useful and practical and will make dated back to the Greece of two thousand
an excellent little gift for a Christmas years ago. He made it a part of his by von Sternberg
present. Our special price for the game Wonder Book, which has fascinated un¬
The Presser Edition of the Chop
will be 15 cents, postpaid.
told children. Now an American com¬ Etudes has been edited and prepared 1
poser, C. E. Le Massena, has set this the noted piano teacher, Constantin v<
It remained for Freder
Etude
beautiful story to music in operatic form. Sternberg.
Violin Strings
It may he very readily and inexpensively Chopin to raise compositions original
designed for technical purposes to tl
The name Etude as applied to our own staged. The Hawthorne version of the dignity of pianoforte compositions suitab
story
may
be
found
in
The
Paradise
for
make of violin strings stands as a
for the concert or the recital. The twentsynonym of exceptional quality, tone, and Children. There are three acts and every seven numbers in this complete editic
durability. The reputation of these strings one is well rounded out. The scene is in mclude some of the best known piee
Greece in The Golden Age. It may be
is well established, now being used by
constantly in the platform repertoire <
given in cantata form if desired and is by great pianists. Number 2 in A Mir,,,
thousands of players in all parts of the no means solely intended for children,
country. You will find them much better although the entire work is marked by the Number 5 i„ G Flat Major,
than the average strings that cost more. spirit of youth. Until it is published (and h Flat Minor, in fact all of the workOur price is 15 cents each; $3.00 per it is expected from the press very shortly) hut especially numbers 12, 13 15 10
bundle of 30 strings, assorted as you the introductory price will lie 30 cents, 21 and 26 are as familiar as the Chon:
Waltzes or the Nocturnes. It is eSpecTa
desire. Give them a trial.
postpaid.
necessary to possess these works in tl

most carefully edited edition. Mr. Stern
berg has carefully weighed every finger,
ing, every phrase, every note, and we "can
confidently say that the teacher will i,c
delighted with this matchless edition,
Special advance of publication price, 25
New Franz Liszt Album
for the Pianoforte
The special offer on this new collection
will be continued during the current
month. There is so much material to be
found among the compositions of Liszt
that is good and playable that not all of it
can be included in one volume. We have
already published a Liszt Album of mis¬
cellaneous pieces and also a Wagner-Liszt
Album. The new collection, however is
of all round character. It will contain
both original compositions and also tran¬
scriptions. No concert program is com¬
plete without something by Liszt, and our
new Album will prove a substantial addi¬
tion to the library of any advanced pianist
The special introductory price in advance
of publication is 20 cents, postpaid.
Standard
Students’ Album
We will continue during the current
month the special offer on tills new col¬
lection. This is one of our series of
volumes printed from special large plates.
It will differ materially in contents from
any of the preceding volumes of piano¬
forte music. Since the selections will lie
chiefly of the type known as semi-classical,
all the pieces will be of real additional
value. Nevertheless they will be pleasing
and interesting from the strictly musical
side. In point of difficulty this volume
will be in about the third grade. The very
best composers, classical and modem, will
be represented. The special Introductory
price in advance of publication will lie 20
cents, postpaid.

ri ices
Right now is the very lwst time in i
whole year to renew your subscription
I he Etude. You can save a quarter, a
m some cases a half, by taking advantt
ot one of the special magazine combii
tions given below. These prices arc foi
few weeks only—and will positively
withdrawn after November 20,1915. Ord
received after that date cannot be :
eepted at these prices.
Three and four magazines can be h
now for what two will cost later. Si
scriptions are for one year and can go
different addresses.
If you arc now
subscriber to any of these magazines, v<
subscription will be extended. Canadi
and foreign postage additional
If bought by Oi
single copy, prl
The Etude and McCall’s_$3.00
?1.
wife810”" and the IIo"so~
T*IIr ,ijTt!UE and Woman's
World. 2 40
1*
The Etude and To day's.!. !! 2A0
1.
The Etude, McCall's and To¬
day’s .
o
l.
The Etude and Mother's
Magazine. 3,(50
2.
^vk‘wllriE llnd PlctorlnI Re„
The Etude and Ladies’World s!oO
2.
1Ii"
Housewife and
Ladles World.
4 20
2.
M _Etode, McCall’s and
Modern Priscilla. 3.60
2.
1,t?„ m?ToDE and Woman’s
Home Companion. 3.60
2.1
fun Etude, Mother’s Maga¬
zine.* McCall's and Ladies'
World (to one address)... 6.00
2.1
■Hie Etude, Delineator and
Everybody's (must go to
one address) ..
. 5.40
3.1
Etude, Woman's Home
Review-" 0n . *nd Pictorial
,,
Tnf?n Etude, Woman's Home
Companion and American
Magazine (to one address) 5.40
3.1
xm: rtudk, Review of Res a,n<* ^oman’s Home
Companion.
4,(
Send for “Last Chance Magazine Bn
Rain List," containing many other lot
priced combinations.

The Greatest Love—Cantata.
By H. W. Petrie
This new sacred cantata is now nearly
ready for the press. We feel that we
cannot recommend it too highly. It is just
such a cantata as can he rendered effec¬
tively by the average choir. It is not
difficult in any portion, yet there is plenty
of good chorus work and some very satis¬
factory solo passages. The entire work is
melodious, covering a wide range of
musical expression from devotional to
brilliant. This cantata is suitable either
for production at special musical pro¬
grams at church or it might form the
second part of a miscellaneous program
by a choral society. The time of perform¬
ance is about M minutes. The special in¬
troductory price in advance of publication
is 35 cents, postpaid.
Secular Part Songs
for Mixed Voices
We have an increasing demand for a
low priced volume of first class glees and
choruses. To supply this demand we are
compiling from our own catalog the very
best of our mixed voice secular choruses.
Only the very best will go into this volume
and it will contain enough octavo music
so as to bring the price for each piece
down to less than one cent. However, we
will only allow one sample copy to be sent
in one order. In other words, it is not
expected that anyone will order enough
copies at introductory price to supply a
chorus. The introductory rate .will be but
15 cents, postpaid. The volume will he
entirely up-to-date, and only those selec¬
tions of positive merit will be included.
Part Songs
for Men’s Voices
Our new volume of part songs for men’s
voices is being compiled under the super¬
vision .of Mr. C. C. Robinson. Mr. Robin¬
son, besides being a composer, is also a
specialist in men's quartet and club work.
The book will tie suitable for general use
by glee clubs and quartets, and will con¬
tain chiefly secular numbers mostly of
intermediate grade and not unduly ex¬
tended as to vocal compass. The selec¬
tions in this book are not to be found in
any other work. The special introductory
price in advance of publication is 15 cents,
postpaid.
New Anthem
Collection
This new volume is well along in the
course of preparation. Our anthem col¬
lections are all a source of great pride to
us, as they have been so uniformly suc¬
cessful. The anthems in this collection
are nearly all new and original, some of
them having been written especially for
this book. All the best and most popular
composers are represented. The anthems
are suitable for general use and are well
within the capabilities of the average
choir. This hook should be one of the
Best of the entire series. The special in¬
troductory price is 15 cents, postpaid.
Artistic
Vocal Album
This work will contain the choicest high
class solos taken from our own publi¬
cations. Only those compositions that
have been tried and have proved success¬
ful, will lie included in this volume. We
mean to make it one of the best volumes
Of a high order of songs that it is pos¬
sible to make, and at the same time the
songs will not be so overpoweringly dif¬
ficult that they will be out of the range
nf the average singer. It will be the
quality of the songs that we will consider
in compiling this volume rather than the
faculty. The volume will be handsomely
ound and gotten out in the finest posSI e form of workmanship. Our special
* vance Price for this volume is 35 cents,
postpaid.

As the name indicates, these studies are
intended for the cultivation of the left
hand, but interest in the right hand and
the melodies have not been lost sight of.
There are plenty of most interesting
passages in rhythm and melody that sus¬
tain the pupil’s interest. Those who have
been using Sartorio’s studies in the past
will not be disappointed in this last set.
It is one of the most interesting of the
series of studies we have been publishing
of this most interesting writer. He is one
of the few writers that take the place of
Czerny. His works embody everything of
Czerny’s, with the addition of modern
ideas and his own individuality. While
these studies are not entirely for the left
hand alone, the left hand received the
greatest part of the attention. Our special
advanced price is but 20 cents.
The Mermaid—Cantata.
By Fannie Snow Knowlton
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Studies for Left Hand,
Op. 1103. Arnoldo Sartorio

We mention below three ladies’ friend¬
ship .pins.' These are positively solid gold
and will undoubtedly become one of the
most popular premiums we have ever
offered.
One design is a narrow circular band,
attractively embossed, with a snap safety
catch. We will send this to any one send¬
ing us two yearly subscriptions to The
Etude at $1.50.
Another consists of two narrow circular
bands, with four pearls and a snap safety
catch. This we will send for three yearly
subscriptions to The Etude at $1.50 each.
The third is a breast pin, with a design
resembling a spider’s web, with an ame¬
thyst in the center, the webs being con¬
nected with four white enamel bands.
Between each band is a small pearl. We
will send this for four subscriptions to
The Etude at $1.50 each.
If you do not have a copy of The Etude
Premium Catalogue, send for one to-day.

Advance of Publication Offers
This is an excellent work for perform¬ Withdrawn on November 1st
ance by women’s clubs. The composer is
We are very pleased to be able to an¬
experienced, having a special aptitude for
nounce
that the following list of works
work of this sort. Consequently the vecal
part writing is more than usually effective. which have been on advance offer for a
It is chiefly in four part harmony with an number of months have appeared and the
elaborate pianoforte accompaniment. It advance orders have all. been sent to the
will make a splendid closing number for subscribers. We will be very glad to send
any program. The time of performance any of these works on regular charge to ■
is about 20 minutes. Our special intro¬ any of our patrons who desire to examine
them with the privilege of return, The
ductory price is 20 cents, postpaid.
advance of publication price is, of course,
withdrawn, the regular, professional rate
School of Bowing for the Violin, now prevailing. Following are the works:
Op. 2, Part I.
By Sevcik
Sutor’s Note Speller, the best work on
The Sevcik School of Bowing bids fair the subject ever offered. Complete in all
to become the recognized authority on this respects. Teaches young students nota¬
important department of violin playing. tion better than by any other method.
In this work all the forms of bowing have The retail price is 30 cents.
Chopin's Preludes, another and very im¬
been grouped together and developed in
an exhaustive manner.
The work is portant volume which has just been added
thoroughly practical and progressive. Our to the Presser Collection. This new edi¬
new edition has been placed under the tion is superior to any edition on the
supervision of Mr. Fred. E. Hahn. Mr. market. It has had embodied in it the best
Hahn is one of Seveik’s successful pupils points of every edition. Well printed on
and is himself a teacher of acknowledged the best of paper, and with the strongest
standing. The work is copiously annotated binding of any of the so-called cheap
throughout with directions for practice, editions. It follows in the main the edi¬
etc. Our edition will prove superior in all tion by TIi. Ktillak. The retail price is the
respects. The special price in advance of same as all other editions, 60 cents.
Organ Melodies for the Pipe Organ, hg
publication is 20 cents, postpaid.
Chas. W. London. Mr. Landon is so well
known to the readers of the Etude that
School of Violin Technics,
it is unnecessary for us to say that he has
Book I. By Henry Schradieck
gotten together a wealth of medium grade
Schradieck holds so high a place in the material for the organ, the like of which
regard of violinists the world over, and his has not been done before. Everything can
School of Violin Technics is so well known, he played on a two manual instrument.
that our readers will welcome a new edi¬ No extraordinary difficulties either in
tion of this fine work. The first book com¬ rhythm or pedal passages have been ac¬
prises a number of very excellent finger cepted. Mgmy of the pieces are, of course,
studies, carefully graded from the first to known to many of our organists, but in
the seventh positions. There are also this new dress they will he found very
some fine exercises in double stopping, and pleasing. The, retail price is $1.00.
Etudes Melodiqms for the Pianoforte,
opportunities for the use of all styles of
bowing. The work is being edited by Mr. hg Geo. L. Spaulding.
Characteristic
Frederick Hahn, a most excellent violinist studies in modern style, each with an
and teacher of wide experience. The ad¬ appropriate title, graded in the scale of
vance of publication price on Schradieck’s ten. It will well repay every teacher to
School of Violin Technics is 20 cents.
examine these studies by one of the best
known of our modern popular composers.
These studies are in sheet music form and
Era of
retail for $1.00.
Profit Sharing
Characteristic Studies for the Piano¬
This is the Golden Age of Profit Shar¬ forte, by R. S. Morrison, Each of these
ing. Everywhere one hears of how the studies is a little piece in itself, a collec¬
nation’s largest business establishments tion of early intermediate grade studies
are sharing profits with their employees.
every student will enjoy practicing. Pub¬
From every subscription sold for The lished in sheqt music form.
Etude a certain profit is realized. We
Studies and Songs: A Graded Sightalways share this profit with our rep¬ Singing Course for Public SGtooh 'and
resentatives who sell the subscriptions.
Classes, by Thos. Tapper. Price 15 cents.
Representatives can have this profit in The advance of publication price on a lowone of two ways: a cash commission or a priced book of this sort is, of course, of
premium. It is a significant fact that little consequence, but we' would like to
70% of our representatives prefer pre¬ send one of these to every school or
miums. This preference is due to the teacher having large sight-singing classes.
fact that we make no profit out of our It will be found excellent material by
premiums.
We either manufacture or perhaps the most experienced composer of
purchase at wholesale the articles we give, this sort of works in America to-day. Mr.
thus enabling 11s to give a better value in Tapper has prepared almost all ‘of the
a nremium than we could in a cash public school sight-singing books produced
commission.
during the past ten years.

Use O-Cedar
Everywhere
Many people do not know
"
that O-Cedar Pol¬
ish is a p e r f e ct
cleanser and renovator for lac¬
quered brass and
the like. Try it
on your chandelier.
Your piano is undoubtedly
the most expensive piece of
furniture in
your home. It
should have the
best of care. 0Cedar Polish
will restore it to
its original lustre and beauty.
The better your furniture,
the more you should use
O-Cedar Polish.
O-Cedar Polish will make
your dull floors sparkling
bright, clean and
attractive. Use
O-Cedar on a
cloth dampened
with water, or renew your
polish mop with O-Cedar
Polish.
Oilcloths and linoleums
look better and last longer
if cleaned and refreshened
with OCedar
Polish.
It brings
out the
colors and figures and gives
a hard, dry, lasting lustre.
It is easy and simple to
keep all these things as
clean, bright and
sparkling as new.
Simply use

\aJ>

\a**PoliSh

this way; Wet a cloth
in water and wring it
until it is almost dry,
then pour on as much
O-Cedar Polish as the
cloth contains water
and go over the fur¬
niture.
Polish with a
dry cloth.
O-Cedar Polish is
sold by all dealers,drug¬
gists, hardware and de¬
partment stores in con¬
venient size s—25c
to $3.

Please mention THE ETUDE when address
our advertisers.
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A Very Important Announcement to the Musical Public

ADVANCED PASSAGE-WORK

For years the Theodore Presser Company has been working to make
arrangements whereby the World’s Standard Musical Encyclopedia

EIGHT MELODIOUS STUDIES IN

Sir George Grove’s

Dictionary of Music and Musicians
Could be offered at a price within the reach of teachers and all lovers
of music.
The price of this monumental five-volume work of 4000
pages, which took 184 renowned musical specialists over 16 years to prepare
and revise, is twenty-five dollars. Hereafter, this famous Dictionary, indis¬
pensable to all earnest music workers, will be issued in America exclusively
by the T heodore Presser Company.
Only because of the immense edition
which will be put out in this way is it possible to announce that the musical
public will now be able to get this masterpiece of musical learning for

FIFTEEN DOLLARS
or as a premium for sending us

FIFTEEN ETUDE SUBSCRIPTIONS
This,; the latest complete revised edition, will not be ready until Decem¬
ber First. Advance orders now received. Sent by express, not prepaid.

THEODORE PRESSER CO.

Have You Studied Harmony?

::

::
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Harmony is the grammar of music, a knowledge of which will make you a better
musician and more appreciative of the music you play, teach or hear. Harmony
teaches you to analyze music, memorize more rapidly, transpose at sight, analyze
melodies, detect wrong notes and faulty progressions, and to compose, arrange, or
orchestrate in a musicianly manner.
Your musical education is not complete without a thorough and correct
knowledge of Harmony. You can quickly overcome any deficiency and round out
your education by taking our weekly lessons under America’s eminent teachers,
Adolph Rosenbecker and Daniel Protheroe, in the quiet and privacy of your own
home at small cost.
In these Master lessons you don’t merely learn “cut and dried” rules without
knowing howto apply them in a practical way, but ample original work with written
examinations develops your knowledge and fixes the principles in your mind for
future use. Read what eminent authorities say and realize that this is

Your Great Opportunity
t(

P. C. I.utkin, Dean of the Northwestern University School of Music, says:
Students who complete your Harmony Course and pass the examinations with
satisfactory grades, will be given credit for two years’ work in the Northwestern
University School of Music in that study.”
Robert W. Stevens, Instructor at the University of Chicago, says: “I am
pleased to use Protheroe’s Harmony I essons as material for our classes, both in the
elementary ones in the Divinity School of the University of Chicago, and in n:y
advanced grades. This work correctly done is well worth the credit.”
Walter Damrosch, Director of the New York Symphony Orchestra, writes:
The lessons are admirably prepared and serve their purpose in every particular.
1 had no idea that such sound knowledge of music could be imparted in this novel
fashion, and I beg to congratulate you and your pupils.”
Valuable Art Catalog sent free, contains sample lessons, a musical dictionary,
and full details of these Harmony Lessons; also our courses in Piano (Teachers’
Normal Training Course with Paderewski’s endorsement) by the great Sherwood;
1 ipe Organ by Clarence Eddy; Public School Music, Choral Conducting, History,
Advanced Composition, etc., by equally eminent teachers. .Satisfaction guaranteed.
Ante today and learn of remarkable Scholarship Offer. It costs you nothing—you
Uave everything to gain and nothing to lose. State age and course in which in¬
terested. Get the catalog, then decide.

Theodore Presser Go. ‘SBasX'Kr*

Siegel-Myers School of Music,
1246 Siegel-Myers Building,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Chicago, Illinois
Please mention THE ETUDE when

Free

Issues
and then the fifty-two issues
of 1916—61 issues for the
price of 52—to those who
subscribe before November
10th. Twice as much reading
as the monthly magazines give is
planned for your family ir

THE-YOUTHS
COMPANION

NINE GREAT, LIVE SERIALS; 250 SHORT STORIES1000 FLASHES OF WIT AND HUMOR.

send lor the illustrated Forecast for xyxu ana odiupic copies oi me rar
If you subscribe now, sending ibis coupon or name of this publication with $2.00, you will get

The Youth’s(
All remaining issues for 1915 Free.
r\rvi 2‘ The ComPanion Home Calendar.
Companion ( 3. The 52 issues for 1916.
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E1'70

Sample Copies Sent Upon Request„
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How the Musician May Improve His Hand Conditions
By L. E. Eubanks

SUCCESS
WITH HISTORY CLASSES

1™

,

2*3E,™s

■=

I

A MONG people who love good music,
r\ who have a cultivated knowledge
x
of it, the BALDWIN PIANO is
recognized everywhere as the best.
In
such an atmosphere it is happily at home and with
every day endears itself more and more to its
owners.
The same is true of the

The Standard History of Music
A First History for Students at AH Ages
By JAMES FRANCIS COOKE

PRICE $1.25

T

HE inherent interest, excellent arrangement, simplicity and
practicability of this standard work has led a vast number
of teachers who had never thought of teaching history to
establish successful classes.
No matter if you have had no experience whatever in teaching
musical history, we shall be glad to send you without cost full par¬
ticulars of a plan accompanied by materials which have helped these
teachers get a start in this profitable work.

fHalbimn ittamutln”
the successful unification of the most artistic piano
with the most scientific player action made in the
world. There is absolutely nothing better, nothing
more perfect on the market, neither as a piano nor
as a player piano.
Contemplating the purchase of either a piano
or a player piano, you should not fail to examine
these instruments. Prices and terms will suit you.

The Standard History is divided into 40 story lessons to fit the 40
weeks of the school year. 300 of the world’s greatest musicians
past and present are discussed. All foreign terms are pronounced
and all technical terms are explained, not in an appendix but right
where they occur in the book. American music and the music of
lighter composers, ignored in other books, is abundantly treated
in his work. An appendix tells how to organize and conduct a
musical club. The history is splendidly adapted for self study.
Strongly endorsed by renowned musicians in Europe and in America
250 PAGES

HANDSOMELY BOUND

Special Introductory Price for Classes and Clubs

THEO. PRESSER CO.,

Write for catalogs

150 ILLUSTRATIONS
the third finger may be allowed to hang
down. In this position practice curling
it inward as close to the palm of the

Ccntpanu

ends of the thumb and little finger as
can. Practice daily on a rule and
will soon notice improvement.

Philadelphia, pa.

Important is All Pianists

Students

TODAY’S MAGAZINE

A Genuine Addition to the Literature
of Pianoforte Technic

Is Every Housewife’s Favorite

THE NEW GRADUS
AD PARNASSUM
In Eight Books

a ss

By ISIDOR PHILIPP

5.
6.
7.
8.

Double Notes
Octaves and Chords
The Trill
Various Difficulties

The entire literature of educational piano music has been ransacked in order
to select the best possible studies adapted to each of the above classifications.
Monsieur I. Philipp, leading Professor of Pianoforte in the Paris Con¬
servatory, is admirably equipped by knowledge, experience and natural talent
for the compilation and preparation of a work of this type.
ouruau^hb

THEO. PRESSER COMPANY
1712 CHESTNUT STREET

TODAY’S is a purposeful, utili¬
tarian, common-sense Journal
that fills a long-felt want of homeloving women everywhere.

Price, $1.00 each

gs&_

In this unique work each separate department of technic is considered
by itself, all the studies bearing upon any particular technical point being
classified together and arranged in logical and progressive order. Proceeding
in this manner each subject is treated exhaustively in a separate part. The
main points thus covered are:
Left Hand Technic
Right Hand Technic
Hands Together
Arpeggios

TODAY’S is just as necessary
to home-lovers and home¬
makers as ETUDE is to
Music-Lovers.

-

-

-

-

PHILADELPHIA
g our advertisers.
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Exercises for Making the Hands Sunnle
Sometimes the wrists are weal - f
quen.ly
on thc pi,„0

thus: During tl
draw two basins of water, one very hot,
i fither vcry cold- Hold the hands in
!, hot water about two minutes, then in
"*

S’zFiSz'SrxvErz

TWO GALA ISSUES
Oanu^yfETUDE
^
“d theH°'
and interest.
“ere ae
°' T"' dbtin<
to introduce THE ETUDE to that"
ought to have it.
that musical friend

^TiieJrta^azineeveryViSian needs

quality of tones and the position of the host
tunes would he different. The mezzo-soprano
would generally he the heavier voice.

n. s. k.
i double downward inoris moderate or slow play

a*red int
nnnt o
iglos.
“said had
us at all, and the sera
more to do with the mmii pip» o.
me Sweet Home, melody than the gynmas
s would have if an orator put in a hop
every comma, a ship at every colon and
somersault at every period In his speech.
\ transcription Is the presentation of a
isiral composition in some other scoring
in it was composed for. Thus if I play
nie Laurie upon piano it is a t
ii. it I play Raffs Carolina,
tion, etc.

Admirer, F. C.. U„ Etoth Friend. M. T. S.,
Teacher in Milwaukee, and many others who
dent, stand have failed to give their complete names and
innumerable in- addresses, are reminded that no quest'
meaning onlv a ,-ver answered in this column unless
formation accompanies the question.

800,000 women love TODAY’S because
every issue is remarkable for its helps to
housekeepers, its advance styles, its new
ideas in fancy work, its many money¬
saving and labor-saving ideas.

You Need TODAY’S because it will help you solve your perplex¬
ing problems—Clothing, Household, Health, Social, Beauty, etc.
TODAY’S will help you in a hundred ways.
Every number of TODAY’S you receive will be like the visit of a dear friend who
radiates sunshine and good cheer and who brings a lot of helpful and interesting news.
You may get TODAY’S for 12 months for only 50 cents—worth SI.50. Send
50 cents at once for a year’s subscription and you may select any one May
Manton Pattern free from your first copy of TODAY’S.
Subscribe today.

Address

TODAY’S, Dept. E. T., 461 4th Ave., New York
IMPORTANT—$100.00 will be given to your Church for a
little easy work of a few members. Send for full particulars—free.

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.
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[[PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY
SCHOOLS

SCHOOLS
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I opportunity for that marvelous ride on the -Over Sea" Railway from Key
West to all Florida East Coast Resorts, or continuing on same steamer for an ocean
trip^long thg^unry shores of the Gulf of Mexico to Tampa, St. Petersburg and
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MOULTON
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HOME WORK :THE BUSINESS MANUAL
FOR MUSIC TEACHERS
By G. C. BENDER

_

BEGINNER’S BOOK ll±°rlthe
.

39

H. J. Stewart has

„

commander wSuld suro’ly'ulmore npprupriaK-

Ilffillil,

Price, $1.00
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THEODORE PRESSER CO.

ZABEL BROTHERS
MUSIC PRINTERS
ENGRAVERS

m

Send for Itemized Price List and Samples

COLUMBIA AVE. AND RANDOLPH ST.
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Painting Tone-Pictures

Theo. Presser Co.

The Popular Songs of Our
Grandparents—A Remarkable
Collection

Loyal R- Blaine

Publications

$10,000.00
FOR PLAYING A GAME
jiiiauiiai

Q

I CTO RIAL REVIEW
the

has inaugurated

Motion Picture Game as a means of

entertainment during
Winter evenings.
fore the public

the long Fall

No amusement
is

so fascinating,

and

at present

be¬

and this game

will prove to be a source of entertainment for the
entire family.
Unlike most games of this nature, there will be no
expense attached to entering.

Any one who is not

an employee of PICTORIAL REVIEW may par¬
ticipate and share in the magnificent awards offered.
There will be no soliciting for subscriptions—in fact,
it will not be necessary to send in even your own
subscription in order to play this game.

EXPLANATION OF THE MOTION
PICTURE GAME
The Motion Picture Game is very simple.

PIC¬

TORIAL REVIEW will have fifty pictures drawn.
Each one of these pictures will represent the name
of some popular

Motion Picture Play or Player.

All you have to do to play the game is to decide
what

plays

pictures.

and

players

are

represented

There is nothing else to the game.

by

the

These

pictures will appear in PICTORIAL REVIEW—
ten each month for the next five months.
There will

be

a great

many

times during

the

It seems to me that many piano pupils
are like that very amusing character m
fiction who was not aware of the fact
that he had been speaking prose all h.s
life. They are painting tone pictures all
the while, and a majority seem to be
ignorant of it. While painting and piano¬
playing are nothing alike in their respec' e technics, still, the pianist may learn
many things from the finished product
of the painter.
If the pupil will take a picture by one
of the old masters he will perceive, that
e person or thing stands out above all
: rest. Everything else is secondary.
Just so, in every piece of music of any
consequence, there is the theme which
st be brought to the hearers’ ears so
prominently that this melody will be the
first thing to come up in their mind in
the recollection of the composition.
If we fail in this our interpretation is
t failure. This theme is not always as
plain as the “nose on your face” as the
old saying goes, but in many cases must
be sought after. I have heard many per¬
formances in which a beautiful theme
has been lost in a meaningless collection
of arpeggios and scale passages; the per¬
former giving an exhibition of technic
nothing else. Schubert's B Flat Im¬
promptu is a beautiful composition when
played by one who is capable of bringing
t the theme but in the hands of one
who lacks this power it loses all its charm.
After the painter has depicted his prin¬
cipal object he does not leave us there,
suspended in mid-air, as it were, but
paints a beautiful background which har¬
monizes in character with his main obor subject. Just so in music, our
theme will sound somewhat shallow if
e play it alone, hut when combined with
other tones gains immeasurably. There
several little things we look at in
the picture after we have scrutinized the
principal subject and our background.
In the pieces we play there are likely
to be several smaller counter-melodies
which should he emphasized slightly but
at the same time always keeping their
rightful place in the background. The
piano student can profit by many things
and with a few hints may derive as much
benefit from a lesson with Corot or Millet
as he may receive from his piano teacher.

coming Winter when you will be looking for enter¬
tainment,

and

you will be willing

By selecting the MOTION

to pay for it.

PICTURE GAME for

an amusement you will not only not have to pay
for it, but you have an opportunity of being well
paid

for

$2,500 in

playing
Gold;

this game.
the second

third is $1,000, and so on.

The first award is
award is $1,500;

the

There are 1531 awards

in all.
The first ten

pictures and

full

particulars will

be found in

PICTORIAL REVIEW
For November
15c A COPY
Please meiuicu 'iKE ETJD2

$1.50 A YEAR
addressing cur advertisers.

Religious Dances in the
Christian Church
The fact that dancing as well as mu<
has its religious significance is w<
known. At the Cathedral in SeVil
Spain religious dances are perform,
around Easter time even to this day.
Jesuit father, named Menestrier writii
in the latter part of the seventeenth ce
tury, showed the relationship between t
dance and the song in religious exercis
m the following words:
Divine service was composed
psalms, hymns and canticles, because m
sang and danced the praises of God
they read His oracles in those extra,
of the Old and New Testaments S
The
oHcpnOW
l,Tdur thesename
the place
m which
acts °f
of Less™
worsh
iust^s
WaSof
Ca"ed
the Ch°
ust as dAs
thosel°portions
comedies
a>
tragedies ,n which dancing and singl
combined to make up the interludes we
called Choruses. Prelates were called
the Latin tongue Prcesules a Prcesilienr
because in the Choir they took tha ”
m the praise of God which he who
the dances, and was called hy the Gree
Choragas. took in the public games”

13132
13150
13157
13158
13184
13248
13131
13154
13155
13248
13247
13249
13289
13273
13278
13285
13322
13323
13278
13320
13325
13205

PIANO SOLOS
Till®
Composer Grade Price
California .G. L. Spaulding 1'/, 25
Arkansas . .G. L. Spaulding 3 25
Kentucky ..0. L. Spaulding 2 ■>;
Maryland ..O. L. Spaulding 2 V,
Florida .. .G. L. Spaulding 2
25
Alabama . . .G. L. Spaulding 2
25
Virginia ...G. L. Spaulding 2 ">5
Massachusetts.
G• L. Spaulding 2 ,25
North Carolina.
G. 1,. Spaulding 2 .25
Louisiana ..G. L. Spaulding 2 25
South Carolina.
G. L. Spaulding 2 .25
Ohio .G. I.. Spaulding 2 25
New York .G. L. Spaulding 2 ?5
Auber.P. Lawson 2 25
Pennsylvania.
G. L. Spaulding 2Y2 .25
Tennessee .G. L. Spaulding 2'/. >5
Mississippi .0. L. Spaulding 2l~. n
notow.P. Lawson 225
Verdi.IV Lawson 2>i 25
Bizet.P. Lawson 2b. 25
Alla Marcia_\V. W. Smiih 3 ' '40Summer Breezes,
E. L. Sanford 3 .40
Ballade.N. S. Calamnm 3
411
Largo.G. S. Ruckwrll 3
411
Idalia March .M. Anlinr 3 4n
Chiming Bella.C. M. Arthur 3 41.
Silver Waves M. Loeb Evans 3'. 40
Ioia Schottische.
C. M. Arthur 814 .40
Queen of My Soul,
C. M. Arthur 814 .60
Autumn. Op. 72. No. 1
J. R. Morris 4 .40
Valse Brune.. ,G. N. Benson 4
(in
Silver Spray.. C. M. Arthur 4 >.l)

13292
13321
13324 Sweet Remembrance.
13284 Nocturne in D Flat! Artl,ur 4
P. H. Warner 5
13290 In the Mosque. Op. 199.
L. Oelimler 5
.
PIANO, FOUR HANDS
13230 Pretty Evening Star.
•
G. L. Spaulding
3288 Miserere. Verdi
13307 Martha .! . Flwtuw
13315 Ase's Death. Op. 48. No. 2.
„
Grieg
13229 The Merry Wives of Wind„„ „ „ sor.O. Nicolai
324 > Tannhauser.vnn Bulow

M
.60
.50

2 .40
4 35
4 Lon
4

.20

5 1 00
7 125

PIANO, SIX HANDS
13233 Through the Meadows,
G. L. Spaulding 2
VIOLIN AND PIANO
3220 Serenade.A. Hartmann 4
VOCAL
12685 A Little Serenade.
„
M. MeCra. kan Purdy 3
12689 Nora. R s Pigott 3
12577 Tomorrow.. .C. \V. Cadmau 4

.80
.60

.50
.60
.60

VOCAL DUET
13227 Love Faileth Never (soE. Krolm 8

.60

THEO. PRESSER CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

Six Poems After Heine
By EDW. MACDOWELL
OP- 31

WINTON SIX

By Ralph Wolfe

Issued October, 1915

No.
13159
13084
13085
3U8S
13087
13088
13089
13130
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Price, $

ls one of the great American
poser s most celebrated works, ha
)0U£ its numbers the well known '*!
‘“ lone Picture** and "A Memory.” I
V»l , ? s,x Pieces has for its motto on
Heines poems, of which the music, wr
lr. Mu (‘Dowel rs most characteristic
^^d,ptly , i,,U8.trat,ve‘ The pieces an
and **re graded from
erately difficult to difficult. All arc <
aeterized h.v poetic grace and origin
^cqncepMon. and will amply repay ca
In addition to the two mentioned 8
the remaining numbers are -By the Fi!
il\an ? Hut.- "Love in a Post-chaise." '
shepherd Roy is a King" and "F.legy.”
’’"r edition is a handsome one, spec
Piepared and earefnlly revised.
In ordering mention “THE PRESSER EDIT!
THEO. PRESSER CO., Philadelphia,
Please mention THE ETTTDE when add
our advertisers.

The famous Watkinson Library, of
Hartford, Conn., has just come into
possession of a remarkable collection of
\merican sheet music dating before the
Civil War. The collection, the result of
rears of careful research, is the gift of
Professor N. H. Allen, of Worcester,
Mass., and is probably the most complete
of its kind in existence.
Upon these early compositions the art
of the lithographer as then known was
given thf freest rein and the price, as
there indicated, shows that the more
colors embodied in the covers the more
the music lover had to pay for the selec¬
tion. The collection contains compara¬
tively few instrumental pieces but such
as they are elevated the Schottische to a
high position. Polkas were also popular
and one dated 1845 was, as the cover as¬
serts, then in its fiftieth edition.' The
surprising number of editions to which
these early songs ran leads one to feel
that the song writers of those days must
have reaped great financial rewards or
else that an edition was about as limited
as are the many books of verses each
year privately published.
Fifty and
seventy were no unusual figures show¬
ing the number of editions. The song
writers of to-day may long for the grand
old times.
How firm a hold Uncle Tom's Cabin
had upon the p.eople is shown even here
for John S. Adam’s song on The Death
of Little Eva, written in 1852, ran into
many editions. The artist who embel¬
lished this particular gem showed the
demise of Little Eva taking place in a
bed carved and hung like those of a
palace. 0 Curse Me, Bui My Infant
Spare was a popular song of 1841 and
to Mrs. Wood and Mrs. Seguin, pic¬
tured, of course, is accredited the honor
of singing it to an exacting but delighted
audience of countless thousands.
One of the most interesting features
of the large collection is the interesting
light it sheds upon the rise of the minstrel
era in New York in 1843. The members
Of the various troupes were carefully re¬
produced in brilliant colors upon the
songs they were supposed to make im¬
mortal. In all their glory appeared one
of the earliest troupes, “The Great
Southern Original Harmonists, the best
band of singers in the United States.”
Edwin P. Christy, known as the parent
of colored minstrelsy, graces the cover
of many a song. “Christies” is still a
familiar term in England in connection
with minstrelsy but it no longer is heard
here.
The Breakfast Bell Polka shows ladies
in full evening dress with the lowest of
low necks rushing madly info the dining¬
room, while an equally large number of
men also dressed in the height of fashion
crowd the doorway. The Dinner Bell
Polka is another, but this shows exterior
and interior views of the Crawford
House in the White Mountains.
The collection is in excellent condi¬
tion and is now safely housed in the
Watkinson Library where already it has
been visited hy many people who find
both amusement and instruction in lookmg over the popular music of their
grandparents.
The folk-song composes itself. The
name of a folk-song writer is seldom re¬
membered—he counts for nothing; but
ms song lives on and on and is passed
fom one generation to another. In these
songs are reflected the very heart-beats of
the people.—Grimm.

Are You A Winter Stay-Indoors ?
When winter’s bite makes the touring car cheerless
and uncomfortable, do you become a stay-indoors, limit¬
ing your activities to absolute necessity ? Or do you
enjoy the wonderful freedom of going and coming that a
closed car provides ?
The work a touring car does for you in summer is
nothing to the grateful service rendered by the closed car
in even the worst weather that old Father Winter can
fling at us. Between home and office, to the theatre, the
dance and dinner, to the homes of friends, for every en¬
gagement of every nature, the limousine or the sedan is a
coach that defies the weather and affords living-room
comfort and good cheer.

Every successful family requires a closed car. It is
the car of greatest convenience and of most distinction.
We can make for you a Winton Six closed car of what¬
ever variety you prefer, and finish it exactly to your
taste. We take especial pride in the excellence of our
coach work, and that requires time. Better place your
order now, and have a delightful surprise in store for
your family and your friends.

Prices range from $3250 to $3500. Sport limousines,
coupes, and other special types of closed cars designed to
order. Write us today.

The Winton Company
134 Berea Road, Cleveland, Ohio, U. S.

A.

THE MASTER WORK IN AMERICAN MUSICAL EDUCATION

TOUCH and TECHNIC
By DR. WILLIAM MASON
IN FOUR BOOKS
School of Tou
■eated (Schoo

PRICE OF EACH, $1.00
PART Ill-Arpeggios Rhythmically Treated (Passage School).
PART IV—School of Octave and Bravura Playing.

A Method of Permanent Importance in Piano Teaching

The Life Work of Our Greatest American Piano Teacher

The permanent character of Dr. Mason’s original ideas in
piano teaching, their simple practical usefulness in the every¬
day work of the teacher, all proclaim his American genius for
invention and his exhaustive European training with the
greatest teachers of the last century.
The son of an educator, Lowell Mason, he was brought up
in an artistic home atmosphere, which combined with “Yan¬
kee Common Sense” as well as long association with such
teachers as Moscheles, Hauptmann, Richter, Dreyschock
and Liszt led Dr. Mason to realize that the subject of piano
teaching demanded an altogether new and broader treatment.
As a result he produced Touch and Technic—of unsurpassed
value to all teachers and students of piano.

During the fifty years in which Dr. Mason taught in New
York he was unanimously regarded as the foremost of Amer¬
ican piano teachers. He had a positive genius for discov¬
ering the principle embodied in technical problems and
then explaining it so clearly that the exercises he provided
for its cultivation invariably produced results and success¬
ful pupils. Among them was the noted pianist. William
Sherwood and many foremost teachers.
Fortunately the ideas of this great pedagog have been
preserved in his life work, Touch and Technic, so that they
are just as useful for teachers to-day as they were1 when
taught personally by Dr. Mason.
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SPECIAL MAGAZINE PRICES TO NOV. 20,1915
The Teachers’ Round Table
'

Conducted by N. J. COREY
, „
T l ,tr and not technical problems pertaining to musical
This department is designed to help the teacher upon questions pertaining to “How to Teach,
IVHat to leacn,
■.
, accompany all inquiries.
theory, history, etc., all of which properly belong to the Questions and Answers department. Full name and adaress mu_e _

Reed Organ
“I have several reed-organ pupils, and would like
to know what to use from the third grade on. Wliat
can be done tor advanced reed-organ students V"
B. C.
It is difficult to lay out a course of instruction for
the reed organ in the advanced grades. The limitations
of the instrument are so manifest, both as to compass
in the management of passage work, and the arranging
of a suitable bass. I know of no advanced works for
the reed organ. A very fine work is the School of
Reed Organ Playing, by C. W. Landon, in four books
and as many grades. His Rccd Organ Method is also
most excellent. There is also a book of Velocity
Studies for Cabinet Organ, by Theodore Prcsser, which
takes care of this problem admirably. Laus Organi for
feed organs, in three volumes, will afford you excellent
material. Tor ten cents you. can order a pamphlet
entitled Graded Course of Study for Cabinet Organ,
by M. S. Morris, which will help you over many a
difficulty. From the third grade on you can use many
of Bach’s things, if your pupil is serious enough, First
Study of Bach, Little Preludes, Lighter Compositions,
and some of the Inventions, and the Preludes and
Fugues. In the fourth grade many of Heller’s Op. 45
and 45 may be used. As to advanced pieces you will
have to draw upon your experience as a piano teacher.
You have a list of pieces you use. Examine them care¬
fully and determine which can be successfully played on
the reed organ. Many of Mendelssohn’s Songs Without
Words go well on the organ. Morris’ pamphlet will
give you help along this line.

”

“Placing both his hands over the keys I said, “Now
we will read one measure, always reading the left hand
note on the lower staff first.’ Then if the measure
should be, left hand G, C, and right hand C, G, I
would have him begin, ‘left hand G,’ taking plenty of
time to associate the note with the key and the hand
that was to play it. Then we spoke the right hand note
in the same manner. Next, having taken time to get
them well in mind separately, I had him say, ‘Left hand
G, right hand C,” looking at the hands and getting the
lingers ready to play as he spoke; then I had him play
the notes he had spoken. This pupil came to me every
day and I never allowed him to play hands together
any other way until I saw that the right habit was tak¬
ing form. Next I had him name the notes without
mentioning the hands, telling him we always read the
left hand note first. I found then as he read from
the lower staff, he naturally associated the note with the
left hand, and vice versa. Being able to do this I
allowed him to play the exercise without speaking the
notes, and found he did it fairly well. Sometimes i;
took a week or-more to learn a simple phrase of four
measures, and when he started a new phrase it was
necessary to go back to the first named way of speak¬
ing the notes for the different hands.
“This may sound like very slow, tedious work; and
it did require much patience, but af'.er a few months,
when I saw that the old habit had been entirely over¬
come, I felt that I was fully repaid. Later I had the
pleasure of having him play a little piece at a pupils’,
recital.”—Miss Nettie Gordon.

a certain limited repertoire always ready. Pieces he
has once memorized and dropped he can take up later
if desired and prepare with almost no difficulty. In
this way players can always keep a varied repertoire at
command.
3. Sawyer’s book on Extemporisation will give yoll
the help you desire.
4. You will find Mason a perfectly safe guide to
follow in the practice of his own system. If you have
thoroughly digested and have at command his exposi¬
tion of the principles included in his several books, you
will be a pretty well-infgrmed technician. By that time
you will be able to comprehend any suggestions you
may find in other teachers, whether it be Mathews or
others, for additional methods of treatment of any
given point.
5. The fourth and fifth fingers must of necessity lag
behind the others so far as speed in the two finger ex¬
ercises is concerned. They are weaker and more con¬
strained in their placement on the hand. The speed
indicated by Mason as the highest development is not
intended to be encompassed at any one point in a
player’s career. It is expected that the exercises will
extend over a number of years. You should not at¬
tempt to lift the fourth and fifth fingers high. Neither
can there be any high speed with any finger with high
motions. Speed demands close contact with the keys.
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Czerny’s Op. 139 has been a standard work for many
decades, and many teachers, after exploring other
etudes, have reverted to these again and again. Their
contention is, that after following the advice of many
educators, that modern Etudes embody more ideas in
each one, and develop the student’s musical perceptions
more rapidly, but they find that there are many pup®
who are incapable of digesting more than one thing at
a time, and that they thrive better on the technical
simplicity of Czerny. They contend that whenapupilis
working for technic, it is better for him to concentrate
his attention on that alone, leaving expression and
other points for pieces, and art eludes, such as those
written by Heller. With this view I am much in
sympathy for the average pupil. With the overwhelm¬
ing volume of etudes written by Czerny, many prefer to
use selected studies, for in that way useless repetition
is eliminated. The best selection I have seen is that
ot Emil Liebling, in three books. You can order
Uzerny-Licbling Selected Studies, and the first book
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Canadian
and foreign postage additional.
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Technical Points
“Crossed Wire Brains”
A couple of letters have been received from teachers
who read the article on the foregoing subject last
“2. Shall T keep the piece
spring, and have responded stating their experience for
he First Study of Back*
the benefit of other readers of the Round Table. The
“3. What studies shall I
first reads as follows:—
"I do not think my pupils have the trouble of ‘mixing
nri Mathew’s directions fur
up’' the clefs, complained of by L. P. in the RoundTable. I urge them from the outset to read the bass
clef first. I call their attention to the manner in which
houses are built, pointing out that the foundations
J. W.
should first be considered. Should they forget and read
one note in the treble first, I stop them, a'nd ask, ‘What
1. The plain legato is produced by the natural strengt'
of the fingers in a downward stroke, in distinction fror
did I say about playing the bass notes first?’ or some
such reminder. They immediately correct themselves.
the clinging legato, in which there is more or les
assistance from the arm muscles. This natural move
This suggestion works like a charm with my pupils.”
—Mrs. M. M. Glass.
ment of the fingers on their joints, free from stiffnes
or strain, is the principal desideratum to be aimed fo
The second letter treats the matter more at length.
She has had pupils who have had this difficulty and has
by all players. The mild staccato mentioned for til
thought out a scheme of treatment.
two finger exercises is obtained by a very slight pullin'
“Perhaps my experience may prove helpful. I taught
back of the tip of the fingers towards the palm of th
a small boy, who, when he first tried putting the hands
hand, confining the motion as much as possible to th,
together, played the lower staff with the right hand,
second and third joints. It is intended for rapid mo
and the upper with the left. Learning the hands
uons when there is no time for the action describe,
separately not helping any I invented a plan of my own.
for other forms of staccato. Another form of staccat,
First, I explained that all notes on the lower staff be¬
in ^treme rapidity is obtained by a very slight motio.
longed to the left hand; at the same time teaching him
of the entire finger from the first joint, lightly touehim
and releasing the key as quickly as possible
which was the left hand in order to get the two hands
well separated in his mind. He was under six, and
2. Pieces that a pupil should “keep” memorized shoul,
be carefully selected. Not all early pieces studied w
therefore such things were not yet clear to him. I did
not try to impress him with the seriousness of the
situation, but good humoredly told him he had played
the left hand’s notes with the right, and thus had played
his exercise upside down. This to his childish mind was
clearer than if I had told him he had reversed the
hands, or something similar in words that were not in
m fc fM M
c«itivate fh th r,e^
his everyday vocabulary. He saw the point at once,
facility in the more complicated Bach
,
and felt somewhat humiliated over the joke, and we
will come later, and which he will be mS&BfS? ^
both laughed and concluded we must learn to play
for
by
his
work
in
the
early
composC
V'
‘right side up.’
can keep’ all h.s pieces memorized, ite should hav,
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